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DISPOSING OF PLUTONIUM IN RUSSIA

TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affairs,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:36 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Glenn, Chair-

man of the Committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Glenn, Nunn, Levin, Stevens, and Cochran.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GLENN

Chairman Glenn. The hearing will come to order.

I must apologize because I don't like to start a hearing late. We
have taken great pride this year in starting our hearings on time,
almost right on the minute. Unfortunately, I had an appointment
with the secretary of one of the departments in town this morning,
and the meeting went a little bit too long. I hope everybody got the

word that I would be a little bit late.

Our hearing this morning on disposing of plutonium in Russia is

a very timely one. What Russia does with its bomb-grade material
after dismantlement currently poses the world's greatest prolifera-
tion threat. With the Russian economy in shambles, there is a real

possibility that this weapons material would be sold or smuggled
onto the worldwide nuclear black market.

If you consider that the main reason Iraq did not have a nuclear

weapon is because it lacked the necessary plutonium or highly-en-
riched uranium called HEU. That was all they lacked, just the fis-

sile material. The prospect of 600 tons of this material floating
around the world is frightening. It is in America's best interest to

keep a close eye on and offer assistance to Russia as it disposes of

this material.

Throughout my Senate career, and especially my work on this

Governmental Affairs Committee, I have worked to put an end to

the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The Russian dis-

mantlement of over 25,000 nuclear weapons and what is done with

bomb-grade material must be at the top of our nonproliferation ef-

forts.

As the former Soviet Union was collapsing, two of our colleagues,
Senator Sam Nunn and Senator Dick Lugar, realized that our
former enemy would need some assistance in destroying the very
weapons that still threaten us. As a former member of the mili-

tary, I certainly realize that a dangerous enemy is one who has
both bad intentions and good military forces.

(1)



The brilliance of the Nunn-Lugar legislation, invented on Capitol
Hill and not over in the Executive Branch, is that it will reduce
both the military threat and dissolve the further harmful inten-
tions of our former enemy. Today, we will hear a summary of the

programs on implementation of the Nunn-Lugar programs. Of
course, this process will take time, but in my view we are headed
in the right direction.

For the past two decades, the Governmental Affairs Committee
has carried out oversight hearings on proliferation threats and has
written public laws on nuclear export criteria, such as the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Act, going back as far as 1978. With this back-

ground, the Governmental Affairs Committee will today examine
the disposition of some 500 tons of highly-enriched uranium and
100 tons of plutonium extracted from weapons of the former Soviet
Union. Since a nuclear weapon can be made with mere kilograms
of these materials, a loss of less than 100th of a percent of these
600 tons could enable a Saddam Hussein, for instance, to make a
nuclear weapon."
The uranium part of the fissile stockpile can be addressed much

more easily than plutonium because it can be diluted with natural
uranium and used as reactor fuel. On February 18th, General
Burns and Minister Mikhailov signed a U.S.-Russian joint agree-
ment to do this, but the price on the 500 tons of HEU has not yet
been set, and this is one of several uncertainties which we want to

explore today.
Plutonium cannot be diluted or modified to prevent its use in

weapons. In addition, except for weapons use, it is generally agreed
that plutonium is a financial burden. It is more expensive to use
than uranium, and it is difficult to protect and to monitor.

In order to address these problems, the U.S. and Russia have
agreed to design a large storage facility which could be located

near the town of Tomsk. This probably is the best near-term solu-

tion available to us, but I am concerned for the longer term. The
Russians have stated they want to move to a plutonium economy,
with a new reprocessing plant and new breeder reactors.

However, we simply cannot let this plutonium fortress turn into

an eternally vulnerable source of plutonium. There are other
viable long-term solutions for plutonium. Perhaps one could be to

burn it in reactors, but this is expensive and uncertain. Another

possibility would be to include it in the glassified wastes, along
with defense wastes, and place it in deep geological repositories.
Current studies suggest this may well be the cheapest and best

option, but in the meantime we are told we must wait for the Na-
tional Academy of Science report due to be completed next
summer.

I also want to see the outcome of the study that I requested from
the Office of Technology Assessment last year, which is also sched-

uled to be completed this summer. The OTA study will assess all of

the complexities of nuclear de-weaponization, from the first step of

taking nuclear weapons out of the silos, all the way through every
step on the way to the final storage or disposal of the fissile materi-

al.

When these studies and decisions on the U.S. plutonium have
been made, finally we will be able to tell the Russians what we



found out. One solution would be to build a smaller storage facility

and a glassification facility. And for all of our sakes, I hope once

we get all that information that we will make wise decisions on

this.

The end of the Cold War has brought with it new, more nebulous

proliferation threats. Just last week in this room before this Com-

mittee, CIA Director Woolsey outlined the numerous countries

seeking nuclear technology and those countries and people provid-

ing it. I must say he did not paint a very bright picture, but that

picture will become even darker if we don't keep an eye on the

Russian nuclear weapons dismantlement process.

Today's hearing will give us an overview of where we stand and
what more must be done in this area. Today, we will have three

witnesses each appearing as a separate panel. Our first witness.

Senator Hank Brown, senior Senator from Colorado, will describe

the findings of a GAO report he has commissioned on some aspects
of the Nunn-Lugar process. In the third panel, Joseph Kelly of

GAO will describe a study that I requested from GAO.
For our second panel, I am particularly gratified to welcome

Major General William F. Burns, who holds the title of Special

Envoy on the Safety, Security and Dismantlement of Nuclear

Weapons, which is another name for the Chief Negotiator of the

Nunn-Lugar programs. General Burns has held high positions on
arms control matters with the Joint Chiefs, with the State Depart-
ment and with ACDA, the Arms Control and Disarmament

Agency. President Bush invited General Burns to return from re-

tirement and take up this task.

General we all owe you a sense of gratitude in answering the

call. As an aside, I would like to point out, that in these times of

government austerity. General Burns has set a world record for re-

ceiving the smallest commission, namely no remuneration for a

multi-billion-dollar contract for enriched uranium.
Our last witness will be Joseph E. Kelley, Director in Charge,

International Affairs Issues, General Accounting Office. Mr. Kelley
will describe GAO's findings on a study in which I requested GAO
to look into these plutonium and HEU issues, as well as some other

concerns.
Senator Stevens.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVENS

Senator Stevens. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, have concern about the disposal of plutonium and uranium

from dismantling of weapons from the former Soviet Union. I also

have concern about the Pacific Rim environment, because of the

decommissioning of nuclear submarines of the Russia Pacific Fleet.

There are some reports, such as that of the BBC, of Soviet dump-
ing of nuclear reactors and wastes in the Sea of Japan and in the

Bering Sea. We already know about nuclear accidents near Vladi-

vostok, in the Bol'shoy Kamen area and the Dunay refueling sites,

and nuclear waste dumping near Petropavlovsk and Kamchatskiy.
My aim is to insure that some of the funds our Nation provides

to Russia are used by the Russian Pacific Fleet for the dismantling
and storage of fissionable materials. This is the shore that America



shares with Russia, from California to Alaska, and it is the most
prolific seafood area in the world today.
Another problem concerns the Bering and Chukchi Seas and the

activities of the Northern Fleet, where nuclear submarines and
atomic icebreakers are being decommissioned. An obvious needs
exists for technical expertise and support to complete dismantling
and disposal or storage of the associated fissile materials.

I have problem in my own State, and this is the main reason
that I raise the issue. In September of 1992, a researcher with the

University of Alaska turned up information from a Freedom of In-

formation request showing nuclear waste from an atomic bomb test

in Nevada was buried on the northwest coast of Alaska in the early
1960's. Project Chariot was part of the Plowshare Program of the
Atomic Energy Commission to investigate and develop peaceful
uses of nuclear explosives.

In 1958, the Atomic Energy Commission authorized studies for

an experimental harbor excavation in Alaska, using nuclear explo-
sives. Part of that study included the burying of 15,000 pounds of

contaminated soil in 4 feet of soil in a creek drainage. The Eskimo
village of White Hope is 26 miles from that test site, and the people
of the area hunt and fish near the site.

Our Eskimo people are understandably concerned about this

waste site, and I want to thank Senator Nunn and the Armed Serv-

ices Committee and the Appropriations Committee for providing
the funds to prepare a plan to remove that contaminated soil, and
that should be done this spring.
Now, the Department of Energy is currently working on the plan

for the removal of all of that radioactive material. The communi-
ties there are still very concerned that similar nuclear waste sites

may be out there in Alaska somewhere. I tell you, I share the con-

cerns and I think all Alaskans do. We were very surprised by the

report of that disposal in Alaska.
Senator Glenn, one of the reasons I am here today is to ask you

to commit the resources of this Committee, the Governmental Af-

fairs Committee, to investigate to determine if any other radioac-

tive sites exist on Federal lands in Alaska previously used by any
agencies of the Federal Government, including former Department
of Defense sites.

Those areas that are currently used by the Federal Government
are under constant review and would not be included in this inves-

tigation, I suggest. It is the abandoned sites that Alaskans are pri-

marily concerned about. This investigation primarily requires an
extensive search of the files of every Federal agency that might
have disposed of nuclear wastes in Alaska.

My staff and I would be willing to work with yours to insure that

the investigation is focused upon those lands accessible to the

public. I have no personal knowledge that any risk exists from past

disposal of nuclear wastes or that any other nuclear experiments
were carried on. But rumors persist that such sites exist and the

Eskimo people have asked me to make this request of you.
I think we should make such an investigation, John, to see if we

can find the facts. These rumors are really destroying the faith of

our Eskimo people in our Federal Government, and I hope that you
will permit us to have that investigation.



Chairman Glenn. We will, indeed. We started this off by asking
GAO to provide us some help in this area, to take a first look at

this, and we will see where we go with it from there. But I agree
with you, this falls almost in the same category as some of our nu-

clear weapons development programs, where there was an awful
lot we did not know about these things through the years.

Every emphasis was on produce, produce. Where do you put the

waste? Well, put it out there behind and we will worry about that

sometime. Now we know that all the things that were kept secret

all those years we have to deal with, and I see this as being in that

same category.
If there were materials that were dumped up there and they are

a danger to people, obviously we have to do something about that.

We are starting out by getting GAO to look at this and give us the
best first handle on it and then we will see where we go from
there. But we want to work with you on this.

Senator Stevens. Thank you very much.
As you know. Senator Nunn and Senator Lugar assisted in help-

ing to earmark $10 million of the money that was provided to

Russia to look on the other side of the Bering Sea, to see what pro-
cedures were followed in the disposal of nuclear waste in the area
east of the Urals, in particular. But, in general, in disposal of nu-

clear waste, as I mentioned, we have several rumors of great dis-

posals there that might well leach into the North Pacific, and we
are equally concerned with this.

I thank you both for your help. I thank you very much, John. I

appreciate that.

Chairman Glenn. We will work together on that.

Senator Nunn.
Senator Nunn. Mr. Chairman, I won't make an opening state-

ment. I think you have covered the subject very well. And I cer-

tainly share Senator Stevens' concern about nuclear disposal that

may have occurred in his area of our country. It is extremely im-

portant that we find out what has happened there.

So I look forward to the hearing and am delighted to see General
Burns here. We have heard from him many times. He is an out-

standing public servant and I think he has done a tremendous job
in an extremely difficult area.

I think it is important for us all to keep in mind that what we
have here is an effort by two countries that have been pointing nu-

clear weapons at each other for 45 years, with the threat of mas-
sive destruction, to cooperate in the safe storage, transportation,
and disposal of those weapons.
This is an unprecedented effort, and one of the real challenges

here is to build a degree of mutual trust between two former an-

tagonists. That has taken a considerable amount of skill. It is not a
matter of simply going in there and getting the job done. The first

thing that has to be done is develop trust, and I think General
Burns and his team have managed to do that, which is almost a
miraculous development. So I think we ought to view this program
in perspective.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you.
Senator Cochran.
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Senator Cochran. Mr. Chairman, let me commend you for di-

recting the attention of this Committee to this important issue. I

am confident that the witnesses who will testify today will add to
our knowledge and equip us to make good sound decisions that are
within the jurisdiction of this Committee on this issue. I look for-

ward to hearing their testimony.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you very much.
Our first witness this morning is our colleague Senator Hank

Brown of Colorado. Hank, we look forward to your testimony this

morning. Welcome to our hearing.

TESTIMONY OF HON. HANK BROWN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF COLORADO

Senator Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You are very kind to allow me to come. I want to commend you

personally and the Committee for the attention they have shown to

this matter, not only your persistence, Mr. Chairman, in following
up with requesting the GAO report, but your willingness to air the
issue and take a look at it.

I was one who supported the Nunn-Lugar efforts and frankly
thought it showed a remarkable trait not always apparent in Con-

gress, and that is a willingness to look forward to solve problems in

advance, rather than retrospectively and to focus attention on
what I think will be one of the major problems in this coming
decade.

Senator Nunn has shown that kind of leadership in the past and
it is an example not only of his expertise, but also his vision. This

particular area is of great concern, as the Committee has already
noted. Available now on the world market, because of the demise of

the former Soviet Union, is not only an enormous load of scientists

and technicians, but weapons themselves and fissionable material.

Mr. Chairman, we acted as a Congress at the initiative of Sena-
tor Nunn and the follow-up of the administration to pass the Soviet

Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1991. Four hundred million dol-

lars was authorized by that and, as all of you are aware, another
$400 million was authorized here for fiscal 1993, a total of $800 mil-

lion. Proposals have been made for the expenditure of over $300
million of that, and $20 million has been spent.
Mr. Chairman, I am concerned, because I believe the purposes of

the Act have not been followed in the management of the Act. Let
me be specific. The first section of the findings of the Act, (a)(1)

says: "Soviet President Gorbachev requested western help in dis-

mantling nuclear weapons and President Bush has proposed the

United States cooperate on the storage, transportation, dismantling
and the destruction of the Soviet nuclear weapons."
Mr. Chairman, to that particular issue, in a report that I have

just received today, the GAO makes several observations on page 3:

"Perhaps more importantly, Russia is not seeking direct U.S. aid in

dismantling nuclear weapons. In other words, the No. 1 purpose for

which we authorized that legislation was to aid in nuclear weapons
dismantlement. Now, the Soviet Union says that they do not want
the United States involved in the dismantling of those weapons."



Over on page 4 of the report, they say: "Russia has ruled out a
direct U.S. role in the dismantlement operation." I raise that not to

cast stones on the purpose of the legislation. I think it was properly
intended, but I think there is a serious problem of mismanagement.
When the primary purpose of the legislation is frustrated by an

unwillingness of the former Soviet Republics to comply, and par-

ticularly Russia in this case, apparently the statements of Presi-

dent Gorbachev did not reflect or do not now reflect the attitude of

the former Soviet Union and the present officials in Russia and
some of the other republics. Thus, we have authorized the expendi-
ture of $800 million in taxpayers' money, the primary purpose of

which the recipients or potential recipients will not permit us to be
involved in.

Moreover, the report shows some other things that I think are

quite shocking. One, the United States, in preparation for this dis-

mantling, storage, transportation and handling, has not even pre-

pared a list of the items needed to effect destruction of the nuclear

weapons. It is justified, I suspect, by the fact that the Russians
have not cooperated in this endeavor. But to not even have a list

prepared when you move forward to expend that amount of money
strikes me as nothing short of a scandalous oversight in the han-

dling of taxpayers' money.
Second, the GAO report points out that U.S. experts have not

been involved in the preparation of this program. They have been
excluded, and the justification of some of our governmental experts
is we do not want to involve the experts from the private sector,
because they might have a conflict of interest in a contract in the
future on this.

I might point out, in response to that defense, that no one has
tried to devise a program where you would involve U.S. private ex-

perts and exclude them from contracts that follow. I think it is

proper and right to be concerned about potential conflicts of inter-

est, but that does not mean that you cannot use the real expertise
available in this country. We have the world's foremost experts in

the private sector of this Nation involved right now in the disman-

tling, destruction and handling of nuclear weapons and handling of

nuclear chemical materials, and they have not been involved in

this effort to dismantle nuclear and chemical weapons of the
former Soviet Union. It strikes me that not involving our Nation's

top experts demonstrates again a scandalous disregard for the need
to carefully manage the public money.

Third, almost unbelievable, to date, almost 10 percent of the
entire money expended in this program has gone not for dismantle-
ment of weapons, but has gone for trips, over 343 trips by the Exec-
utive Branch to Russia. This is not supposed to be a travel pro-

gram. This is supposed to be one where you dismantle weapons.
The report concludes: "To date, U.S. appropriations have not di-

rectly resulted in the dismantlement of former Soviet nuclear

weapons, because U.S. equipment deliveries have been limited to

relatively small amounts of safety and security-related items."
Mr. Chairman, the bottom line is this: The program was set up

to dismantle nuclear weapons and to assist in the transportation
and storage and other related activities. The very premise that it

was based on. President Gorbachev's invitation, is belied by the
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current statement of officials who refuse to allow U.S. involvement
in the planning and specifically disclaiming a desire for U.S. aid

for the dismantlement of these weapons. The administration has
failed to involve the real experts in the field and has spent almost
10 percent of program funds to date to simply travel back and
forth.

So I welcome your hearings. I am going to make public the Gen-
eral Accounting Office investigation, as I understand the Chairman
is going to do with the investigation he has requested. My hope is

that out of this will come a much more focused effort on the part of

the U.S. to: (1) provide the services that I think are so important
and were outlined by Senator Nunn originally, if we cannot com-

plete the original purpose; (2) at least provide the additional assist-

ance that may help that purpose along; and (3) make sure the

proper follow-up is made so that these funds are no longer misman-
aged.

I hope that the new administration will provide new leadership
in this area, new personnel to run it, and provide a more focused

program that is far more conscious of the need to respect the value
of the taxpayers' money.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for your efforts in this

area.

Chairman Glenn. Thank you very much. Senator Brown.
Let me ask a couple of questions. GAO apparently found that the

Soviets do not really want this aid, is that correct?

Senator Brown. The quote from the report was that the Rus-

sians are not seeking direct U.S. aid in dismantling nuclear weap-
ons, and the other quote is Russia has ruled out a direct U.S. role

in dismantlement operations.

My understanding is they are happy to have money, if we want
to pass it on to them, and that there may well be a role for us to

provide supplementary material to them, that is, safety equipment,
boxcars and the like have been discussed. So there may well be a

role for U.S. assistance in terms of equipment and safety assist-

ance, but not in the dismantlement program itself.

Chairman Glenn. You mentioned that 343 trips were taken to

the Soviet Union, many in the early stages of the negotiations. I

don't really know whether that is excessive or not, with all the

people you have to deal with in the military and the government. I

don't know that it is correct, at this stage, where these things have

just been getting under way, to equate the 343 trips directly with

the number of weapons actually destroyed so far. I am not sure

that would be a good measure at this particular time.

Senator Brown. That is a fair comment, because until you look

at the details of it, I would agree. What concerned me about it is to

have that many trips, when you already have a huge series of ex-

perts in Russia already and not include the U.S. experts in the pri-

vate sector that are actually dismantling weapons right now.

Chairman Glenn. I have supported the Nunn-Lugar process as a

way of helping Russia to become our friend, rather than our foe,

we hope. Are you being critical of the whole process itself, the pur-

poses of it, or just the way it is being carried out?

Senator Brown. I am concerned about the way it is being carried

out.
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Chairman Glenn. If we don't have the Nunn-Lugar process,
what would replace it?

Senator Brown. Frankly, I think the Nunn-Lugar process is vi-

sionary, I think it is the example of an excellent program as a po-
tential of reducing the very serious problem.

My hope is that this Congress will give some thought to redesign-

ing the priorities, in light of the Soviet refusal to involved us in

this dismantling. I don't come off as a critic of the effort. I think it

was a very important and valuable effort. But I do think now that

one of the primary purposes, that is, U.S. direct involvement in dis-

mantling weapons or funding the dismantling or helping plan the

dismantling has been frustrated, that we will give some additional

thought and guidance as to how the money would be spent.
Chairman Glenn. I also had understood that you were propos-

ing, too, that we permit and encourage significant participation by
U.S. companies, so that we could use their U.S. goods and services

to assist the Russians with dismantling their weapons. Is that cor-

rect, first?

Senator Brown. Well my hope is, at least on the initial stages,
that we include the real experts in this field that have hands-on

experience in dismantlement in the planning process, and thus far

they have been excluded.
I appreciate the concern that you don't want to create a poten-

tial conflict of interest between people who are involved in the

planning sessions and ones who might bid on the contract, but it

strikes me there is a way to do that. For instance, forbidding the

experts that you bring in from being involved in the contracting.
You don't have to exclude the experts, just because you don't want
to not have those particular experts involved in the dismantling.
Chairman Glenn. I was a little bit concerned about that. If you

get companies involved in the early stages or get them into the ne-

gotiating process, you are almost bound to have sole-sourcing con-

tracts come out of the negotiations, or you have that danger.
Senator Brown. Sure, I think that has to be addressed.

Chairman Glenn. There would be a concern about that.

The GAO report said—and you mentioned this, too, in your re-

marks—that the material assistance has been handed to the Sovi-

ets at their request. Do you have any more details on that? The
money that was provided under the Nunn-Lugar programs is sup-

posed to be, of course, carefully controlled. Do you have examples
on that?
Senator Brown. The supplement that I know you have obtained

for the Committee records has a complete outline of the Soviet nu-

clear threat reduction projects. It outlines both the obligations as of

January 30th and the obligations as of December 31, and it spells it

out in detail.

The only observation I would make, other than the facts laid out

on the chart, is simply to repeat the frustration I think that is

present. And that while we have funded equipment that could well

be argued relates to these projects, we have been excluded from the

planning process. If we are going to simply provide the money for

all of these things, we need to at least develop some sort of plan-

ning process.
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As I understand it, our government has not even laid out a com-

plete, prioritized list of what we think ought to be supplied. It is

broken down into a variety of projects. But it strikes me that if you
are going to a country to assist them in a specific project, you at

least ought to have recommendations that you start with.

Chairman Glenn. Thank you. My time is up.
Senator Stevens.
Senator Stevens. Senator Brown, I remember when the group of

concerned scientists from Russia came over. Senator Nunn, Senator

Lugar, and I met with them. Sam, remember that group came in?

Senator Nunn. Yes, I remember.
Senator Stevens. They told us that the real problem was to try

and get control of these weapons, to assure control, to try and get
an inventory, that they were in several places throughout the

former Soviet Union.
I understand your concern about the lack of cooperation, but, as

we all read in the newspaper and see on television, we are still in a

period of transition over there. We are not sure that the people

agree with us are going to remain in control of those former Soviet

countries.
I want you to know I understand what you are saying, but given

the circumstances that existed when those Soviet scientists first

came here, I marvel that we are as far along as we are right now.
And we have spent about one-fifth the cost of a B-2 bomber so far

trying to control these weapons. If we do not get them under con-

trol now, we may pay a hell of a price in the future.

So I have got to tell you, I understand your criticism. I under-

stand you are a good watchdog of the Treasury, but I believe that it

is the best interest of the country to go forward with this program
and try to make it work, notwithstanding the fact that its costs in

the initial period are very excessive.

Now, that is just my experience. We all had experience in the

Geneva arms talks. There was one year, I think 1985, that we took

more than 50 Senators to Geneva, and we were all told it was jun-
kets and we were wasting taxpayers' money and all other things.

By the time we came through that period, I think we had contrib-

uted, at least we understood the process and contributed to the

process in some small way with our support, once we got back here.

I think we ought to go slow with our criticism of this project
until we see how far down the line we can get with it and see

whether we can develop the conditions in Russia that will enable

us to do what you suggest.
Senator Brown. If I could just comment, let me make it clear. I

am not a critic of the Nunn-Lugar proposal. I am a fan of it and a

supporter and I think it is very commendable. I am not suggesting
to any of you, in light of the Russians' unwillingness to involve us

in the planning in this or the execution of it, that we ought to then

wash our hands of it. It seems to me that there is still a reason to

be involved and provide assistance. So I don't lack enthusiasm in

either of those areas.

I am concerned, though, about a couple of the aspects of the U.S.

response. One, it doesn't appear with what we have done so far

that we have done much to improve the accountability; two, it

doesn't appear we have even come up with the kind of long list of
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recommendations that would be particularly helpful in approach-
ing this process effectively; three, I hope the Congress is going to go
back and give some additional guidance for the use of this money,
in light of the different use than what we had hoped to provide;
and, four, I just think it is silly for us not to include the people who
have hands-on experience in dismantling weapons.
To say you don't want to create a potential conflict of interest is

very valid, but that does not mean that you can't involve those ex-

perts. You can involve some experts and make sure that they have
no interest in the eventual contracting that may come. In other

words, we haven't had very good execution of a very good piece of

legislation.
Senator Stevens. Thank you.
Chairman Glenn. Under the early bird rule. Senator Cochran?
Senator Cochran. Mr. Chairman, let me just express my appre-

ciation for Senator Brown taking his time to come here and discuss
his concerns with us, and for getting the GAO report. He has been
very helpful to the overall effort that we are making.
We do need to make sure about how we are using the funds ap-

propriated under this Act, and I think we benefit from this kind of

scrutiny of what is going on and how the funds have been used. So
I congratulate him and thank him for his adding to our knowledge
of this situation. I would encourage you to be involved and active
in trying to help shape the course of future decisions in this area.
Thank you very much.
Chairman Glenn. Senator Nunn.
Senator Nunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, want to thank Senator Brown for his efforts and interest

in this area. I think the biggest fault of the Congress of the United
States is we don't give enough careful oversight to the programs we
create, and so any time anyone offers additional oversight, I wel-
come it and I think it is healthy.

I would like to ask one or two questions. I think General Burns
will speak to most of the points being made here this morning. I do
believe that in most cases, maybe not all, it is good for GAO to
check with the people that they are investigating in the Executive
Branch, before they issue their report. I don't know whether they
did that in this case or not. Senator Brown, do you know whether
the GAO gave the Executive Branch a chance to comment on this

report before it was issued?
Senator Brown. I believe so, in that the report itself includes

their responses to the particular questions raised, but perhaps the
General can give us a better idea. As you know, sometimes you
have a full chance to respond and sometimes not, and I agree that
would be only fair.

Senator Nunn. Let me ask this: You used the figure of 10 per-
cent of the funds were spent on travel. I know that travel expenses
would be one consideration, let's say the numerator in the equa-
tion. What is the denominator there? Is that the money actually
spent, or is that the money obligated?

Senator Brown. Yes, I think it would be a little less than 10, and
I meant to say almost 10. As I understand it, the cost was a little

over $1.7 million out of an expenditure slightly in excess of $20
million so far in actually expended funds.
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Senator Nunn. That is a little bit misleading, I would have to

say, because the funds obligated are very substantially more than
that, and if you use the obligated funds—which is what the travel

has been all about and what the planning has been all about—as
the denominator, then the number radically decreases.
We were told before the Armed Services Committee that, of the

overall obligations—and General Burns can speak to this—I will

have to just recall off the top of my head, but the amount of overall

administrative costs, including travel, cost was substantially less

than 1 percent. So it is very crucial as to what term you use to set

up a percentage.
Senator Brown. I would certainly agree. My reference was to

funds that have actually been spent.
Senator Nunn. I think it was, but I would say that is not a good

indicator, because the funds that have been expended have been

very small, compared to the funds that have been obligated and
will soon be flowing. This process has involved getting the Russians

engaged in the joint kind of dialogue necessary not only for dis-

mantling, but for the storage, the transportation and the eventual

destruction, and getting the Russians engaged has required a great
deal of effort

But it is also true that the Russians do not care to have other

people involved in dismantling. And I have talked to some of our

specialists who say they would not want Russians involved in our

dismantling, because if you know how to dismantle a weapon, you
know exactly how it was put together. Of course, they still have
their own nuclear secrets, as we do.

But I think it is true, and General Burns can testify to this much
better than I, that they have very much welcomed our help in

areas such as inventorying, storage and transportation. They have

certainly welcomed our help in the overall effort to engage their

scientists, who know how to make nuclear weapons and missiles, in

constructive endeavors in peaceful science and technology fields,

rather than having these scientists show up in third world coun-

tries making nuclear weapons for people who may cause us a lot of

trouble in the future.

I know you made reference to that danger in your opening re-

marks. So I think we have to put it in the overall perspective, and
I believe that General Burns and his team will do that.

But it just seems to me that we should make sure we understand
that this process is much broader than simply a dismantling effort.

Senator Brown. If I could. Senator, let me just observe: I think

your bringing up the potential harm that having these scientists

and, as you pointed out in the past, technicians which can be

almost as important in these weapons fields proliferate around the

world I think is a very valid point and a very important one.

That was one of the reasons that I offered a bill last year that

eased our immigration restrictions on bringing Soviet scientists

and technicians into this country.
Concerning obligated funds, obviously, there are a little over

$300 million right now that have been obligated. But the GAO
report observes, "To date, U.S. appropriations have not directly re-

sulted in dismantlement of former Soviet nuclear weapons, because

U.S. equipment deliveries have been limited to relatively small
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amounts of safety and security related items." That does not mean
that they won't and can't, but I am concerned that we are this far

into the program and GAO would still say that our expenditures
haven't resulted in the dismantling of weapons.

I must say I hope that we will redefine this program somewhat
and make clear the objectives that you just outlined. They are en-

compassed in the earlier legislation, but it seems to me they need
to be focused on. They are very legitimate. Perhaps even more im-

portant than current supplies and current weapons is the ability to

make them in the future. I think the legislation would benefit by
additional focus and definition.

Senator Nunn. I would certainly agree we need to review it. I

would also point out one other thing that needs to be considered,
and I'm sure General Burns will also address it.

One of our principal concerns when this legislation was drafted

was the tactical nuclear weapons, those short-range weapons that

numbered in the thousands and were located all over the former
Soviet Union. And although U.S. funds were not required to facili-

tate that process, people involved have told me that the focus we
put on the overall importance of getting control of nuclear weapons
had a tremendous impact in focusing Russia on getting control of

those tactical weapons.
And as we speak here today, we are told that all the tactical

weapons which had been disseminated throughout the former
Soviet Union, including in a number of places where wars are

breaking out now, are back in Russia and presumably under safe

storage.
There is a whole other dimension of this now, with Russia expe-

riencing severe internal difficulties, whether Russia itself may
break apart and whether those weapons may again be in jeopardy.
But that is for us to determine in the future.

Mr. Chairman, my time is expired. Thank you.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you very much.
We are going to have to move on, because General Burns has a

commitment at noon to get back to the negotiations.
Senator Brown, before you leave, let me make just one comment.

I want to congratulate you for being, as I said, a watchdog here on

things like this. I think it is good.
I was sitting here thinking about what a change it is from about

4 or 5 years ago, when we would fight for months on end to get in

contact with just one particular person over there that we wanted
to see. Now our complaint is we are seeing too many people. I don't

know that this is at all bad, that we have generals contacting gen-
erals, and not just contacts at the very highest Soviet level. We are
now getting contacts that would have been unbelievable just a few

years ago.
Senator Nunn. Our intelligence budget probably spent several

billion dollars making the number of contacts we made with $1
million in this.

Chairman Glenn. That is probably right, and we are getting a
lot of personal contacts. I was reminded that this is similiar to the
IMET program, the military training program, in which we
brought officers in from all over the world and trained them here
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many years ago. There was a lot of criticism of that program. Some
of us defended it.

Now wherever you go around the world to visit many countries,
the people that are now the assistant prime minister or other high

positions are the people who came here. The first thing they want
to tell you about is when they were at Fort Riley or some place
here. They are well disposed toward the United States. Maybe
there is a corollary here with what is going on in this program
with the former Soviet Union. Maybe 343 trips is not bad, when we
couldn't get half a dozen a few years ago.
Chairman Glenn. General Burns, we welcome you. I know you

are supposed to be back in negotiations at noon today. We look for-

ward to your statement and appreciate you being with us this

morning.
Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF MAJOR GENERAL WILLIAM F. BURNS, U.S. ARMY
RETIRED, SPECIAL ENVOY ON THE SAFETY, SECURITY, AND
DISMANTLEMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, DEPARTMENT OF
STATE

General Burns. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator I am delighted to be here today and I will make my

opening remarks brief. We provided to your staff a report that Sen-

ator Pell requested of me last month which details the status of

our negotiations and the implementation of the Nunn-Lugar Act as

of last month, and I would request that it be appended to the hear-

ing record for information.^
Chairman Glenn. Yes, it will be included in the record.

General Burns. I believe we have made substantial progress,

gentlemen, in the last year. The comments made to date recall to

mind a number of factors that have caused this program to move
forward.

I recall just about a year ago that for the first time we had a

group of 12 Russians, about half military, out at Sandia National

Laboratories to discuss with them how one moves safely and se-

curely, to dismantle nuclear weapons. We had a great deal of diffi-

culty getting them into Sandia, because, obviously, the attitudes of

the Cold War don't go away very quickly. In fact, they were asked

to answer a question as to whether they were or had ever been a

member of the Communist Party or a supporter of communism.

[Laughter.]
In the last year, that has changed. Senator. But I just cite this to

indicate the tremendous degree of change in the last year. We had
an Air Force sergeant, the head of an EOD team, who was asked

point-blank by a Russian lieutenant general whether that particu-

lar item of equipment was actually used on the nuclear weapon
itself The sergeant remembered his earlier training that one nei-

ther confirms nor denies that the United States has nuclear weap-
ons—he was struck dumb. I said, "Sergeant, answer the question,"
and he was very glad that there was an American general there to

take him off the hook.

• The report referred to appears on page 39
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I just cite these as examples of the difficulties in the early days
of this effort; just a year ago, in the problem of communication
alone. I would like to report today that most of those problems
have been resolved. For example, right now, we have two teams in

Russia, one negotiating a contract price for the HEU sales.

We have another team dealing with missile dismantlement, a
team prepared to go to Ukraine again to deal with missile disman-
tlement, and these are headed by colonels, people of that level,
with teams of experts who can sit down and roll up their sleeves
with Russian or Ukrainian or Kazahkstani experts and work the

problem. To my mind, this may be the greatest long-term payoff of
the Nunn-Lugar Act, the fact that we are sitting down with them
and working the problem together.

I will review very quickly where we stand in a number of areas.

First of all, with Russia, we have signed eight agreements. One of

these is an intergovernmental agreement, the basic umbrella

agreement. We also negotiated implementing agreements on ar-

mored blankets, flexible blankets used to protect nuclear weapons
in transit and accident response equipment and training.
We found in our initial visits that their ability to respond to acci-

dents involving nuclear weapons was inadequate, and we have
begun delivery of equipment for this purpose. They indicated a
need for containers for the shipment of nuclear weapons and the

storage of nuclear weapons. I am talking about small containers
that contain nuclear components.
They had designed a container and they asked us to fund this

production in Russia. We demurred. We came up with a container
that costs 20 percent of the manufacturing cost of their container.

They were delighted with it. A contract is now being executed in

the United States for an initial 10,000 containers, and most prob-
ably that purchase will go up several tens of thousands more. They
have a requirement, just as an aside, for about 100,000 containers
to store this nuclear material coming out of weapons.
We are designing conversion kits for rail cars, rail cars that we

examined rather cursorily through various intelligence sources
over the years. We now have a rail car in Albuquerque to which we
are fitting a conversion kit which will greatly upgrade its safety
and security.
The Russians asked us early if we would provide assistance in

design and construction of a storage facility. I must say that we
had a great deal of trouble with this. We asked ourselves: What is

the interest of the United States in providing a safe and secure fa-

cility to store nuclear weapons and their components in the former
Soviet Union?
The Russian side agreed, however, that in the design and con-

struction we would hav^e the responsibility to design the materials
control and accounting system for that facility. They have also in-

dicated a willingness to accept our assistance in designing a
modern materials control and accounting system which will cover
the entire Russian Federation, and we are in the process of negoti-
ating the same kinds of agreements on the materials control and
accounting system with the other three so-called nuclear republics.
By doing this, we will have a modern system installed, a system in

which we have a great deal of confidence that nuclear material can
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be controlled and can be accounted for on very short notice. We
consider this to be very important.
As far as the storage facility is concerned, the internal control

and management system is extremely important, and we have been
assured by the Russian side of our access to this system. This will

enhance our ability to assure ourselves that the materials that are

being dismantled and the materials that are being transferred to

the United States for sale and so forth are actually the totality of

the materials we are talking about.

We have signed other agreements which have been sponsored
with Nunn-Lugar money. I haven't negotiated them myself, but

one is the science center where we are setting aside $25 million in

Russia to provide gainful employment for former nuclear weapons
scientists. This agreement is currently waiting ratification by the

Russian Parliament.
We are also providing funds to assist in the development of a

concept plan for the dismantlement of their nuclear weapons.
In addition to specific projects under Nunn-Lugar, we have also

signed an agreement recently for the sale to the United States of

approximately 500 tons of highly enriched uranium derived from

weapons. It is, I think, a brilliant concept, because it has no cost to

the American taxpayer. The funds transferred to the Russian Fed-

eration are derived from the sale of this material as a fuel after it

is reprocessed and de-enriched. As I said, we have a team in

Moscow now negotiating the sales contract for this agreement.
Let me touch on the other three republics. We have negotiated

and concluded an intergovernmental agreement with Belarus. We
are providing them emergency response equipment and technical

assistance to bolster their export control capabilities, and we are

providing the equipment and training to establish a government-to-

government communications link to allow them to deal better with

their responsibilities under the INF Treaty and START Treaty.
In Ukraine, we have not signed any agreements. We have

reached agreement, however, at a technical working level in a

number of areas. I hope that in Ukraine we will be able to sign
these agreements very shortly. I recall that the Ukrainian foreign
minister will be in Washington soon, and I hope at that time these

agreements will be ready for signature.
You may remember that Kazahkstan was slow to be certified

under Nunn-Lugar. We have been slow to work out detailed ar-

rangements with Kazahkstan. I am happy to report, though, that

the State Counselor for National Security is present in Washington
now and I will meet him very shortly and I hope by the end of the

week that we can have some agreements to sign.

The agreements that I have enumerated amount to about $300

million, thus far. What I have not touched upon is the problem of

the dismantlement of nuclear weapons and the dismantlement of

the delivery systems. I consider it equally important to insure for

the security of the United States' point of view that their delivery

systems are dismantled, as well as the nuclear weapons.
We have had some extensive discussions in the Russian Federa-

tion and other places on the dismantlement of the delivery facili-

ties themselves and the launch vehicles, and I imagine a fairly
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large portion of the remaining $800 million will be devoted to that

purpose.
As you know, President Bush announced $175 million for

Ukraine to assist them in the dismantlement of these systems, and
at least that amount or more will be available in Russia and Ka-

zahkstan.
I would like to address for a moment on the future agenda. The

statement made earlier that a lot of the start-up expenses begin

early and there is a balloon in the beginning, I think, is very true.

However, I imagine we are going to have continued travel expense
for the life of the Nunn-Lugar program.

In Moscow, Kiev, Alma-Ata, and Minsk, it seems to me essential

that we continue to press in those areas where we have had success

in the past through personal contacts, exchange of briefings, under-

standing of how they do business, understanding on their part of

how we do business and the seriousness with which we approach
these problems.

Priorities that we need to set for ourselves in the future are, first

of all, the dismantlement of their nuclear facilities. It is interesting

that about one out of six or out of seven of their nuclear delivery

systems will remain after the dismantlement envisioned by START
I and START II.

The problems created by dismantlement are enormous and were

not recognized until very recently. In fact, if you read the Nunn-

Lugar Act as originally passed, it talks about the Soviet Union
which disappeared a month or two later.

The concept of Soviet Union, the concept of perhaps wistfulness

for things of the past still exist in the hearts of many within the

bounds of the former Soviet Union, and we are not going to change
their minds overnight. What we are going to do is demonstrate
that the United States, stalwart in the Cold War, can also be a

friend in peace. We don't pretend to our Russian counterparts that

we won the Cold War. What I try to explain to them is that neither

side lost the Cold War, and now we have a tremendous opportunity
of working together to deal with some of the aftermath of that con-

flict.

I have not found one Russian who is not concerned about the

problems of nonproliferation. I have not found one Russian who
has a solution to the problem of proliferation, however, and I have
not found anybody on our side, either. So it seems to me that this

is a cooperative area where fruitful.work can advance the interests

of both side.

With regard to dismantlement of nuclear weapons. Senator, I

have been involved with U.S. nuclear weapons for a great number
of years, and there are only two that I am familiar enough with

where I would trust myself to be in the same room when they are

being dismantled. I would not want to be responsible for a program
where we sent technicians to dismantle their nuclear weapons,
even if they asked for it.

The facilities used for manufacturing nuclear weapons are the

same facilities used for dismantlement of nuclear weapons, and it

seems to me that what the Russian side needs now is encourage-
ment to stay on course, to maintain a credible program of disman-
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tlement, and we can measure their process through our program of

buying the nuclear material from those weapons.
I could discuss a number of different areas, Senator, but I think

in the interest of time and your questions, I will stop now. Let me
just say that my involvement with this program will end shortly. I

came back into government service to do it because I felt this was
probably the most important contribution I could make to the secu-

rity of the United States, and peace between our countries. And
whatever small part I have been able to contribute to that, I think,
is worth my efforts the last 15 months.
But I commend this program to you and I commend this program

to your colleagues. I salute Senators Nunn and Lugar for having
the vision to establish the program. And I hope that the new ad-
ministration will follow through and further expand upon it, be-
cause I think this is a small investment with a tremendous payoff.
Thank you very much, Senator.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you. General.
You are to be congratulated for being willing to come back into

government and do the great work that you have been doing.
Let me follow up on one of your last statements, that you felt

that dismantlement itself is unsafe. Is that correct? You said there
were only two types of nuclear weapons that you would want to be
in the same room with while they are being dismantled. Does that
mean that you feel the dismantlement process itself is unsafe?
General Burns. I think that there are safety concerns about nu-

clear weapons, in general. What I meant was that, an individual

qualified to assembled or disassemble a U.S. nuclear weapon may
not necessarily be qualified to even advise on the disassembly of a
Russian nuclear weapon.
Chairman Glenn. All right.
General Burns. I think it is best to allow the Russians to dis-

mantle them, even if they asked us to assist in that particular
process. What we are doing is, I think, providing the necessary sup-
port to them, so that they can dismantle in a safe and secure
manner.
Chairman Glenn. But, you were not questioning that they know

how to dismantle their weapons or that we know how to dismantle
our weapons safely?
General Burns. Certainly not.

Chairman Glenn. Fine. Thank you.
Will the 500 tons of HEU that we will purchase eventually pay

for itself by being resold? Do we have an agreement that as part of
the transaction that they will not produce more HEU?
General Burns. As I remember, Senator, the Soviet government

at a time in 1989 declared that they were not producing HEU. We,
through various sources available to the United States, are quite
satisfied that they have not been producing HEU since at least
that time, certainly some years before that.

Chairman Glenn. We haven't yet negotiated a satisfactory price?
Is that right?
General Burns. That's right.
Chairman Glenn. If we do that, in effect, we are replacing our

own producers here with producers over there. I would think it

would be key toward having some sort of agreement on that, that
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they will not produce more. If we don't have this agreement, it

could be looked at as economic aid of a certain type, because they
would be selling to us and we could produce the same enriched ura-

nium here.

General Burns. I think that is very true. The terms of the inter-

governmental agreement, I think, helped to insure that our produc-
ers are not going to be undercut. In fact, our original plan which
has now been enshrined in agreement meters HEU effectively into

the market, so that our producers and our uranium miners are not
undercut in the process.
Chairman Glenn. Let's talk about verification on the agreement.

Anything we do is going to require verification, if it is going to be

acceptable here and also to the Soviets. It is a two-way street. Do
we have any new identification methods or any new processes that
we can rely on for better verification?

General Burns. I think the answer to that question. Senator, is

that the synergistic effect of the verification measures of START I

and START II, the materials control and accounting system to be
installed in their storage facility, the national materials control
and accounting system and the export controls which we are help-

ing them upgrade are going to provide us with a very high level of

assurance that the material flowing from weapons is flowing to

storage, to reprocessing, to us, and I think that if we monitor that

system very carefully, we will have the very high level of assur-
ance we need.
Chairman Glenn. In other words, that will already be in place

with other agreements?
General Burns. Part of it will be, sir. START I and START II, of

course, have a fairly extensive verification system, but add to that
the access which we will have to their process through the systems
which we are negotiating here, the materials control and account-

ing, for example, will give us that assurance.
Chairman Glenn. The Soviets have indicated they want to move

to a plutonium-based economy. They want to use some of the pluto-
nium coming from the weapons as a basis for that. Will we have an
inspection system or an accounting system that will be good
enough that we can rely on the verification on the plutonium? If

not, it just means that the plutonium could eventually be put back
into warheads and we would be right back where we started from
again.
General Burns. The concept which we developed with them for

the storage facility includes storage space for the plutonium. That
would be monitored by the materials control and accounting
system for that facility.

I might just add that the facility as conceived is a modular facili-

ty, so sufficient modules will be built to deal with the amount of
nuclear material actually needed to be stored. Until we can come
to grips with the plutonium problem, we have to assume that there
will be upwards of 50 tons of plutonium to store, and that is what
the facility is going to have to deal with.
Chairman Glenn. And other plutonium production would be

stopped?
General Burns. To the best of my knowledge, yes. Senator. I

don't have that information, but I can provide it to you.
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Chairman Glenn. Will that be part of the agreement, that other

plutonium production would be stopped?
General Burns. Not part of the HEU agreement, certainly.
Chairman Glenn. No?
General Burns. It would still have to be determined as to wheth-

er it would be part of the facilities agreement. We haven't come
even to a first draft of the facilities agreement yet.
Chairman Glenn. What would the Corps of Engineers do on this

facility? Would they just be advising, or would they be actually su-

pervising construction?
General Burns. The Corps of Engineers is involved right now in

the design of the facility. We have signed an agreement with the

Russian side to assist them in the design of the facility. The pri-

mary contractor, if you will, is the St. Petersburg Institute on the

Russian side.

As we visualize it, the Corps of Engineers will be our agent in

dealing with the construction. To what extent is still to be deter-

mined. Up until now, I have yet to negotiate a dollar of procure-
ment contracts outside the United States, and I think it is a good
idea if we hold to that to the greatest extent possible. Therefore, I

would be a great advocate of Corps of Engineers maintaining re-

sponsibility for our side of this construction effort, whatever that

might be.

Chairman Glenn. Have the Soviets asked for a similar represen-
tation for whatever additional facilities we might build here? Is the

Soviet Corps of Engineers coming to the U.S. to advise on our con-

struction?

General Burns. Neither the Russians nor the Ukrainians nor the

Byelorussians nor the Kazahkstanis have asked for reciprocation in

any of these areas, sir.

Chairman Glenn. My time is up.
Senator Levin.

Senator Levin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Going back to plutonium just for a moment, is it not true that

the Russians see plutonium basically as a resource, that the pluto-
nium that they take out of weapons they see as a resource to be

used for the production of energy?
General Burns. Yes, that is one of the major areas that they are

investigating.
Senator Levin. But is that their view, going into this investiga-

tion?

General Burns. They believe that both the highly enriched ura-

nium and plutonium coming out of weapons is a store of value to

be used in some way and they are trying to figure out some way to

use it. We have had some interesting philosophical discussions on

that, since it is my view that they have already gotten their return

on it, and it is called deterrence. Now, whatever return they might
get from the residuals of nuclear weapons is gravy, in a sense, but

the problem is until there is some safe, secure way of using the plu-

tonium, it is a very dangerous gravy.
Senator Levin. The uranium deal that you talked about is being

negotiated now?
General Burns. That's right.
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Senator Levin. But there is no pending deal, as I understand it,

for the plutonium purchase?
General Burns. That's correct.

Senator Levin. We have a real interest in either trying to obtain

that or to make sure that it is secure as a fallback position, I take

it.

General Burns. That's right.
Senator Levin. It is our preference that it not be used for com-

mercial purposes, is that right?
General Burns. Correct.

Senator Levin. And are we pressing that point and offering in-

centives to them so it will not be used for commercial purposes?
General Burns. Yes.

Senator Levin. What are those incentives?

General Burns. Well, first of all, about 6 weeks ago I committed
us to provide $75 million to construct a facility to store primarily
the plutonium, with at least a nod towards additional funds, if that

were necessary. So we have indicated that while, as you correctly

stated, storage is a fallback, it is best to have that fallback in place
if we need it, and while we attempted to develop a permanent dis-

position method for this plutonium, I understand that the National

Academy of Sciences has a study on-going and there are several

other studies as well, and I really think these should be
Senator Levin. Relative to what?
General Burns. Relative to the long-term uses of plutonium.
Senator Levin. To convert it to something which
General Burns. To convert it to something which will dispose of

the plutonium and perhaps put it to useful work or at least convert

it in such a way so that it cannot be used in weapons.
Senator Levin. Now, are we working with Russian scientists on

that project?
General Burns. I cannot really answer that. Senator. I believe

that there are some projects envisioned under the science center

that will deal with that kind of problem, but I cannot answer the

question.
Senator Levin. It strikes me that one great use of Russian scien-

tists who formerly were engaged in weapons production would be

trying to defang plutonium and, for that matter, to try to convert
nuclear waste into something which is readily storable, and I am
wondering if you could, for the record, tell us what precisely we are

doing with Russian scientists or what plans do we have to utilize

Russian scientists in this process of converting plutonium to some-

thing that is safe, or in addition to converting nuclear waste into

something which can be safely disposed of Could you let us know
that?
General Burns. I would be happy to do that. Senator.
Senator Levin. Do you agree that would be a major positive use

of Russian scientists, that there is a lot of talent there that can be
not only readily utilized, but at a very low price, given the
General Burns. Certainly.
Senator Levin. You agree with that? Should we make an effort

to buy all their plutonium? In the alternative, should we make an
effort to pollute their plutonium so that it cannot be used in weap-
ons again, to reach an agreement with them that a pollutant—I do
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not know what the right word is—but a substance will be added to
it so that it cannot be used again, either the purchase or the pollut-
ing?
General Burns. That would certainly meet our objective, but I

am sure it would not be acceptable to them, so long as they believe
there are alternative uses for this plutonium. They are persuaded
that there is a market there some place for it.

Senator Levin. But there is also a market for uranium and we
have agreed to purchase their uranium. Now, why not try some-
thing similar with the plutonium?
General Burns. In theory, there is no problem with that line of

argument. Practically, we have the problem of moving 50 tons of

plutonium and so forth. I think it is better right now to store it and
perhaps come up very quickly with a long-term solution.
Senator Levin. Are there verification problems created by our

unwillingness to open up our facilities to their observers? In the

past, that has been a problem, that we have been unable to do
what we would like them to do, or unwilling to do what we would
like them to do. Is that still a problem?
General Burns. It is not an operational problem right now. Sena-

tor. In other words, they are not pressing us on a daily basis for
that. They have not raised the issue, and I do not see where it

would necessarily be a problem.
As an example, we are resolving the disposition of HEU in a way

that several billion dollars will become available to them. I think
that they recognize that there is no logic in pressing us for recipro-
cation in that particular area.
On the issue of dismantlement of launchers, as an example, they

need our technology. They don't have too much to offer in return,
so there is no argument on their side that we will give you this, if

you let us in here and there.

Senator Levin. Mr. Chairman, my time is up. Could I ask one ad-
ditional question?
Chairman Glenn. Surely.
Senator Levin. A few of us went to visit Chelyabinsk. Are you

familiar with that facility?
General Burns. Yes, I am.
Senator Levin. As I remember, they were in the middle of build-

ing a huge plant to convert plutonium, I believe. I may be wrong,
but I think it was to convert plutonium into a substance which
would not be weapons grade. Do you know whether that was pluto-
nium or uranium conversion?
General Burns. I am not familiar with that particular facility.

Senator.
Chairman Glenn. It was both.

Senator Levin. It was both, all right. Could you give us a report
on that facility and as to whether or not its completion, perhaps
using Nunn-Lugar funds, might not be in our interest to try to

complete a facility which will not just store, but which would uti-

lize a technology which they believe they had reached in order to

convert both uranium and plutonium?
They had some kind of an advanced technology that they were

going to use and they were in the middle of building, it is half

built, a structure which, as I remember, something like two foot-
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ball fields long. I mean this was really a huge structure. Could you
give us, for the record, a report on whether or not the completion
of that facility and the utilization of that advanced technology
could help us convert plutonium and uranium, instead of simply

storing it?

General Burns. I would be happy to do that, Senator.

Senator Levin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you very much.
I know you have to go very shortly. General. I have just a couple

of fast questions. Do we have confidence that we know where all of

the non-weapons plutonium is located in the Soviet Union?
General Burns. I don't have an answer on the tip of my tongue.

I could provide that for the record, however. Senator.

Chairman Glenn. Fine. We would appreciate that.

Are we going ahead, assuming that the location of the facility

and the design of the facility is going to be at Tomsk?
General Burns. That is a Russian decision. The information we

have right now is that is where they intend to build it. What is in-

teresting is that they are finding that environmental groups and so

forth operate now in the Russian Federation, as well as in other

parts of the world, and they have to assure the local population
that this will not damage their health and welfare.

Chairman Glenn. Welcome to democracy.
General Burns. Yes, sir, that is right.
Chairman Glenn. I am concerned that we are going ahead with

our planning the facility at Tomsk during a time of uncertainty
there. We know the problems that we have in our own country
with WHIP in Nevada. A few years ago there was a geological

survey done on the acceptable geologic areas in the United States

in which to site an underground disposal facility. It erupted into

almost absolute chaos at every one of those sites that were on the

list. I just wondered whether Tomsk had really been settled on or

whether that is still up in the air.

General Burns. Obviously, it is a decision of the Russian Federa-

tion, but the information we have is that they are still intending to

build it there. I know from having talked with some of the local

officials concerned about these things that there are some environ-

mental concerns that have to be answered.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you. General. We may have other ques-

tions to submit to you. We would appreciate your answering back
so we could include those in the record. We appreciate you being
here this morning. I know you do have to go to your negotiations

now, and we are a little late in getting you out. You won't quite
make it over there by 12 o'clock, but it will be close to it.

General Burns. Thank you. Senator.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you for being here this morning.
The next witness is Mr. Joseph Kelley, Director in Charge, Inter-

national Affairs Issues, General Accounting Office, accompanied by
Pierre Toureille, Evaluator in Charge, International Affairs Issues,

General Accounting Office.

Gentlemen, welcome this morning. Mr. Kelley, we look forward
to your testimony.
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TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH E. KELLEY,i DIRECTOR IN CHARGE,
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS ISSUES, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE; ACCOMPANIED BY PIERRE TOUREILLE, EVALUATOR
IN CHARGE, INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS ISSUES, U.S. GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. Kelley. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to submit the full statement for the record, if I

could, and then I will try to go through and hit the highlights of

what we have in this statement.
Chairman Glenn. It will be included in the record.

Mr. Kelley. We are pleased to be here today to discuss the re-

sults of our review of the U.S. efforts to implement the U.S. Soviet

Nuclear Threat Reduction Act. In response to the Committee's re-

quest, we set out to review six issues. These include overall U.S.

efforts to implement the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act, U.S.

support for Russia's fissile material storage, U.S. consideration of

disposal options for Russia's plutonium, Russian nuclear weapons
dismantlement capabilities, arrangements for implementing Condi-

tion 8 of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's report on the

START Treaty, and issues concerning the prospective sale of Rus-

sian highly enriched uranium—HEU—to the United States.

Our review relied on classified and unclassified sources of data.

We, therefore, submitted a classified draft of my statement to sev-

eral U.S. agencies for their security review.

Chairman Glenn. Fine.

Mr. Kelley. In response to their guidance, Mr. Chairman, we
have deleted several important sections of today's statement, in-

cluding our discussions of Russia's ability to dismantle nuclear

weapons and the status of U.S. efforts to implement Condition 8.

We will provide the Committee with a complete classified version

of the statement shortly.
Let me quickly summarize what we have in the statement. To

date, DOD has announced plans to obligate over $303 million in

support of projects aimed primarily at improving the safety and se-

curity of former Soviet nuclear weapons and materials and at pre-

venting proliferation.
While the United States will not have a direct role in disman-

tling Soviet nuclear weapons, such as warheads and bombs, it is

seeking to help former Soviet republics to destroy delivery vehicles.

In a related effort, the United States and Russia have agreed to co-

operate in converting HEU from former Soviet weapons into reac-

tor fuel for possible sale to the United States. The sale would not

require the use of DOD funds.

Despite these positive steps, significant gaps remain in our Na-
tion's understanding of how to best deal with the former Soviet

Union's legacy of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles. U.S. con-

sideration of Russia's request for help in building a fissile material

storage facility has been hampered by persistent questions.
The United States has deferred selecting an approach for the

long-term disposition of Russian plutonium until more can be

learned about various technologies. Moreover, it is still too early to

' The prepared statement of Mr. Kelley appears on page 29.
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determine precisely how the United States would integrate con-

verted Russian HEU into U.S. reactor fuel enrichment operations.
I would like to go through and just hit a couple of the highlights

which refer to some of these things I just mentioned, Mr. Chair-

man, if I might.
My statement on the overall U.S. efforts to implement the Act

notes that, although the Act calls for U.S. assistance in destroying
former Soviet nuclear weapons, the possibility of such assistance

has been blocked by Russia's insistence that it neither needs nor
wants direct U.S. role in its dismantling operations. Accordingly,
the Executive Branch has focused initially on projects that would
enhance the safety and security of former Soviet nuclear weapons,
as well as on projects to limit the rick of proliferation.
DOD currently plans to obligate $303 million to support 22

projects, and in the statement I go through the various projects in

the various former republics.

My statement points out that most of this assistance has not yet
arrived in the former Soviet Union. On January 30, 1993, DOD re-

ported that it had actually obligated about $20 million during 1992

and had delivered 250 surplus armored blankets and 6 sets of emer-

gency access equipment to Russia.

However, I need to point out that the amount of assistance

reaching Russia appears to be on the increase, and I think General
Burns mentioned some of the things that are happening, that there

is an expectation that over the next 3 years DOD plans to deliver

additional emergency response equipment, 2,500 armored blankets,
115 kits to improve the safety and security of railcars carrying Rus-
sian nuclear weapons and weapons materials, and 10,000 fissile

containers. DOD also hopes to conclude concept design assistance

to Russia's fissile material facility effort this month.
We point out that the Executive Branch has now shifted the pro-

gram's top priority towards dismantling nuclear delivery vehicles.

According to the Department of State, the United States has dis-

cussed this topic with Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan, and
should soon be able to draw up a detailed assistance agreement
with Russia.

Our classified statement will include additional information con-

cerning potential U.S. assistance to these nations' efforts to dis-

mantle former Soviet delivery vehicles.

On the Russian fissile material storage facility, my statement in-

dicates that Russian officials maintain that a lack of storage for fis-

sile material is the most important factor limiting Russia's disman-
tlement efforts. They have stated that they are overloading their

existing storage space and that they need a new storage facility by
1997 to meet their dismantlement schedule.

We know that, despite unresolved questions regarding the facili-

ty's cost and Russia's storage needs, DOD plans to obligate up to

$90 million to support the facility's design, construction and outfit-

ting. However, such funding may not be enough to cover the total

cost of the facility. The Executive Branch doubts the reliability of a
Russian estimate of $150 million and has been unable to confirm
the estimate due to Russia's reluctance to share data on local mate-
rials and labor costs.
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During our review, Mr. Chairman, we developed significant infor-
mation concerning the faciUty project. Although I cannot discuss
this information at today's hearing in open session, we will include
it in our classified supplement.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you.
Mr. Kelley. On the matter of plutonium disposition options, var-

ious options have been suggested by non-government experts, and I

will not go into them here, but the Executive Branch has concluded
that more information is needed before a method can be selected
for ultimately disposing of the plutonium from dismantled former
Soviet weapons, and that the plutonium will have to be stored in

some manner over the next several years, regardless of the final

disposition.

Lastly, Mr. Chairman, on the U.S.-Russian HEU negotiations, we
point out that it is too early to determine exactly how the Depart-
ment of Energy or the new U.S. Enrichment Corporation would use
Russian HEU. Although the U.S. and Russia have recently agreed
to cooperate in converting 500 metric tons of HEU from Russian
nuclear weapons, they have not yet negotiated a contract to imple-
ment the sale of converted HEU to the United States. U.S. and
Russian agencies, as we understand, will attempt to negotiate such
a contract within the next 6 months.
The agreement itself does not specify a price and, instead, indi-

cates that the price of any purchase will be negotiated later.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, as I noted in the summary at the
outset of my statement, significant gaps remain in our Nation's un-

derstanding of how best to deal with the former Soviet Union's nu-
clear weapons. Such uncertainties may be acceptable, given historic

opportunities open to the United States in the wake of the Cold
War.

Congress, however, we believe should be aware of them, as the
United States prepares to commit hundreds of millions of dollars

towards realizing the objectives of the Soviet Nuclear Threat Re-
duction Act.

That concludes my summary, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to

take any questions.
Chairman Glenn. Thank you very much, Mr. Kelley.
I will go through these as rapidly as possible. The buzzing you

heard indicates that we are on a vote now. I will have to leave in

about 7 or 8 minutes and will end the hearing at that time. I will

submit additional questions to you for the record later on.

Mr. Kelley. Yes, sir.

Chairman Glenn. On the purchase of the highly enriched urani-

um, the HEU, do you view that as being more symbolic than prac-
tical, as far as cutting down the Soviet weapons capability?
Mr. Kelley. No, sir. It seems to us to make some sense, because

of the significant amounts of HEU involved, and I think there is a
clear effort on the U.S. Government's part to go through with that

arrangement, so I don't think it is symbolic.
Chairman Glenn. But can we use fully all the HEU that they

have? We are buying 500 tons. As I understand it, there is no iron-

clad agreement that they will not produce more. Is that correct?

Mr. Kelley. I believe that is correct, sir.
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Chairman Glenn. They can produce it as fast as we can buy it, I

presume.
Mr. Kelley. Well, I am not knowledgeable of all the details of

the agreement, but I would hope that we do not end up that it

would be a continuous process. I think it should be limited to the

weapons that were dismantled.
Chairman Glenn. I also question—Senator Levin touched on this

a little while ago—whether we are now going to have to get into

Plutonium buying? The Russians want a plutonium economy, so

they are probably not going to agree to that. So have we really re-

duced the weapons threat very much by making this purchase? I

have wondered whether this purchase is a backdoor way of giving
the Russians a little bit of economic help, and that was about it,

even though the price of the HEU has not been negotiated yet.

Mr. Kelley. I really do not have any further thing to add on

that, sir.

Chairman Glenn. What is your view of their wanting to go to a

plutonium economy? We are concerned about that, because we see

the Japanese reprocessing and producing plutonium and then stor-

ing the plutonium. Now the Russians want to do the same thing.
We had hoped that we might be able to bring this whole plutonium
situation under control, but it looks as though that is going to be

very difficult.

Mr. Kelley. In the review we just completed, we really did not

examine into that question as to the merits of it, sir.

Chairman Glenn. Did you go into methods of disposing of pluto-
nium?
Mr. Kelley. What we did, sir, in the statement we list the vari-

ous processes that we heard that the academic specialists outside

the government were suggesting, but we did not examine them to

determine which would be the best. We just indicated that those

processes are out there, but more study needs to be done.

Chairman Glenn. You don't come down on the side of glassifica-

tion as disposal, or of burning it, or of other methods?
Mr. Kelley. No, sir, we did not undertake that in this review.

Chairman Glenn. I am sorry we had to cut this a little bit short

today. We appreciate your testimony this morning. We will un-

doubtedly have some additional questions for you and we would ap-

preciate it if you could respond to those so we could include them
in the record.

Thank you very much for being here this morning.
Mr. Kelley. Thank you, sir.

Chairman Glenn. The hearing will stand in recess subject to call

of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the results of our review
of U.S. efforts to implement the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction
Act. I would like to note at the outset of my comments that at
your request we are also reviewing issues concerning the
dismantlement of U.S. nuclear weapons. The results of that work
should be available to you in May.

As you know, the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act^ calls for the
United States to help former Soviet republics

-- destroy nuclear, chemical, and other weapons;

-- transport, store, and safeguard weapons in connection with their
destruction; and

-- establish verifiable safeguards against proliferation.

The Dire Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1992 allows
the Department of Defense (DOD) to transfer up to $400 million in
DOD appropriations or working capital account funds to support
these objectives. The fiscal year 1993 defense appropriations act
authorizes the transfer of an additional $400 million for these and
other objectives.

In response to the Committee's request we reviewed

-- overall U.S. efforts to implement the Soviet Nuclear Threat
Reduction Act,

-- U.S. support for Russia's fissile material storage,

-- U.S. consideration of disposal options for Russia's plutonium,

-- Russian nuclear weapons dismantlement capabilities,

-- arrangements for implementing Condition 8 of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee's report on the START treaty, and

— issues concerning the prospective sale of Russian highly
enriched uranium (HEU) to the United States.

Our review relied on classified and unclassified sources of data.
We therefore submitted a classified drait of my statement to
several U.S. agencies for their security review. In response to
their guidance, we have deleted several important sections of

^Public Law No. 102-228, December 12, 1991. We did not focus our
review on the implementation of more recent related legislation,
such as the Former Soviet Union Demilitarization Act of 1992 (Title
XIV of P. L. 102-484, Oct. 23, 1992) or Title V of the Freedom
Support Act (P. L. 102-511, Oct. 24, 1992).
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today's statement, including our discussions of Russia's ability to
dismantle nuclear weapons and of the status of U.S. efforts to
implement Condition 8. We will provide the Committee with a

complete, classified version of our statement in the very near
future.

SUMMARY

To date, DOD has announced plans to obligate over $303 million in
support of projects aimed primarily at improving the safety and
security of former Soviet nuclear weapons and materials and at
preventing proliferation. While the United States will not have a
direct role in dismantling Soviet nuclear weapons (e.g., nuclear
warheads and bombs), it is seeking to help former Soviet republics
destroy delivery vehicles. In a related effort, the United States
and Russia have agreed to cooperate in converting HEU from former
Soviet weapons into reactor fuel for possible sale to the United
States. The sale would not require the use of DOD funds.

Despite these positive steps, significant gaps remain in our
nation's understanding of how to best deal with the former Soviet
Union's legacy of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles. U.S.
consideration of Russia's request for help in building a fissile
material storage facility has been hampered by persistent
questions. The United States has deferred selecting an approach
for the long-term disposition of Russian plutonium until more can
be learned about various technologies. Moreover, it is still too
early to determine precisely how the United States would integrate
converted Russian HEU into U.S. reactor fuel enrichment operations.

EFFORTS TO IMPLEMENT THE ACT

The President has delegated the authority to establish and fund the
program called for by the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction Act to
the Secretary of Defense. The program is also guided by an
interagency steering group that includes representatives from the
Departments of Defense, State, and Energy; the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency; and the National Security Council. Several
agencies have been involved in developing potential projects. A
special State Department envoy has led U.S. negotiation efforts.

Although the act calls for U.S. assistance in destroying former
Soviet nuclear weapons, the possibility of such assistance has been
blocked by Russia's insistence that it neither needs nor wants a
direct U.S. role in its dismantlement operations. Moreover,
according to DOD, only personnel with access to sensitive former
Soviet nuclear weapons design and fabrication information would be
able to safely dismantle such weapons. Accordingly, the executive
branch focused initially on projects that would enhance the safety
and security of nuclear weapons as well as on projects to limit
proliferation.
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DOD currently plans to obligate more than $303 million to support
22 projects,^ including

-- $242.2 million to (1) facilitate the safe and secure
transportation and storage of former Soviet nuclear weapons and
materials by providing Russia with armored blankets, emergency
response equipment,^ security enhancements for railcars, and
containers for fissile materials and (2) help Russia design and
build a fissile material storage facility, begin planning the
destruction of its chemical weapons, establish an export control

system, set up a fissile materials control and accounting
system, and create a science center to find work for its
scientists and weapons experts;

-- $27.2 million to provide Ukraine (1) emergency response and

government-to-government communications equipment and (2) help
in establishing an export control system and a material control
and accounting system and in setting up a science center;

— $9.6 million to provide Belarus with emergency response and

government-to-government communications equipment and help in

developing export controls; and

— $14.6 million to provide Kazakhstan (1) with help in setting up
a materials accounting, control and protection system and an

export control system; (2) government-to-government
communications equipment; and (3) emergency response equipment
and training.

Most of this assistance has not yet begun arriving in the former
Soviet Union. Executive branch officials note that working with

experts and officials from the former Soviet Union has been time-

consuming. According to recent DOD and Department of State

reports, several agreements needed to implement some projects have

yet to be concluded. On January 30, 199 3, DOD reported that it had

actually obligated about $20 million during 1992 and had delivered
250 surplus armored blankets and 6 sets of emergency access

equipment to Russia.

However, the amount of assistance reaching Russia appears to be

increasing. Over the next 3 years DOD plans to deliver additional

emergency response equipment, 2,500 armored blankets, 115 kits to

improve the safety and security of railcars carrying Russian
nuclear weapons a:.d weapons materials, and 10,000 fissile material

^A list of the 22 projects—and their individual funding levels--is
attached to this statement. DOD also plans to obligate up to $10
million to help assess and develop projects.

'Such equipment would include protective clothing, video and

optical gear, and access and communications equipment.
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containers. DOD also hopes to conclude concept design assistance
to Russia's fissile material facility effort this month.

The executive branch has now shifted the program's top priority
towards dismantling nuclear delivery vehicles. According to the
Department of State, the United States has discussed this topic
with Russia, Ukraine, and Kazakhstan and should soon be able to
draw up a detailed assistance agreement with Russia. DOD
anticipates that a significant portion of additional aid to Russia
will be directed towards dismantling delivery vehicles. According
to the State Department, the United States has agreed in principle
to Ukraine's initial requests for such aid and is studying new
requests from that nation.* Aid to Ukraine would be aimed, in

part, at ensuring that Ukraine ratifies the START treaty and
accedes to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty as a nonnuclear
weapon state.

Our classified statement will include additional information
concerning potential U.S. assistance to these nations' efforts to
dismantle former Soviet delivery vehicles.

RUSSIAN FISSILE MATERIAL STORAGE FACILITY

Russian officials maintain that a lack of storage for fissile
material^ is the most important factor limiting Russia's
dismantlement effort. They have stated that they are overloading
their existing storage space and that they need a new storage
facility by 1997 to meet their dismantlement schedule. The
facility would house U. S. -supplied containers filled with fissile
materials from dismantled former Soviet nuclear weapons.

Despite unresolved questions regarding the facility's cost and
Russia's storage needs, DOD plans to obligate up to $90 million to

support the facility's design, construction, and outfitting.
However, such funding may not be enough to cover the total cost of
the facility. The executive branch doubts the reliability of a

Russian estimate of $150 million and has been unable to confirm the
estimate due to Russia's reluctance to share data on local
materials and labor costs. ^

*The State Department's envoy has testified that the United States
has promised to provide Ukraine with up to $175 million in Act-
related aid.

^Two examples of fissile material are plutonium and HEU.

^A State Department official testified in July 1992 that $150
million had been tentatively reserved for the facility.
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Russian officials have agreed in principle that the United States
would be able to monitor the facility's use.' However, the two
nations have not discussed this topic in detail.

During our review we developed significant information concerning
the facility project. Although I cannot discuss this information
at today's hearing, we include it in our classified statement.

PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION OPTIONS

Various options have been suggested for disposing of plutonium from
dismantled weapons and civilian reactor operations, including (1)

storing the plutonium in its current form; (2) "spiking" it with

highly radioactive wastes; (3) vitrifying it into a glass-like
substance, with or without waste products; (4) placing it deep
within the earth or the sea; (5) or "burning" it as fuel, in

varying concentrations, in reactors.*

The executive branch has concluded that more information is needed
before a method can be selected for ultimately disposing of the

plutonium from dismantled former Soviet weapons and that the

plutonium will have to be stored in some manner over the next
several years--regardless of its final disposition.

We have developed some important information which we will include
in our classified statement concerning the executive branch's
consideration of this matter.

U.S. -RUSSIAN HEU NEGOTIATIONS

It is too early to determine exactly how the Department of Energy
(DOE) or the new U.S. Enrichment Corporation (USEC)' would use
Russian HEU. Although the United States and Russia have recently
agreed to cooperate in converting 500 metric tons of HEU from
Russian nuclear weapons, they have not yet negotiated a contract to

implement the sale of converted HEU to the United States. U.S. and
Russian agencies will attempt to negotiate such a contract witJhin 6

months .

'

'The overall agreement between Russia and the United States on the
safe and secure transportation, storage, and destruction of weapons
and prevention of proliferation states that the United States
"shall have the right to examine the use of any material, training,
or other services" that it may provide.

'While burning mixed plutonium and uranium fuel in power reactors
is a technically established option, such fuel is more expensive
than uranium fuel.

*USEC, which has yet to begin operating, will eventually take over
DOE'S enrichment operations.
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The agreement itself does not specify a price and instead indicates
that the price of any purchase will be negotiated later. According
to the Department of State, the United States has emphasized that
funds paid to Russia are to be shared with Ukraine, Belarus, and
Kazakhstan.

The agreement indicates that the HEU will be converted in Russia.^"
As envisioned by a senior DOE official, Russia would sell USEC the
resulting low enriched uranium. USEC would then sell the low
enriched uranium to its long-term customers for reactor fuel. The
customers would continue to supply the Corporation with natural
uranium for enrichment. This arrangement would lower USEC ' s
uranium enrichment costs. The savings would be used to finance the
purchase of Russian HEU.

At least four private firms have indicated an interest in assisting
Russia in taking part in the HEU sale. However, their prospective
roles cannot be determined until the two governments conclude their
discussions .

The Department of Commerce has signed agreements with Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and three other former Soviet republics to
prevent them from selling uranium in the United States at less than
fair value. However, these agreements would not restrict the
proposed Russian sale to the United States of fuel made from HEU
from dismantled nuclear weapons. ^^

Additional information concerning the potential terms of the
proposed HEU sale will be included in our classified statement.

CONCLUSIONS

As I noted at the outset of my statement, significant gaps remain
in our nation's understanding of how best to deal with the former
Soviet Union's nuclear weapons. Russia's refusal to permit direct
U.S. involvement in its dismantlement process appears to seriously
constrain U.S. options for accelerating the rate at which Russia is

dismantling former Soviet nuclear weapons. Uncertainties remain
concerning Russia's storage facility, the ultimate disposition of
Russia's Plutonium, and other matters.

Such uncertainties may be acceptable, given the historic
opportunities open to the United States in the wake of the Cold
War. Congress should nonetheless be aware of them as the United
States prepares to commit hundreds of millions of dollars towards
realizing the objectives of the Soviet Nuclear Threat Reduction
Act.

This concludes my statement,
questions that you may have.

I will be happy to address any

^°A Russian official has stated that Russia can convert 20 metric
tons of HEU annually.

•^^A more detailed description of the anti-dumping agreements is
attached to my statement.
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ATTACHMENT I ATTACHMENT I

SOVIET NUCLEAR THREAT REDUCTION PROJECTS

Recipient
nation
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ATTACHMENT II ATTACHMENT II

U.S. ANTI -DUMPING ACTIONS AGAINST
FORMER SOVIET REPUBLICS

In November 1991 U.S. uranium miners filed an anti-dumping petition
with the International Trade Commission (ITC) and the Department of

Commerce's International Trade Administration (ITA). The miners
claimed that they had been injured by imports of Soviet uranium and
related enrichment services at less than fair market value.

In December 1991, ITC made a preliminary determination that the
U.S. uranium industry could be materially injured or threatened
with material injuiry by such imports. In May 1992, following the
dissolution of the Soviet Union, ITA announced a preliminary
determination that six former Soviet republics—Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan—were selling, or
were likely to sell, uranium products at less than their fair
market value in the United States. Final determinations from both
ITC and ITA would be needed before dumping fees could be imposed on
the former Soviet republics.

On October 16, 1992, the Department of Commerce signed separate
uranium anti-dumping suspension agreements with the six former
Soviet republics. These agreements suspend the anti-dumping
investigation. The investigation may resume if any of these

agreements are violated or a signatory gives notice of termination.
If this occurs, the Department of Commerce may decide to continue
its investigation and make a final determination of dumping fees

against the nation that violated the agreement or gave notice of
termination. ITC would then make a determination regarding
material injuiry to the U.S. uranium industry. If ITC finds injury
or threat of injury by reason of the imports, the Department will
issue a final dumping order. If ITC finds that injury has not

occurred, the investigation ends, and all previous findings and

agreements are rendered moot.

The suspension agreements are intended to protect the U.S. uranium
industry by preventing any of the six former republics from selling
uranium in the United States at less than fair value. They span 10

years and limit imports of uranium from Russia,
'

Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, and Uzbekistan by means of a price quota allocation
system- through October 15, 2000, followed by a 2 year period in

which imports will be monitored closely. The Department of

Commerce sets prices at 6 month intervals, based on the weighted
average of spot market and long-term contract prices for the

preceding 6 months. The Department's current price is $7.95 per
pound of uranium oxide (U3O3) equivalent. If the price remains
below $13, imports from Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan

^The suspension agreements do not allow any imports from Kyrgyzstan
and Tajikistan because neither has uranium mines. Both have
uranium processing facilities.
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ATTACHMENT II ATTACHMENT II

are barred.' If prices rise above $13, the four nations can export
increasing quantities to the United States, depending on the price
level. Limits on the volume of uranium imported from Ukraine,
Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan are lifted if the price rises above $21.
Imports from Russia are limited to an annual total of 10 to 12

percent of the U.S. demand for low enriched uranium, regardless of
how high the price rises.

The suspension agreements do not restrict sales of highly enriched
uranium (HEU) product that result from an agreement between the
United States and Russia for the long-term purchase of HEU from
dismantled Russian nuclear weapons. The suspension agreements also
allow Russia to sell up to 4.1 million pounds of UjOg equivalent to
the Department of Energy (DOE), or its agent, through December 31,
1994. Such sales are to be "market-neutral," that is no uranium
will be released into the U.S. market that could suppress or
undercut prices of U.S. uranium products. The suspension
agreements also grandfather long-term contracts signed with U.S.
utilities before March 5, 1992.

It is too early to accurately predict the long-term impact, if any,
that the suspension agreements may have on uranium prices and the
U.S. uranium industry.

(467385)

'If the price remains below $13 for an extended time period, the
agreement requires the Department and each of the four former
republics to review the market situation and consider adjusting the
quota .
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REPORT TO THE SENATE COhWITTEE ON FOREIGK RELATIONS
OK

U.S. EFFORTS TO FACILITATE THE SAFE AKD SECURE DISMANTLEMENT
OF FORMER SOVIET HUCLEAE WEAPONS

BY
MAJOR GENERAL WILLIAM F. BURKS, U.S. ARKY (RET.)

'.: HEAD OF U.S. SSD DELEGATION
FEBRUARY S, 1993

This report outlines the efforts tc date of the U.S.

government to facilitate the safe anfi secure dismantlement of
nuclear weapons in, and to prevent the proliferation of nuclear

capafcilities from, the former Soviet Urion, It focuses

particularly on the work of the U.S. Delegation on Safe and

Secure Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons (SSD).

Early Contacts

The origins of the SSD effort date back to the abortive
Soviet coup of August 19S1. That event created new concerns
about the security and control of nuclear forces throuchout the

disintegrating Soviet Union. It also generated incrftssed

concern about the pcter.tial for proliferation of nuclear and
chemical weapons and weapons technology among the Soviet

republics and to third countries.

President Bush moved to address these concerns as part of

his September 27, 1991, initiative announcing a series of

unilateral steps to reduce the U.S. nuclear weapons force

posture. In particular, the President proposed to begin
discussions with the Soviet government to explore cooperation
on the safety and security of nuclear weapons and on their safe
and environmentally responsible storage, transportation, and
destruction.

After President Gorbachev responded in October tc the Bush
initiative with a series of reductions of his ow,"., the !!.£.

invited e delegaticr. of senior diplomatic and military
officials from the Soviet Union and each of the four republics
with Soviet nuclear arms deployed 'On their territory to visit

Washington to discuss the details of implementing the Bush and
Gorbachev comiLitments . At these meetings, held in November,
U.S. experts presented briefings on U.S. orcaniretions ,

procedures, and systems for ensuring the safety and security of

ntjclear weapons, or. how weapons could be quickly disabled, and
on the U.S. approach to dismantlinc. The initial response tc
the U.S. offer .of essistsnce to the Soviet dismantlement effort
was not enthusiastic.
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In D«c*in±>er, followinc extensive talks between Secretary oi
State Baker and key political leaders in the Soviet repuClics,
tne U.S. begen to see e more constructive response. That same
roont.^. Congress passed K.R. 3807, the Soviet Nuclear Threat
Fefluctior. Act of 1991, also known es the Nunn-Lugar Act. This
act authorized U.S. assistance after Presidential certification
to "the Soviet Union, its republics, and any successor entities
to (1) destroy nuclear weapons, chemical weapons, end other
weapons, (2) transport, store, disable, and safeguard weapons
in connection with their destruction, end (2) establish
verifiable safeguards against the proliferation of such
weapons." The Dire Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act
of 1992, passed et the same time, allowed the transfer between
existing Department of Defense accounts of up to $400 million
of DOD FY92 appropriations to fund such efforts anc designated
DOD EE the Executive Agent for the program. This legislation
demonstreted U.S. willingness to commit significant resources
to assist the dismantling task.

With the demise of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991, the
U.S. faced the task of dealing with four independent states
with nuclear weapons on their territory — P.ussia, Ukraine,
Belarus, and Kazakhstan. The latter three have indicated an
intention to accede to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty as

non-nuclear weapon states. Accordingly, U.S. discussions with
these states have focused on determining how we could assist
.them in removing all nuclear weapons from their territories
quickly end safely end in dismantling the remsininc
inf reetructure. Discussions with Russia, where nuclear weapons
will be dismantled, have been necessarily broader in scope. In
the remainder of this report, our discuEEions with eacn state
are addressed in turn.

U.S. SSD experts visited Moscow in January, 1992, to begin
detailed discussions of possible areas for U.S. asEistance.
(Under Secretar}- of State Bart.iolomew , who led thiE team, went
on to Kiev, Minsk, and Alma-A.ta tc discuss nuclear weapons
isEues ir. general, but SSD experts did not visit the other
three countries until later in the year.) Ir. these meetings,
Russian officials reported that the most significant impediment
to oeeting their dismantlement schedule wes their lack of
suitable long-term storage facilities ar^d containers for the
Plutonium and uranium from, dismantled weapons. They also
identified a need for additional transpcrtaticn assets, as well
as specialized containers for trar.sportinc nucletr weapons,
components, and materials.

"r. response to this inf ormaticr, , Secretary Eaker presented
to Russian Foreign M-inister Kcryrev ir. February sever, papers,
each describinc ar. area wnere V.S. tssisttnce could enhance the
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safety, security, and speed of nuclear weapons disranntling.
These areas were:

trar.sportotion anfl stor89e containers for fissile
material removed from dismantled nuclear weapons;

— "supercontainers' and armored blankets for the

protection of nuclear weapons during transport;

— safe, secure railcars for the transport of nuclear
weapons and fissile raaterial;

storage facilities for fissile material from dismantled
weapons ;

nuclear weapon accident response equipment and training;

the development of a state system of accounting and
control for nuclear material; and

the ultimate disposition of highly enriched uranium and

Plutonium from dismantled weapons.

The seven papers reflected the U.S. view of the state of

play in the U.S. -Russian discussions end set forth an agenda
for the next round of talks. In a number of areas, the U.S.

proposed meetings of technical experts to tr>' to reach

agreement on specific types of assistance that looked promising.

Shortly after the Baker-Koryrev meeting, I agreed to come

out of retirement to lead the U.S. SSD Delegation. I thus led

the next set of meetings in Moscow, in March, when we discussed
each of the topics that the U.S. had proposed. The meetings
resulted in e series of commitments by the Russian side to

provide us the additional information we needed tc determine
their precise requirements in each area end to make final
decisions on what assistance the U.S. would provide.

On April e, the Administration certified Jlussia, Ukraine,
and Belarus as having met rhe conditions in the Kunri-Luccr

legislation for receiving U.S. assistance, namely, that they
were committed to:

(1) making a substantial investment of its resources for

dismantling or destroying nuclear anc other weapons;

(.7) forgoing any nilitarj- modernization program t-'iat

exceeds legitimate defense requirejner.ts and forgoing the
replacement of destroyed weapons of mass destruc-ion;

'3) forgoing any use of fissionable and ether components cf

destroyed nuclear weapons in new nuclear weapons;
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(A) £*cilit2ting United Stat«s verif ic2t:ion of weapons
dcEtructior. carriefl out under prograrcs of cooperotior. with the
U . S . ;

(5) complying with all relevant arms control agreements; and-

(6) observing internationally recognized human rights,
including the protection of minorities.

That came month, a team of Russian BSD experts traveled to

Albuquerque, New Mexico, for demonstrations of U.S. nuclear
accident response equipment that was being considered to meet
Russian needs. This visit was returned in June, when U.S.

experts traveled to the Russian-proposed storage facility site
in Tomsk and to e nuclear fuel fabrication plant outside Moscow.

The nezt full meeting of SSD delegations occurred in late

May and early June in Moscow. This meeting was used to

finalize our' understanding of Rusrian requirements in each area

of potential assistance. It culminated in the signing at the

June Bush-Yeltsin Summit cf the following four agreements in

the SSD area :

'

RSD Umbrella Aoreement This agreement provides the

international legal framework for the prevision of U.S.

assistance as authorized by the Nunn-Lugar legislation. It

specifies that the designated Executive Agents — DOD for the

United States and the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOK) for

Russia — will implement its provisions and enter into

appropriate additional implementing agreements under this
"umbrella."

Armorpd Blankets . This agreement comn:ittec DOD to provide
blankets to MINATOM for the purpose of enhancing the protection
provided bv- nuclear weapon containers and vehicles carrying
nuclear weapons in connection with their destruction. The
first delivery cf 250 nylon blankets was completed on July 14 .

DOD will produce and deliver ar. additional 250 sets o£ IC

blankets each, with first deliveries projected tc begin this

spring. The total cost of all material, training and services,
as well as associated expenses such as transportation, will be

significantly less than S5 million.

Arc-'dprt ReyponsP Kqinpmer.t and Trair.inc. This agreement
obligated DOD tc provide to KINATOM nuclear accident response
equipment, including coirnruni cat ions equipment, protective
ciotbing , high energy* radiography equipment, end systems usee
to stabilize and package damaged weapons. D-DD is also to

^provide spare parts, initial training, end possibly initial
maintenance services. Delivery- of the first sets of the

ecuipm-jnt began on January 19, 19S3, and should be completed by
the'erid of tbi; yetr, with a total cost not tc erceed £15
million .
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r':«:«?ilp warpri^"' c.nr.t tin^rs . Under this egreenent, DOD
will provide initially to MIKATOK up to 10,000 fissil* material
contziners to be used exclusively for providing protective
transport end storage of fissile material from dismantled
nuclear weapons. Production of the containers should be^in in
the U.S. by early 1994, and delivery is scheduled to be

completed by December 31, 1995. Prototype testing was

completed in January of this year, and the first 10 prototypes
should be delivered by March. The agreement also allows for

the production of additional containers, as long as the total
cost to the U.S. does not exceed $50 million.

In addition to reaching these agreements, the sides
continued their work on railcars, storage facilities, the
disposition of highly enriched uraniurr., and nuclear materials
control and accounting.

The SSD Delegation returned to Moscow in late August. At

this meeting, the sides signed an agreement on railcars and
initialed two others:

Reilcers . Under this agreement, DOD will provide Russia
conversion kits for cargo and guard railcars to render them
safer and more secure for transporting nuclear weapons and.

weapons material. Up to 100 cargo railcar conversion kits and
15 guard reilcar conversion kits are to be delivered, at a cost
of no more than $20 million. A Russian railcar designed to

transport nuclear cargo was shipped to the U.S. last Dece-tiber

to be used in the development of the conversion kits. The car
will be returned to Russia for demonstration this June in

preparation for joint modification cf four railcars by
September. The target delivery date for all kits is April 30,
1994.

1 i tv This acreeraent, subsequently signed ir.

Washington, coni.T.itted DOD to provide tectnical assistance to

the Russian-led effort on design cf a storage facility fcr
fissile materiais derived from the dismantlement of nuclear

weapons. Costs to the U.S. are not tc exceed $15 rtillicn.
Initial Russian design require:r.Gr.t£ were received on August 3,

1992. Several U.S. -Russian technical meetings have alreacy
been held on this project.

KP:ii Disposition . This agreement would commit Russia to
sell to the U.S. about 500 metric tons of iiignly e.nriched
uranium (KTU) derived from dismantled nuclear weapons. The HEU
would be blended down to low-enriched uraniurr. (IXU) and sold b^
DDE for use in civil power plants. The agreement would be

budget-neutral for the U.S., in that DOE would finance the
purchase with receipts of sales to utilities and with the
savings derived becausr the availability of the Russian LEU
reduces the need to enrich U.S. uranium in DOE facilities.
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rtoerefore, no Nunn-Lu9ar funfls would be expended under this
^greenent. The U.S. has emphasized to Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus, and Kazakhstan that we will not sign the contract for
-his purchase until they have reached agreement on in equitable
and appropriate sharing of the proceeds of the sale.

Discussions also continued on the subject of nuclear
•naterial control and accounting, and agreement was reached on a

oilateral work progrem that has iricluded technical exchanges,
seminars, and site visits.

In October, Congress passed the FYSS DOD Appropriations
Act, which made an additional $400 million available for
transfer within existing DOD accounts for specified
demilitarization activities in the former Soviet Union, thus
increasing the amount of transfer authority for U.S. assistance
from $400 million to SBOO million. This increase reflected the
expanding scope of the SSD effort and was also intended to help
accelerate the pace at which warheads would be removed from
systems to be eliminated, and ballistic missiles and heavy
bombers would be eliminated, under START. In our subsequent
meetings with our counterparts in Russia and the other three
states, we emphasized the intent of U.S. assistance to expedite
the dismantlement process.

The nest delegation visit to Moscow occurred in November.
We presented to the Russians a draft contract for the HEU
purchase and s draft agreement on U.S. assistance for the
Russian export control system. We also got a better sense of
Russian plans and capacity for storage of fissile material,
which will help us better tailor our assistance to their
needs. Finally, we reaffirmed our earlier offer to provide aid
in expediting the eliir.ination of, strategic offensive arms
slated for reduction under STAJJT, and reviewed ways in which
U.S. materiel end technical aBsistance could be most usefully
applied. The Russian experts made some specific requests for
assistance and agreed to meet again in a month to elabcrate en
these requests and tc discuss other possible types cf U.S.
dismantlement assistance.

The KEU discussions continued in Moscow in December and in
Wasbinctor. ir Januarv". We agreed to seme minor revisions in
the already-initialed HEU disposition agreement and reached
agreement on the key provisions of the HED purchase contract.
In the same meetings, DDE reached agreement with the Russian
side tc purchase 4.1 -illion pounds of LEU in the period
between now and the time of implementation cf the HEU contract,
ir. order tc provide Russia an earlier cash flow. Our next
steps will be tc seek Russian signature cf the revised KEU
disposition acreenient and to complete negctiation of the KEU
and IjEU purc.*:cse cjntracti.
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Our 6NDV disreactleinent experts returned to Moeco'w in both
December anC January fcr acliitional erchenges of information to"

better define Eussian needs for U.S. assistance in this ere*.
The sides should soon be at the point -where a detailed
agreement for U.S. dismantling assistance can be drawn up and

completed in a timely manner.

Annex A summarizes the current status of the SSD
Delegation's efforts in each area in which U.S. assistance to

Russia has been discussed. Also included in this annex are
commitments of Nunn-Lugar funds that have been negotiated by
other representatives of the Administration.

^Tkraine

We made our initial visit to Kiev in April, 1992, just ee

Ukraine was being certified for U.S. assistance under the
,-

Nunn-Lugar legislation. I emphasized U.S. interest in

providing Ukraine assistance to accelerate the dismantlement
process end enhance its safety and security, and eskec for

Ukrainian proposals on how we might help. Ukrainian officials
identified three areas for assistance:

development of an accounting system for nuclear
materials ;

dismantlement of strategic systems after the warheads
had been removed; and

— retraining and provision of transitional social
services, such as housing, for nuclear-trained militcry
officers whose services would no longer be required as the
nuclear withdrawal proceedec.

They also indicated that U.S. aid in developing an emergency
response capability to deal with nuclear accidents would be

welcomed, but they made no specific proposals in this area.

I urged the UMrciniar.s re prepare detailed proposals fcr
our next meeting, so the U.S. would be able tc evaluate costs
and potential timeframes for assistance .

We returned to Kiev in early June. At that meeting,
Ukrainian officials made specific proposals fcr assistance in

dismantling silo-based rtissile systems covered by the START
Treaty, fcr eaergency accident response, end fcr contrcllinc
nuclear materials produced by Ukrainian power plants.
Regarding the earlier Ukrainian request for asiistence for
social infrastructure, I explained that this type of assistance
was not contemplated under the existing Nunn-Lugar legislation,
but asked Ukrainian officiols tD •jvrovide -i detEilec statement
of requirements so that the U.S. government could assess their

applicability under other, relevant lecisleticr. .
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Our third rouniS of discussions in Kiev 'occurred ir. October.
At this meeting, we focused on five potentitl agreements:

an umbrella agreement, similar to the one signed with
Russia, to establish a legtl framework for U.S. assistance;

— an emergency response agreement, under which DOD would
provide equipment for use ir the unlikely event that a nuclear
accident occurj-ed during trtnsport of a weapon for
dismantlement-f

— a materiel control and accounting agreement, providing
assistance in developing and strengthening a system to keep
track of all fissile material maintained for civilian use;

— an export control eoreement, provifiinc assistance in
developing a comprehensive system of export controls to guard
against proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,
technology, and expertise; and

6 government-to-government communications link (GGCL) ,

similar to the existing U.S. -Russian nuclear risk reduction
centers, with the primary purpose .of exchanging the data and
notifications required by the START and INF treaties.

We were able to resolve at the technical working level all
substantive issues regarding the first four of these
agreements. On GGCL, there was serious Ukrainian interest in
the concept and many details cf the agreement were resolved.

We also continued our discussions on U.S. assistance for
ballistic missile dismantlement. The Ukrainians prepared s

comprehensive plan for dismantlement and provided us a list of
their requirements for U.S. assistance that went well beyond
the initial set provided in June. In response, we agreed in

principle to their initial requests and promised to study the
new reouests.

^ We would assis'c Ukraine ir. expanding its limited eneroency
response capabilities in connection with the removal of nuclea:
weapons from its territory* for dismantlement. Under a signed
implementing agreement, DOD will provide si.milar assistance to
Belarus, and we have proposed the same t^-pe of aid tc
Kazakhstan. However, because nuclear weapons in these
countries will remain at all times in the custody cf forces of
the Commonwealth of Independent States, the countries will net
be provided equipment used tc determine internal canace tc zhe
weapon itself or tc stabilize and package weapons involved in
an accident; such equipment will be provia^e only to Russia.
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In January, I met with Ukriinia.i Deputy _7crei9n Minister
Teracyuk In Washington to review the status of our efforts. I

rer.indeC hitr. that there were several draft agreements that were
close tc completion and su99ested that our two sides move as

quickly as possible -to get them complete!!. I also summarized
U.S. thinking en the various Ukrainain requests for ballistic
missile dismantling assistance and offered to send an experts
team to Kiev as soon as possible to see if the sides could
reach en agreement in principle. Finally, I offered to send
GGCL experts to Kiev to finalize that "agreement . Tarasyuk
agreed that several agreements were almost ready for completion
and indicated that Ukraine would be prepared to meet with our
experts by the beginning of February.

The ballistic missile dismantlement and GGCL esrperts
visited Kiev February l-< and made significant progress. Our
next step with Ukraine will be to press for signature. of the
umbrella and the five implementing agreements that are near
completion. The U.S. cannot begin to provide assistance under
Nunn-Lugar until the umbrella end implementing agreements have
been signed and enter into force.

The current status of the SSD Delegation's efforts in each
area in which U.S. assistance to Ukraine has been discussed, as
well as potential coramitments of Nunn-Lugar funds that have
been discussed by other representatives of the Administration,
are summarized in Annex A.

Belsru;;

We held our initial discussions in Minsk in early May, a

month aft:er Belarus had been certified for Nunn-Lugar
assistance. Belarus was at an early stage ir. the development
of its policy-, but Belarusian officials die identify in broad
terms some possible areas of assistance. After reviewing the
types of assistance allowed by the Nunn-Lucar legislation, Z

encouraged these officials re prepare seme detailed proposals
for assistance anc pass them to us through our embassy.

Afcer some limitec exchanges through diplomatic channels,
we returned to Minsk in late September. Our discussions during
this visit focused on an umbrella agreement, emergency
response, expert control, and a GGCL. We were able to initial
three agreements, which were subsequently signed in Washington:

SSD Umbrp!:iF Ac^PT,«=:nt . This provides the iniernBtioncl
legal .framework for Nunn-Luger assistance ro Belarus.

gmergpnr^- P.e.T-pcr.r'^ . Under this agreement, DOD wi_ll provide
to the Belarusisr. Ministry of Defense protective clothing and
equipment such as dosimeters, as well as xelcted training. The
purpose is tc enhance capabilities to respond to any emercenc-v-
associated with the removal of nuclear weaoons and their
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delivery systems from Belarus for destruction or their
ter.pcrEry locetior. in Beltrus penfiinc their finoi removBl. The
total cost to tfce U.S. will be up tc $5 million.

ExDsrt Control . Dnder this egrecment, DOD will provide to
the Belarusian MOD technical assistance, training, and limited
amounts of equipment to increase Bclarusian ability to control
its borders, particularly against transhipment of weapons of

mass destruction and related technology and expertise.
Specific assistance includes providing expertise on
multipurpose export control systems; participation in the
Coordinating Committee (COCOM) Cooperation Forum; classroom and
on-site training for licensing, enforcement, and related
officials; evaluation and improvement of export control
enforcement programs and policies; and computerized systems and
related training to improve track.in5 and ccr.trcl cf controlled
items and technology. The total cost is up to S2.26 million.

We also agreed in principle to establish a highly reliable
continuous communications link (CCL) . Like the GGCL being
negotiated with Ukraine, the CCL would be similar to the

existing U.S. -Russian nuclear risk reduction centers, with the

primary purpose of exchanging the data and notifications
required by the START and INF treaties. We agreed to work out
details of a CCL agreement in diplomatic channels.

In January, a team of experts returned to Minsk ana

completed the CCL agreement. The agreement was signed at that
time.

Annex A includes a summary of the status' of efforts in all
areas where U.S. assistance to Belarus has heen discussed.

Kazakhstan

Kazakhstan was certified for Nunn-Lugar assistance on June
17, after it unambiguously committed tc assume non-nuclear
status, to adhere to the Nuclear Nonproiif eration Treaty as a

non-nuclear weapons state, and tc withdrew all strategic forces
from its territory by the ^T.t of the STAF.T ~. reductions period-

We made our initial visit tc Alma-Ata ir. early November. I

outlined a proposed program of assistance, which included
emergency response, export controls, a GGCL, ballistic missile
dismantlement, and material control end accounting. The
response among Kazakhstar.i officials was enthusiastic; they
agreed to consider these proposals, ar well as other areas of

possible assistance, and provide a list cf programs of interest
throug.h diplomatic channels. It was also agreed that we would
provide within the twc suhseeuent weeks craft agreements for
r.a=ek.h5tani consideration, and that a Kazakhstan del.- cation
would then travel to Washincton tc co—.clete and sign agreements.
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Although the Kezakhstar.i visit to Washington wes
tentatively schefluleC for DecenUDer, Alma-Ata subsequently
ir.fiicatefi that it was not ready for the trip. We have been
encouraging them to come to WachLngton as soon as possible; a

visit is now tentatively scheduled for the first week of Kerch.

Annex A includes -8 sununary of. the status of efforts in all
areas where U.S. assistance to Kazakhstan has been discussed.

yqATO Afl Hoc Group

In March, 1992, NATO established an Ad Hoc Group to discuss
nuclear weapons in the former Soviet Union. This group allows
the Allies to exchange information about our respective
programs to assist safe and secure dismantlement of these
weapons and to coordinate our efforts informally in this area,
to help ensure that there is no duplication of effort. Tnere
have been numerous meetings of this group, the most recent on
January 29, and we have been able to work closely with our
Allies on these issues.

The Future Agenda

The immediate tasks with regard to Russia are to secure
Russian signature of the HEU disposition agreement, complete
negotiation of the KEU and LEU purchase contracts, and conclude
an agreement on U.S. assistance for dismantlement of strategic
systems. Also pending are agreements on export control and
material control and accounting. Otner areas in which
Nunn-Lugar funds will be committed are militery-to-military
contacts and Arctic nuclear waste assessment. Implementation
of the entire set of agreements will, of course, continue over
several years.

No agreement has yet been signed with Ukraine. The first
task is to secure' signature and entry intc force of t.^e

umbrella agreement. After that, we could immediately conclude
the implementing agreements on emergency response, meteritl
control and acccuntinc, and export control. Recent experts
discussions on GGCI, end ballistic missile dismantlement
assistance should make near-term ecree-ments in those areas
possible as well. In ether channels, the Science and
Technology Center Agreement remains to be concluded and
military-to-rcilitary contacts remain to be established.

The negotiating agenda with Belarus is well advanced,
although we are looking for other trees cf possible essistence
now that Belerus has ratified 5TAF.T and seceded to the Nuclear
Nonprolif ereticr. Treaty. Military- to-rr.ilitary contacts else-
remain to i>e worked out in other channels.

We are still in the early stages with- Karakhstar.. We have
yet to receive a response from the Katakhstani government to
the draft uairella and imolementinc acreements we provioed then
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in November. Therefore, negotiation of all asreernents lies
aheed.^ Tab list of potentiel implenenting oyreements inclu6e5
emergency response, export control, GGCL, ballistic missile
dismentlement , anc5 materiel control and accounting. Killtery-
to-military contacts also will be discussed.

ronclusion •.

During the first year of its effort to implement the intent
of the 'Nunn-Ipugar Act, the SSD Delegation worked to secure
agreement on two dozen different documents and developed a

technical basis and expertise to provide dismantlement
assistance. This involved participation by the Departments of
State, Defense, Energy, and Commerce, and the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency. Much of the initial phase of the work —
preperetion of plans and execution of intergovernmect e 1

agreements —'is complete with Russia and Belarus. Significant
progress has been made with Ukraine, although agreements have
yet to be signed. Considerable work remains to be done only
with Kazakhstan, in view of its inability thus far to respond
to our initiatives and invitations.

At the same time, implementing agreements have been
executed in many areas and goods and services provided under a

number of these agreements have begun to flow. Having
completed roost of the preliminary work, we anticipate a

significant increase in the volume of eissistance provided
during 1993.

While more work remains to be done, I believe that we have
established a good working relationship with the four states
involved and that additional agreements can be reached in the
near future. I am confident that this cooperative initiative
between the Administration ana the Congress, by encouraging the
timely, safe end secure dismantlement of former Soviet nuclear
weapons, and by helping to prevent proliferation of nuclear
capabilities, will continue to enhance international and
bilateral stabilitv.
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ANNEX A
STATUS or SSD AKD OTHER NUNN-LDGAR ASSISTANCE EFFORTS

Proiezt

BnSSXA
pSD :

Armored Blankets
Accident Response
Fissile Materiel

Conteiners
Railcars
Storage Facility
Design

Material Control and
Accounting

Export Control
Strategic Systems

Dismantling

Status ^^>«;^ f^;Mi•nSr^ne^

.5SD. Not Financed undpr Kunn-Luoar:

Agreement signed
Agreement signed

Agreement signed
Agreement signed

Agreement signed

Discussions continuing
Discussions continuing

Discussions continuing

HEU Disposition
Pther:
International Science

and 'Technology Center
Chemical Weapons

Destruction

Agreement initialed

Agreement signed;
ratification pending

Agreement signed

5.0
15.0 '

50.0 ^
20.0 ^

15.0 v./

7.5 '^

2.26 v^

TBD

0.0

25.0

25.0

UKRAINE

Emergency Response
Material Control and

Accounting
Export Control
GGCL
Ballistic Missile

Dismantling
QthS':
Science and Technology

Center

Discussions continuing 5.0

Discussions continuing 7.5
Discussions continuing 2.26
Discussions continuing 2.4

Discussions continuing TBD

Discussions continuinc 10.0

Emergenc^i- Response
Export Control
CCL

Emergency- Response
Erporr Cor.rrci
GGCl.
Ballistic Missile

Dismantling
Material Control End

Accountinc

Agreement signed
Agreement signed
Agreement signed

U.S. proposci provided
U.S. proposal provided
U.S. proposal provided

U.S. projjoscl provided

5.0
2.26

TBD
TED

TBD
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Decree

Of the President of the Russian Federation

on the fulfillment by the Russian Federation of intergovernmental agreements
on cooperation in the construction of nuclear power stations abroad

With the goal of realization by the Russian Federahon of obligations provided for by

intergovernmental agreements on cooperation in the construction of nuclear power stations

abroad, of obtaining additional hard currency revenue for realization of environmental and socio-

economic development programs for the regions where nuclear industry facilities are located,

taking into consideration the Agreement on the basic principles of cooperation in the field of

peaceful use of atomic energy, signed by the member states of the Connmonwealth on June 26,

1992, 1 decree:

1. To confirm the fulfillment by the Russian Federation, the state-successor of the USSR, of the

obligations ensuing from intergovernmental agreements on cooperation in the construction of

nuclear power stations abroad, concluded by the USSR by 1991 and providing in particular for

the delivery of nuclear fuel from Russia and return of the spent fuel fromthese nuclear power
plants to Russia for reprocessing.

The Russian Federation Ministry of Atomic Energ}' in cooperation with the interested ministries

and agencies of the Russian Federation are to ensure fulfillment of obligations, which follow from

the above-mentioned intergovernmental agreements.
~^ '

',

2. To oblige the Russian Federation Ministry of Atomic Energy, with the participation of the

interested ministries and agencies of the Russian Federation, to conduct negotiations and within a

two-month period present to the Russian Council of Ministers projects of bilateral

intergovernmental agreements in cooperation on the peaceful use of atomic energy between the

Russian Federation, the Republic of Belarus, and the Republic of Kazakhstan, and Lithuania, and

also including reciprocal obligations of the parties on managing spent fuel.

3. The Russian Federation Ministry of Atomic Energ}- together with the Russian Ministry of

Environmental Protection and Natural Resources, the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the

Russian Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, the Russian Federation State Committee on

economic cooperation with the member states of the Commonwealth, and the Federal Committee

of Nuclear Control and Radiation Safety are within a month's time to develop and approve a

procedure for receiving spent nuclear fuel from foreign atomic power stations for further

reprocessing at Russian plants.

The Federal Committee on Nuclear Control and Radiation Safety, the Russian Ministry of

Envirormiental Protection and Natural Resources, and the Russian Ministry of Health, are to

ensure oversight over nuclear and radiation safety at all the stages of the management of spent
fuel and radioactive waste from reprocessing.

4. The Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy and the Russian Miiustry of Foreign Economic

Relations, when preparing intergoverrunental agreements on the issues of contruction and use of

nuclear power stations abroad and also when signmg relevant agreements with foreign clients,

are to place priority on the return of solidified radioactive wastefrom reprocessing, to the country
that sends spent nuclear fuel to Russia.

5. To establish that 25 percent of hard currency resources, obtained in exchange for the service of

reprocessmg spent fuel, upon agreement with regional administrations and nature-protection

agencies of the regions where the reprocessing plants are located, are directed to implementation
of radiation monitoring, improvement of environmental conditions, and socio-economic
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development programs in the above-mentioned regions, and also to carry out scientific research

and practical work on enhancing safety in the management of spent nuclear fuel and its waste

from reprocessing.

As for the remaining 75% of the hard currency, applies the procedure provided for by the decree

of the Russian President from June 14, 1992 no. 662 on partial alteration of the procedure of

mandatory sale [exchange into rubles] of a portion of the hard currency receipts and collection of

an export tax.

6. The Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy is to develop within a 3-month period a target

program of implementation of the management of spent nuclear fuel in the production enterprise

Mayak of this Ministry. The program is to be agreed upon with the Russian Ministry of

Environment and Nature Protection, the Federal Committee on Nuclear Control and Radiation

Safety, the Russian Academy of Sciences, and nature protection agencies of the Chelyabinsk

region.

X 7. To oblige the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy and the Russian Ministry of Foreign

Economic Relations to conduct negotiations on drawing foreign investment for development of

plants for reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.

8. The Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy together with the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

the Russian Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, with the State Committee on economic

cooperation with the member states of the Commonwealth and the Federal Committee on

Nuclear Control and Radiation Safety are to carry out within a two-month period consultation

with the authorized bodies of the participants in the Agreement of June 26, 1992 on the basic

principles of cooperation in the field of peaceful use of atomic energy, plus Lithuania. Ttus

consultation wUl have the goal of negotiating measures to speed up the signing of agreements

with the International Atomic Energy Agency by non-nuclear state participants in the above-

mentioned Agreement, on the implementation of guarantees in connection with the Nuclezir

Nonproliferation Treaty.

9. This decree is valid from the moment of signature.

President of the Russian Federation

B. Yeltsin

Moscow, Kremlin

April 21, 1993

No. 472
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AJ4ERICA
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

CONCERNING THE DISPOSITION OF
HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM EXTRACTED FROM NUCLEAR WEAPONS

The Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the Russian Federation, hereinafter referred
to as the Parties,

Desiring to arrange the safe and prompt disposition for
peaceful purposes of highly enriched uranium extracted from
nuclear weapons resulting from the reduction of nuclear
weapons in accordance with existing agreements in the area
of arras control and disarinament.

Reaffirming their commitment to ensure that the development
and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes are carried
out under arrangements that will further the objectives of
the Treaty on the Non-Prolif eration of Nuclear Weapons,

Affirming their commitment to ensure that the nuclear
material transferred for peaceful purposes pursuant to
this Agreement will comply with all applicable
non-proliferation, physical protection, nuclear material
accounting and control, and environmental requirements.

Have agreed as follows:
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ARTICLE I

Pi;.RPOS£

The Patties shall cooperate in order to achieve the

following objectives:

(1) The conversion as soon as practicable of highly
enriched uranium (HEU) extracted from nuclear weapons
resulting from the reduction of nuclear weapons pursuant
to arms control agreements and other commitments of the

Parties which is currently estimated at approximately 500

metric tons in the Russian Federation, having an average
assay of 90 percent or greater of the uranium isotope 235

into low enriched uranium (LEU) for use as fuel in

commercial nuclear reactors. For purposes of this

Agreement, LEU shall mean uranium enriched to less than

20 percent in the isotope 235; and

(2) The technology developed in the Russian Federation for

conversion of HEU resulting from the reduction of nuclear

weapons in the Russian Federation may be used for

conversion of United States HEU in the United States of

America; and

(3) The establishment of appropriate measures to fulfill
the non-proliferation, physical protection, nuclear
material accounting and control, and environmental
requirements of the Parties with respect tc HEU and LEU

subject to this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS

1. The Parties, through their Executive Agents, shall
within six months from entry into force of this Agreement
seek to enter into an initial implementing contract to

accomplish the objectives set forth in Article I of this

Agreement. The Parties may conclude additional
implementing contracts or agreements pursuant to this

Agreement, as required. For any purchase, the Executive
Agents shall negotiate terms (including price), which shall
be subject to approval by the Parties.
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2. It is the intent of the Parties that the initial

implementing contract shall provide toe, inter alia:

(i) The purchase by the United States Executive Agent of

LEU converted from HEU at Cacilities in the Russian
Federation and sale of such LEU for commercial purposes.
The United States will provide information to the Russian
Federation on all commercial disposition of such LEU;

(ii) Initial delivery of LEU converted from HEU extracted
from nuclear weapons resulting from the reduction of
nuclear weapons pursuant to arms control agreements and
other commitments of the Parties by October 1993, if

possible;

(iii) Conversion of no less than 10 metric tons having an

average assay of 90 percent or greater of the uranium
isotope 235 in each of the first five years, and, in each
year thereafter, conversion of no less than 30 metric tons
of HEU having an average assay of 90 percent or greater of
the uranium isotope 235; however, specific amounts will be

stipulated in the first and subsequent implementing
contracts or agreements;

(iv) The participation of the United States private sector
and of Russian enterprises;

(v) The allocation among the United States of America,
private sector firms of the United States of America, the
Russian Federation, and Russian enterprises of any proceeds
or costs arising out of activities undertaken pursuant to

any implementing contracts;

<vi) The use by the Russian side of a portion of the
proceeds from the sale of LEU converted from HEU for the
conversion of defense enterprises, enhanciny the safety of
nuclear power plants, environmental clean-up of polluted
areas and the construction and operation of facilities in
the Russian Federation for the conversion of HEU to LEU;

(vii) By agreement of the Parties an equivalent amount of
HEU can substitute for the corresponding amount of LEU
planned for purchase by the United States Executive Agent.
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ARTICLE III

EXKCHTTVE AGENTS

Each Party shall designate an Executive Agent to implement
this Agreement. For the United States side, the Ejtecutive

Agent shall be the Department of Energy. For the Russian
side, the Executive Agent shall be the Ministry of the
Russian Federation of Atomic Energy. After consultation
with the other Party, either Party has the right to change
its Executive Agent upon 30 days written notice to the
other Party. If a governmental corporation is established
under United States law to manage the uranium enrichment

enterprise of the Department of Energy, it is the intention
of the United states Government to designate that

corporation as the Executive Agent for the United States
side.

ARTICLE IV

PRIORITY OF AGREEMENT

In case of any inconsistency between this Agreement and any
implementing contracts or agreements, the provisions of

this Agreement shall prevail.

ARTICLE V

ADDITIONAL MEASURES

1. The Executive Agent of the Russian Federation shall
ensure that the quality of LEU derived from HEU subject to
this Agreement is such that it is convertible to LEU usable
in commercial reactors. Specifications shall be agreed
upon in the process of negotiating the initial and
subsequent implementing contracts.

2. The conversion of HEU subject to this Agreement shall
commence as soon as possible after the entry into force of
the initial implementing contract.

3. The Parties shall, to the extent practicable, seek to

arrange for more rapid conversion of HEU to t£V than that
provided for in Article II (2) (iii).
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i. The United States of America shall use LEU acquired
pursuant to this Agreement and its implementing contracts
and agreements, when subject to United States jurisdiction
and control, for peaceful purposes only.

5. LEU acquired by the United States of America pursuant
to this Agreement, and implementing contracts and
agreements related to it, shall be subject to safeguards in
accordance with the November 18, 1977, Agreement Between
the United States of America and the International Atomic
Energy Agency (lA-EA) for the Application of Safeguards in
connection with the- Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons.

6. The Parties shall maintain physical protection of HEU
and LEU subject to this Agreement. Such protection shall,
at a minimum, provide protection comparable to the
recommendation set forth in IAEA document INFCIRC/225/REV. 2

concerning the physical protection of nuclear material.

7. If the Parties enter into an agreement for cooperation
concerning the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, nuclear
material acquired by the United States of America pursuant
to this Agreement and its implementing contracts and
agreements, when subject to United States jurisdiction or
control, shall be subject to the terms and conditions of
that Agreement for cooperation.

8. The activities of the United States Government under
this Agreement, or any implementing contract or agreement,
shall be subject to the availability of United States
Government funds .

9. In the event the United States Government does not have
funds available for implementation of this Agreement, the
Executive Agent of the Russian Federation reserves the
option to obtain funding for implementation of this
Agreement from any private United States company.

10. Prior to the conclusion of any implementing contract,
the Parties shall establish transparency measures to ensure
that the objectives of this Agreement are met, including
provisions for nuclear material accounting and control and
access, from the time that HEU is made available for
conversion until it is converted into LEU. Specific
transparency measures shall be established in the same time
frame as the negotiation of the initial implementing
contract, and shall be executed by a separate agreement.
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11. Prior to the conclusion oC any impl«m«nting contract,
the Parties shall agree on appropriate governing provisions
for entry and exit, liability, and status of personnel,
exemptions for taxes and other duties, anfl applicable law.

12. The Executive Agent of the United States of America
shall use the LEU converted from HEU in such a manner so
as to minimize disruptions in the market and maximize the
overall economic b«n«fit for both Parties. This Agreement
shall have no effect on contracts between Russian
enterprises and United States companies for the delivery
of uranium products which are currently in force and
consistent with United States and Russian law.

13. This Agreement places no limitations on the right of
the Russian Federation to dispose of LEU derived from HEU
extracted from nuclear weapons resulting from the reduction
of nuclear weapons pursuant to arms control agreements and
other corarnitments of the Parties beyond the specific
commitments set forth herein.

ARTICLE VI

ENTRY INTO FORCE, DURATION AND AMENDMENTS

1. This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature
and shall remain in force until the full amount of HEU
provided for in paragraph 1 of Article I is converted into
LEU, delivered, and supplied to commercial customers.

2. Each Party may propose amendments to this Agreement.
Agreed amendments shall enter into force upon signature and
shall remain in force so long as this Agreement remains in
force .

3. Each Party shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement upon 12 months written notification to the other
Party.

Done at Washington this 18th day of February, 1993, in

duplicate in the English and Russian languages, both texts
being equally authentic.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION:

I
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'Hnircil ^rarcs 3niatc
COMMITTEE ON

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON. DC 205 10-6250

October 27, IS 92

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher

Comptroller General
of the United States

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher,

Over the past year the Congress approved and the
President signed into law t.he Nunn-Lugar amendinent and the
Freedom Support Act which together provide for the

expenditure of up to $800 million to assist the former Soviet
Unxon in dismantling and destroying nuclear and chemical

weapons. On July 27, 1992, GAO reported on the initial plans
to coiTJTiiT plans to obligate up to S17 million for these

purposes. Since that date, the U.S. agreed on October 6 to

assist in the design of a storage facility for fissile
materials in Russia, and cr. August 31 to negotiate the

purchase of 500 tonnes of highly-enriched uranium.

Because of these changes and the large amount of

unfinished business in the implementation of the Nunn-Lugar
amendment, I would appreciate if the General Accounting
Office would undertake a review of the status of executive
branch efforts to carry ou* the provisions required by Public
Law 102-228, as amended by the Freedom Support Act.

The GAO review should focus on:

-- -Lhe efforts to date to implement PL 102-228;

-- the plans to design the fissile storage facility;

-- the extent to which the executive branch has
considered other options and their costs for plutonium, such
as comparing 30 or more years of storage vs. other more

permanent means of disposal before the S215 million is

exoended;
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-- the extent to which the executive branch has
considered in its internal processes and discussed in

diplomatic meetings the possibility of Japan and Russian

cooperating on plutonium, which would include Japan "burning"
the Russian plutonium, while at the same time refraining from

reprocessing its plutonium in Europe;

-- the ability of Russia to store nuclear weapons for-

many years before they are dismantled;

-- the ability of Russia to dismantle nuclear weapons;

-- the ability of Russia to dilute high-enricheri uranium
with natural or depleted uranium;

-- the effect on Russian imports of uranium from weapons
dismantlement by the October 19, 1992 decision of the

Department of Commerce on uranium dumping;

-- the cost to the U.S. to continue to purchase uranium
and overfeed its enrichment facilities in order to continue

purchasing new uranium stocks;

-- the nature of the offers by U.S. firms to assist the
Uranium Enrichment Corporation in procuring the Russian
enriched uranium;

-- the plans made by the executive Branch to respond to

Condition Eight on the START Treaty, to seek on a reciprocal
basis the verification of numbers of stockpiled warheads and
amounts of fissile materials.

The Committee has discussed this request informally with
staff from the National Security and International Affairs
Division and the Resources, Community and Economic
Development Division. We would appreciate a response to this

request in time for a hearing before the Governmental Affairs
Committee in February 1993. If you or your staff wish to
discuss my request further, please contact David Hafemeister
at

(
202 )224-56l8 . Thank you for your consideration of this

request .

With every good wish.

Ever Sincerely,

^y^^Uuy^
John Glenn
Chairman

65-989 0-93-3
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Disposition of Separated
Plutonium

Frans Berkhout ° Anatoli Dlakov,^ Harold Feiveson,°

Helen Hunt,^ Edwin Lyman
° Marvin Miller,^ and

Frank von Hippel°

In the immediate term, plutonium, recovered from dismantled nuclear warheads and
from dvil reprocessing plants, will have to be stored seciirely, and under international

safeguards if possible. In the intermediate term, the principal alternatives for disposi*

tion of this plutonium are: irradiation in mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel assembUes in com-

mercial unmodified Ught-water reactors or in 8p>ecially adapted light-water reactors

capable of operating with full cores of MOX fuel or incorporation into a matrix with

high-level waste (HLW). Of these three options, blending plutonium into HLW as it is

being glaseified for final disjtosal is probably the least costly and the least burdensome
to safeguards resources.

INTRODUCTION

Tbday there is a growing world surplus of separated plutonium. An imbalance

between supply and demand in the commercial sector is being compounded by

deep cuts in the CIS and US nuclear axBenals, with a concurrent release of

large quantities of weapons plutonium. This paper analyzes alternative

approaches for dealing with this material, focusing principally on economic

and security considerations.

The nuclear warheads that are to be dismantled without replacement con-

tain perhaps 150-200 tonnes of plutonium. Dismantlement has already

begun and is expected to continue for at least a decade. At the same time, pro-

c. Cente' fcx Energy ar>d Envlronnriental Studies. Pilncelcxn Untversffy. Princeton,

New Jersey. USA
b. Center for Arms Control. Energy and Envlronnnentol Studies. Moscow Ir^stttute of

Ptiyslcs ond Technotogy, 1417CD Doigoprudny, Moscow Area, Russia

c. Independent consuttont. Princeton. New Jersey. USA
d. Department of Nuclear Engineering. Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Cambridge. Massachusetts. USA
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ductioD of new weapons plutonium has almoBt ended in both the US and the

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), and the rate of production in

other oountriee is low.

By contrast, commercial separation of civilian plutonium is undergoing

major expansion. During the 1990b, some 200 tonnes of dvil plutonium are

due to be separated from power-reactor fuel originating in 14 countries. Most

reprocessing will take place in three nuclear-weapon states (the UK, France,
and Russia). If all of the recovered plutonium is retiimed to the countries of

origin—about half to nonweapons states—this would greatly increase the

transport and handling of separated weapons-usable plutonium around the

world.

The impending surpluses of both separated weapons and civil plutonium

present a global security problem. All plutonium (except relatively pure Pu-

238) is weapons-usable.^ In periods of crisis, stocks in nonweapons states

could greatly lower the threshold to nuclear weapons proliferation. In weap-
ons states, plutonium stockpiles could lower the threshold to *l)reakout* from

reductions agreements. In any country, they pose a severe challenge to physi-

cal-seoirity systems. The diversion of even a few kilograms of plutonium to a

terrorist group could cause a major international crisis.

In this p iper we assess three basic alternatives for disposition of weapons

plutonium and already-separated civil plutonium:

Safeguarded long-term storage.

Irradiation in nuclear-reactor fuel.

« Miring with high-level radioactive waste as it is glassified in preparation
for geological disposal.

We begin, however, by describing the sources of the separated plutonium and

current plans for its storage.

SOURCES OF SEPARATED PLUTONIUM

Table 1 gives an overview of the distribution of world plutonium stocks. Sepa-
rated plutonium is accumulating in large quantities from two sources: the dis-

mantlement of CIS and US warheads, and large-scale chemical reprocessing
of si>ent fuel from civilian nuclear power reactors.

Dismantled Warheads
Under the reciprocal reductions announced by FVesidents Bush, Gorbachev
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Tabl« 1 : SumnrKiry tobJe of wortd plutonlum stocks ond surpluses at tt>e end of

1990°

In w»ap>ons^

Nucl*ar-
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and Yeltsin, Russia and the US are each expected to retain no more than

1,000-2,000 tactical nuclear warheads. In parallel, the Bush-Yeltsin frame-

work agreement of June 1992 envisions limiting the strategic arsenals to

3,000-3,500 warheads each by approximately the year 2000.* If the overall

cuts to approximately 5,000 total warheads each for the US and Russia are

carried through, we estimate that over the next decade the US will retire

approximately 15,000 warheads, and Russia about twice as many.

Modem thennonuclear warheads contain a fission explosive •primary'

and one or more 'secondarieB* that typically contain fission as well as fusion

fuel. Plutonium is contained in the fissile "pit" of the primary. The Nagasaki

fission weapon contained six kilograms. Tbda/s thermonuclear warheads

contain less plutonium; we assume three kilograms on average. (They also

contain significant quantities of highly enriched uranium [HEU] in both their

primaries and secondaries—about 15 kilograms on average. )

Therefore, projected cuts in the nuclear arsenals would release about 45

tonnes of plutonium from US weapons and some 90 tonnes from the CIS arse-

nal. Additional quantities of surplus material in plutonium components from

already dismantled warheads and in unprocessed production scrap could

bring the totals up to about 70 and 120 tonnes, respectively.

Warhead dismantlement involves the removal of electronics, the separa-

tion of the primary and secondaries, and then removal of the high-explosive

implosion system from aroixnd the plutonium-containing pit. US nuclear war-

heads are currently dismantled at the Pantex facility near Amarillo, Tfexas at

a rate of about 2,000 per year.^ Plutonium components from these warheads

are not being further processed. The Rocky Flats Plant in Colorado, to which

they would have been shipped previously for extraction of the plutonium, stor-

age and perhaps fabrication into new warhead pits, has been shut since

November 1989 due to environmental emd safety concemis. In the absence of

an alternative, recovered plutonium pits from dismantled warheads are there-

fore being stored intact at Pantex in heavily protected bunkers ("igloos').

There are 60 igloos at Pantex, but as of early 1992, only 18 have been qualified

to store pits. Each of these igloos can currently hold up to 240 plutonium pits.

The possibility of extending this capacity to 400 warheads is being examined.

Storage at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and at the former plutonium-

•
All of the other former Soviet republice have agreed to become non-nudear-

weapon states. However, BelaruB, Kazakhstan, and the Ukraine each retain joint

ownership with Russia of the warheads formerly located on their territories while the

warheads are being dismantled in Russia, and of the recovered fissile materials. We
therefore will refer to the warheads of the former Soviet Union that are to be disman-

tled and the recovered fissile materials as CIS warheads and materials.
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production sites at Hanford, Washington and Aiken, South Carolina is also

being explored.^

Arrangements for dismantlement and storage of CIS warheads are less

dear. Dismantlement can apparently be carried out at four sites with a com-

bined maximum rate of 6,500-6,000 warheads per year.'' However, in 1992,
the actual dismantlement rate was reportedly about the same as in the US—
2,000 per year. Weapons components are being temporarily stored at the dis-

mantlement sites. At the insistence of other CIS states, weapons components
removed from Ukraine and stored in Russia are being jointly monitored by
both countries under an agreement signed in April 1992. The Russian govern-
ment has said that it would consider similar agreements with Belarus and
Kazakhstan.^ It has also expressed a willingness to comply with a US Con-

gressional requirement that the US be able to verify the subsequent peaceful
use of any weapons materials in any storage facility constructed with US
assistance.^ Thus far, however, the US has refused to consider reciprocal safe-

guards on surplus US weai>ons materials.
^^

Russia has proposed that eventually the fissile materials recovered from

CIS warheads be stored at a single secure underground facility, probably near

the Ibmsk-? weapons plutonium-production complex, and it has requested US
financial assistance for its construction. As of June 1992, the facility plans
called for an initial capacity sufficient to hold about 45,000 storage containers.

Each container would hold either fissile components of dismantled warheads
or fissile material reduced to subcritical metal cylinders ("pucks") containing
4—5 kilograms of plutonium or 10 kilograms of HEU.^^ A contemplated second

stage of construction could increase the storage capacity to about 100,000 con-

tainers. This expansion may be unnecessary, however, if, as has recently been

agreed in principal, the surplus HEU is sold to the US for dilution to low-

enriched uranium for use as a power-reactor fuel.

The dismantlement of CIS and US warheads is being accompanied by an

almost complete halt in production of fissile material for weapons. Production

of highly enriched xiranium for weapons ended in the US in 1964. Plutonium

production for weapons in the US ended in 1988 when the last four operating
US production reactors (out of a maximum total of 14) were shut down for

»afet>' reasons. In July 1992, President Bush announced that the US would

not resume production of either plutonium or highly enriched iiranium for

weapons.
^^

Production ofHEU for weapons ended in Russia in 1989. Russian produc-
tion of weapons plutonium continues, but at a low level. (All CIS weapons
material production facihties are located in Russia.) So far, 10 out of 13 pluto-

nium-production reactors have been shut down.^* The three remaining reac-
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tors continue to produce fresh weaiwns plutonixim while supplying heat and

electricity to nearby towns in the Tbmsk and Krasnoyarsk regions.
^^ President

Yeltsin has reconfirmed a 1989 conunitment by President Gorbachev that all

Russian military plutonium production will end by the year 2000.^^

Reprocessing of Power-Reactor Fuel

By the end of 1990, just over 120 tonnes of civilian plutonium had been sepa-

rated from fuels discharged from the world's power reactors. Of this, some 50

tonnes had been recycled as nuclear fuel—mostly for demonstration fast-neu-

tron plutonium-breeder reactors. The remaining 70 tonnes was stored, princi-

pally at four reprocessing plants: Sellafield in the UK, Chelyabinsk-65 in

Russia, and La Hague and Marcoule in France. Most is stored as sintered plu-

tonium oxide powder canned in subcritical masses.

With substantial new reprocessing capacity coming on line in the UK and

France, about 190 tonnes of plutonium is scheduled to be separated in com-

mercial reprocessing plants by the year 2000. (Table 2 lists the world's com-

mercial reprocessing plants.)

Some of this plutonium will be recycled in fast-neutron reactors, and a

larger amount is planned to be recycled as mixed-oxide (uranium-plutonium

oxide) fuel (MOX) for light-water power reactors (LWRs). Given likely delays

in the construction and operation of MOX fabrication facilities and in the

hcensing of reactors to accept MOX fuel, it appears unlikely that more than

60-70 tonnes of plutonium will be used in fuel through 2000. Therefore,

unless reprocessing activities are slowed, the surplus of stored civil pli'tonium

is likely to increase to about 200 tonnes by the turn of the century. Appendix A
provides a detailed presentation of world balances of civil plutonium as of

1990 and as projected to the year 2000.

As noted in appendix A, about half of the separated civil plutonium arising

in the 19906 will belong to non-weapon states—principally Japan and Ger-

many—that have sent their spent fuel to Britain and France to be repro-

cessed. Most of these nonweapon states have explicit policies against

stockpiling plutonium, consistent with the statutory position of the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) that national stockpiles of excess weajv
ons-usable fissUe material should be avoided.^'' Notwithstanding this policy,

Japan recently announed that it intended to store for at least three years plu-

tonixim brought back this year from France. In general, however, the non-

weapon states therefore may have no practical alternative to storing their

excess plutonium in Britain and France vmtil it rs-n be disposed of in a respon-

sible way.

As discussed in appendix B, there is currently no economic rationale for
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plutonium recycling, which appears motivated today primarily by the desire of

electric utilities in a few industrialized countries to rid themselves of their

acc\UDulated and anticipated stockpiles of separated plutonium. It now

appears possible that, in light of widespread utility disinterest and even oppo-
sition to recycling, commercial reprocessing will be phased out over the next

decade. If so, the world will be left with the daunting, but finite problem of

disposing safely of a few hundred tonnes of separated civilian and weapons
plutonium.

SAFEGUARDED STORAGE OF SEPARATED PLUTONIUM

Unless plutonium is completely fissioned or launched into the sun, a large

fraction will remain for a long time in one form of storage or another, whether
as separated plutonium, in spent fuel, or fixed in another matrix such as high-
level waste glass. Storage in spent fuel or high-level waste gleiss would make
the storage form self-protecting to a significant extent because of the intense

gamma radiation that associated fission products would emit for hundreds of

years.
^®

Stored plutonium metal (in intact pits or pucks) or plutonium oxide

requires far more organizational vigilance because the protective radiation

from pure plutonium is relatively weak.^* In the short term, all separated plu-

tonium will be stored in one of these forms. We discuss in this section the eco-

nomic and security aspects of plutonium metal and oxide storage. Then, in

the following section, we consider ways to fix al'eady-separated plutonium
into more proliferation-resistant forms.

International Safeguards
As noted above, RusBia has indicated a willingness to have recovered weapons
material be monitored under bilateral verification arrangements. Tb further

lock in nuclear-weapon reductions, the US and Russia (and eventually the

other weapons states as well) could move beyond ad hoc bilateral arrange-
ments to guarantee peaceful uses for recovered weapons materials and accept
international (i.e., IAEA) safeguards as well.

For such a regime to be credible, all dvil nuclear materials wouJd probably
have to be brought under safeguards. Safeguards coverage could come about

in either of two ways. First, under Article Xn_A.5 of the IAEA charter, mem-
ber states may transfer stocks of fissionable material to the control of the

IAEA, which is then responsible for storing and protecting them.^° Alterna-

tively, international safeguards on plutonium stores could be extended to all
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weapons- and non-weaponB-states bb part of a universal ban on the production

of unaafeguarded civil fissile materials. Under such drcumstances, if surplus

weapons plutonium were declared to be 'dvil,' it would automatically come

\mder safeguards. These extensions of IAEA safeguards could only be done,

however, if the participating parties guaranteed sufficient additional

resources for the new tasks.

Cxirrently, stores of dvil plutonium in Britain and France are not fully

subject to IAEA safeguards although they are safeguarded by Euratom.*

Stores of dvil plutonium in Russia are not yet subject to any international

oversight.

In addition, plutonium stores must, of course, be made relatively resistant

to dandestine diversion by subnational groups. Strict physical and adminis-

trative control must be mtdntained by keeping a constant heavy guard,

severely restricting access to the store and requiring that those who enter the

store exit through portals equipped with detectors sensitive to the neutrons

emitted by plutonium.^^ Plutonium containers could be tagged and sealed

after their contents have been assayed and their gamma emissions measxired

to assure without a new assay being required that their contents have not

been tampered with in storage. Such arrangements would effectively address

subnational threats and, with regular international inspection, should inspire

confidence in the international community that no state diversion is taking

place.^^

Costs of Storage

Storage of plutonium will be costly. The storage facility must be able to resist

penetration by explosives, have fire suppression and cooling systems (espe-

dally if the plutonium is in metal form), and be equipped with a variety of

sensing systems. In addition, there will be continuing high labor costs due to

the large guard force. However, very little specific information is publicly

available on the costs of large plutonium stores such as those at La Hague and

Sellafield. Costs of $1-2 per gram of plutonium per year have been published,

but without further explanation.^ Information gleaned from interviews with

utilities suggests that, in practice, the prices charged by reprocessors for plu-

tonium storage may be higher than this, even approaching $4 per gram per

year.

A 1990 US study estimated that a facility with capadty for 50 tonnes of

plutonium oxide stored in 12,500 shipping canisters, each holding four kilo-

• All nudear material in Weatem Europe dedared as being dvil is subject to Eura-

tom Bafeguardfi. Japanese plutonium stored in Britain is subject to IAEA BsfeguardB.
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grams of plutonium, would have a capital cost of about $240 million (1987$).^

With the addition of operating costs, the discoimted storage cost wo\ild be

about $0.84 per gram-year when the facihty was full.^ Another recent esti-

mate attaches a higher capital cost to a storage facility of $1.6 billion for a

store with a 90 tonne capacity, and proposes an undiscounted annual storage
cost of $1-2 per gram of plutonium.**

An additional penalty associated with storage of reactor-grade plutonium
is that the radiation hazard increases with time. About nine percent of the

plutonium in 10-year-old LWR spent fuel is Pu-241, which decays with a 14.4

year half-life to americium-241 (see table 3). Americium-241 is a strong X-ray
and gamma-ray emitter and its ingrov<'th will approximately double the radia-

tion hazard from reactor-grade plutonium in two years. MOX fuel fabricators

currently will not accept plutonixim that contains more than 1.5-2.5 percent
Am-241 (corresponding to about 4 to 8 years in storage for standard LWR plu-

tonium). The cost of removing Am-241 chemically has been estimated at

about $20 per gram of plutonium.*^
The costs of storage are small compared to the value of the electricity that

was generated as the plutonium was produced. At a storage cost of $1.5 per

gram per year, each year of storage would add only one-tenth of one percent to

the delivered cost of the electricity. Nor are the costs high in comparison to

the amounts that industrialized nations are accustomed to spend on national

security. At $1.5 per gram per year, the storage of 50 tonnes of plutonium
would cost $75 million per year.

Nevertheless, utilities tend to make decisions on the basis of small mar-

ginal costs. Even where there is a significant economic penalty to the utility

for using plutonium in light-water reactors, cumulative plutonium storage
costs will eventually exceed whatever economic penalty is incurred.' Ajb long
as utilities beUeve that the only reUable way to get rid of separated plutonium
is in MOX fuel, plutonium storage costs will push them to recycle. If this is

\'iewed as undesirable, governments will have to make available alternative

methods of plutonium storage and disposal. They will also have to offer incen-

tives to store surplus plutonium for an interim period, or impose their pre-

• For 8 fuel bumup of 33 megHwatt-days per kilogram of heavy metal (MWd kg
HM"*) and a heat-to-electridty conversion ratio of one-third, approximately 260,000
kilowatt-hours (k^Ti) of electric energy would be generated from each kilogram of fuel

and nine grams of plutonaum would be produced. Thus about 30,000 kWb of electric

energy would be generated for each gram of plutonium. At an electricity price of $0.05

per kWh, each gram of plutonium would be associated with $1,500 worth of power.
t As is shown in the next section, the mid-range cost penalty for recycling plutonium
in thermal reactors is $5 to 12 per gram. At a storage cost of $1-2 per gram per year,

plutonium storage costs would exceed this penalty within a few years.

11
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ferred approach by regiilation.

ALTERNATIVE DISPOSITION OPTIONS FOR SEPARATED PLUTONIUM

Separated plutoniiuo in retrievable storage could support a national nuclear

weapon program at abort notice in both weapon and non-weapon states. As

explained above, indefinite storage would also be costly. Therefore, consider-

ation should be given to alternative methods of making separated plutonium
less accessible for weapons use. The principal alternatives we consider are:

MOX in Unmodified LWRs: Irradiation of plutonium in commercial

unmodified LWRs.

Full-Core MOX: Irradiation of plutonium in specialized reactors.

« Anti'Reprocessing: Incori>orating plutonium into a matrix with high-level

waste.

In addition, we will briefly discuss other options that have been proposed:

immobilization in materials without mixing in high-level waste, glassification

with rock using underground nuclear explosions, space disposal, and pluto-

nium fissioning using accelerator-driven subcritical assemblies.

In considering the various options, we should not exaggerate the implica-

tions for nuclear power. Four hundred tonnes of plutoniimi recycled in LWRs
would fuel the current world LWR capacity (about 280 gigawatts-electric

[GWe]) for about 1.5 years.^ By contrast, a world LWR capacity of 400 GWe

operating on a once-through fuel cycle could be sustained by known, conven-

tional low-cost uranium Gess than $130 per kilogram U) for nearly 100

years.
^* A capacity four times larger could be supported for this period if spec-

ulative low-cost uranium resources were included. Uranium is not a scarce

commodity.

Conversion of separated plutonium to a less accessible form would also not

preclude a potential long-term future role for plutonium-breeder reactors. If

world nuclear capacitj' grows so large that breeders are needed, the plutonium

req\iired for breeder start-up inventories could be derived from stored LWR

spent fuel. For example, at a world nuclear capacity of 2,000 GWe, the small-

est capacitj' for which a shift to breeder reactors might be considered, LWRs

operated on a once-through fuel cycle vrould discharge about 240 tonnes fissile

plutonium annuaUy}"^ On this scale, the fate of 300-400 tonnes of separated

plutonium currently imder discussion here does not loom very large.
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MOX In Unmodifi»d LWRs

Up until the mid 1970b, the primary justification for separating civil pluto-

nium was to fiiel fast-neutron plutonium-breeder reactors. Since then it has

become increasingly evident that these reactors are expensive to build and dif-

ficult to operate. Commercialization is now considered decades away, even by
the most hopeful. Tbday the only planned large-scale use of plutonium is as

mixed-oride fuel (MOX) in bght water reactors (LWRs). As described in table

4 and in appendix A, recycling programs have been proposed in six coimtries:

Belgium, FVance, Germany, Russia, Switzerland, and Japan. In the short-

term, LWR-MOX is the only way in which plutonium can be converted to a less

accessible form at a rate of ten tonnes or more per year.

There is no question that recycling plutonium in LWRs could effectively

convert the plutonium to a more proliferation-resistant form. It would reduce

the amount of fissile plutonium in the fuel by about 40 percent^^ and mir the

plutoniiim with intensely radioactive fission products in the spent fuel. Irra-

diation in LWRs will also convert *weapons-grade* plutonium (< 6 percent Pu-

240) to "reactor-grade* (> 19 percent Pu-240). Reactor-grade material is less

desirable for weapons use because of its higher output of spontaneous fission

neutrons and radioactive decay heat (see table 3.)

However, commercial recyiling of plutonixim raises troubling economic

and security issues. As shown in figure 1, even if plutonium is considered a

"free good" (so none of the costs of reprocessing are charged to the cost of the

MOX fuel), a utihty using MOX will incur a cost penalty of $200-500 per kilo-

gram of MOX, assuming a uranium price of $40 per kilogram. The cost differ-

ential is based on a cost of a kilogram of low-enriched iiranium (LEU) futi of

about $1,100 and a cost range for a comparable kilogram of MOX fuel of

$1,300-1,600. (Sec appendix B for details.) This cost differential impUes a

cost of recycling 100 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium in MOX of about one-

half to one billion doUars.

More importantly, plutonium recycling will involve a great increase in

safeguards and physical securitj- requirements to protect against the diver-

sion of plutonium. The director of the Euratom Safeguards Directorate ha£

stated that inspection of large reprocessing and MOX fabrication facilities will

require e "quantum leap" in insj>ection effort.^ A large reprocessing plant is

estimated to require 2,000 man-days of inspection time per year (two to three

inspectors present aroimd the clock), or about one-fourth the total inspection
effort of the IAEA today. Extra inspection efiFort and physical securitj' would
also have to be extended to reactors using MOX fuel. Whether either Eura-

tom, the IAEA, or national security forces will be given the resoiirces to take

on these new tasks without diverting resources from other essential safe-
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Tab(* 4: Plutonium ar>d uranium recycle policies In Europe orvd Japan.

Country Ptutonlum

rvcycle

Betgium

Ranee

R»procMs*d
urartium

recycle

Yes?

Yes Yes^

Germany
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dal recycling appears currently to be incapable of absorbing plutonixim at the

rate at which it is to be separated. In tmmodified LWRs, MOX use is generally

restricted to one-third of a reactor core because of the different nuclear proper-

ties of plutonium compared with U-235. (Neutron absorption cross sections in

plutonium fuel are higher than in uxanium fuel, which decreases the effective-

ness of the control rods.)

The annual loading of fissile plutonium for a 1-GWe LVSTl operating with

one-third MOX fuel is about 0.26 tonnes.^ This translates to 0.38 tonnes of

reactor-grade plutonium or 0.28 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium per year.

If one-third core recycling were carried out in order to process 100 tonnes of

weapons-grade plutonium released from dismantled CIS and US nuclear war-

heads, about 360 GWe-years of LWR capacity would be required. Over ten

years, this would require over 10 percent of total current world LWR capacity

disregarding the capacity needed to dispose of civil plutonium. In practice,

civil plutonium recycling will be the priority, and even here the rate of separa-

tion is likely to outpace use.^' As shown in appendix A, erpected MOX recycle

capacity will only be able to process about one-half of the civil plutonium

becoming available over the next decade. And countries driven to recycling

because of their growing civil plutonium surpluses are therefore vmlikely to

accept plutonium released from CIS and US warheads.

Irradiation In Specialized Reactors

LWRs with Full Cores ofMOX Fuel

One way to speed plutonium use in reactor fuel without increasing the num-
ber of reactors and sites involved would be to modify a set of reactors to accept

a full-core ofMOX fuel, lb address the problem of the shorter mean free path
of neutrons in plutonium fuel, the number of control rods would have to be

increased. In some reactor designs there is space available in the cores. In

others, fuel rods would have to be removed to make space available.

Another potential control problem that could arise with weapons-grade

plutonium is related to that fact that the fraction of delayed neutrons among
the fission neutrons produced by Pu-239 is only about one-third that for U-

235. (Delayed neutrons are neutrons that are released by fission products on

average about ten seconds after fission. About 0.64 percent of neutrons pro-

duced by the fission of U-235 are delayed.) If the neutron multiplication factor

in a reactor is not larger than unity by an amount equal to this delayed neu-

tron fraction, the time constant for power changes will be determined by the

delayed neutrons and will be slow enough to be managed by mechanically
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operated control rods. Because Pu-239 fission has a lower delayed-neutron

firaction, this margin of safety in a reactor fueled with weapons-grade pluto-

nium will be lower than for one fueled with U-235, and the control system

required to keep the neutron multiplication rate within the reqxiired range
would have to work faster.

If dedicated LWRs designed for full-oore MOX could be installed, about

0.78 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium could be irradiated per GWe-year.
One hundred tonnes of weapons plutonium could be irradiated in about 120

GWe-years. This would require just 12 large LWRs operating for some 10

years. The same approach could be used to deal with surplus civil plutonium.

The throughput of plutonium in LWRs could be further increased if the LWRs
were operated at lower bumups than commercially optimal. For example, at a

bumup of 20 MWd t~^ instead of 43 MWd t~^, about 1.5 tonnes of plutonium
ooiild be irradiated annually in an LWR employing full-core MOX. (Even at

this relatively low bumup, the Pu-240 content in the spent fuel would be over

24 percent.)

Fast-Neutron Reactors

A fast-neutron reactor operating on a once-through MOX fuel cycle could pro-

cess still larger amoimts of plutonium than an LWR of eqiial power output
because the percentage of fissile plutonium in their fuel is about four times

higher for the same bumup. For example, a 1-GWe fast-neutron reactor (oper-

ating with a 40 percent thermal efiBdency, 70 percent capacity factor, fuel bur-

nup of 50 MWd kg"^, and a plutonium fiiel fraction of 20 percent), woxild have

a throughput of plutonium of about 2.4 tonnes per year.

The isotopic mix of plutonium irradiated in fast reactors would not be

altered as much as in LWRs, however. This is because the neutron capture-to-

fission ratio of Pu-239 is much smaller for fast neutrons than for thermal neu-

trons and also because the fraction of fissile plutonium nuclei fissioned in fast-

reactor fuel is lower than in L^Tis operated at the same fuel *^umup." As a

result, in spent MOX fuel that originally contained weapons-grade plutonium,
the percentage of Pu-240 in the plutonium of fast-neutron reactor fuel after an

irradiation of 50 MWd kg~^ would be only 12 percent, compared to 25 percent

for L\Ml fuel at 53 MWd kg"^^ This, along with the fact that fast-reactor

MOX contains a higher proportion of plutonium (15 to 20 percent) than LWR-
MOX (5 to 7 percent), would make spent fast-neutron reactor fuel more attrac-

17

* This problem is somewhat reduced for reactor-grade plutonium, where the higher

delayed-neutron fraction of Pu-241 partially compensatee for the smaller one for Pu-

239 &66ion£.
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tive as a plutonium 'mine.*

In any case, the world's fast-neutron reactor capacity is very small.^* At

the end of July 1992, following the decision by the French government not to

re-licence the Superph6nix reactor, world fast^reactor capacity stood at about

1.8 GWe. The future of the Russian fast reactors must also be deemed uncer-

tain,' while the British Prototype Fast Reactor at Doxmreay is scheduled to

close in 1994. That would leave just two fast reactors with significant capac-

ity, the Ph^niz in France and Moi^ju in Japan, with a combined capacity of

about 0.5 GWe.

New fast reactors could be constructed to irradiate plutonium on a once-

through fuel cycle, but would require considerable modifications from ciirrent

designs if the reactors were operated as plutonium burners rather than breed-

ers. In these circumstanceB, the uranium in the reactor blanket would be

replaced by non-fertile material, such as stainless steel; and uranium in the

core would also be replaced by non-fertile material (beryllium in some

advanced designs).

Even if based on old designs, the use of fast reactors to bum weapons plu-

tonium would appear to be a costly option. For example, the Japanese Science

and Technology Agency has proposed to budld a $4 billion 0.8 GWe fast breeder

in Russia capable of processing two tonnes of weapons plutonium per year. If

this total cost was attributed solely to plutonium bumup with the cost of the

reactor depreciated over a 30-year period, the cost of irradiating 60 tonnes of

plutonium over a 30-year period would be over $7 billion.

If the reactor produced electricity, about one half of the costs of plutonium

irradiation could be offset, but they woxild still be much higher than for the

other alternatives considered in this paper.*
'

Because of the long delays required for their design and construction and

their high cost, plutonium irradiation with fast reactors, therefore, seems

unlikely on a large scale.

Conclusion

If separated plutonium is to be processed into spent fuel through irradiation in

reactors within the next two decades, the only practical option appears to be

• The eiiBting Rusaian and Kazakh fart reactors have been fuelled principally with

enriched uranium rather than MOX.
t This asBumee that the fabrication cost* of MOX fuel for the fast reactor would be

roughly comparable to that for an LWR, even though the plutonium content of the

MOX for a fast reactor would be about four times greater, if the fast^reactor fuel costs

were significantly higher than the L'WR costs, the fast-reactor penalty would, of

course, be even greater.
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conventional light-water reactors. This is the option that the nuclear industry

has chosen for separated civilian plutonium. However, the industry's

approach is to use unmodified LWRs with cores restricted to containing one-

third MOX fuel. If the MOX-fuel option is pxirsued on a large scale for a pro-

longed period of time, we believe that it would be easier to safeguard the fresh

plutonium fuel ifMOX-fuel use were concentrated in a smaller number of ded-

icated LWRs with their control systems adapted for 100 percent MOX load-

ings. Below, however, we examine an alternative approach to plutonium

disposal that may be both less costly and easier to safeguard.

Anti-Reprocesslng

Classification with High-Level Waste

Plutonium in spent fuel is in a highly proliferation-resistant form by virtue of

being intimately mixed with highly radioactive fission products. But this mix-

ing can be accompUshed without irradiating plutonium in reactors, simply by

Tni-ring the plutonium with some of the huge quantities of fission products that

have been produced ae a byproduct of past reprocessing. Because the mixing

of the plutonium with the fission products is the opposite of what is done in

reprocessing, we call this approach "anti-reprocessing."

The safest time to mix plutonium in with high-level waste (HLW) is when

the HLW is being incorporated into a sobd waste form for final disposal. Cur-

rently, glass if the preferred matrix. HLW glassification is being carried out

on a significant scale at La Hague and Marcoule in Frsmce; Chelyabinsk-65 in

Russia; and Sellafield in the UK Additional facihties are schedxiled to open

during the 19906 at Tbkai, Japan; and Savannah River, West Valley and Han-

ford in the US (see table 5). As a benchmark of an acceptable concentration of

plutonium in glass we take the range of concentrations in \NfR spent fuel—
from about one percent by weight in spent low-enriched uranium fuel up to

five percent in spent L^Ml-MOX fuel.*^

The advantages of glassification with HLW are:

The plutonium would be made relatively inaccessible in a leach-resistant,

radioactive matrix.

The disposal of the plutonium could be accomplished at Httle incremental

cost.

The vitrification of plutonium would be relatively simple and carried out

at a small number of sites, thus minimizing safeguards problems.
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In the glafisification process, the liquid HLW is converted to glass in a

series of steps: the Uqiiid (nitric acid solution) is evaporated; the nitrates of

the waste compounds are calcined to oxides; the resulting waste oxides are

melted with nonradioactive oxides to form a glass; and the glass is cast into

containers for storage. (Some of these steps may be combined.) At all vitrifica-

tion plants except Chelyabinsk-65, borosilicate glass (BSG) is the glass of

choice.^ Since the boron in this glass is a neutron absorber, it would insure

against criticality accidents.

Technical Considerations

A preliminary investigation has revealed no technical obstacles to inclusion of

plutonium in HLW glass at plutonium concentrations of up to a few percent
with regard to plutonium solubility in the glass, the effects of radiation and

heat on the long-term integrity of the glass, or plutonium criticahty.

The first assessment of this approach was carried out by a group at Pacific

Northwest Laboratory (P>TL).*^ The PNL group believes that there should be

no difficulty in dissolving plutonium in borosilicate glasses at levels up to 2

percent by weight plutonium.*^A German experiment found a solubility of 4.5

percent, even allowing for the addition of up to 20 percent by weight of fission

product oxides.
^^ In contrast, a few Russian experiments using both borosili-

cate and phosphate glasses fouind plutonium solubility limits as low as 0.1-0.3

percent for both glasses.** A p>08sible reconciliation of these very different

results based on the different chemical compositions of the C^erman and Rus-

sian glasses is put forward in appendix C.

With regard to potential radiation deimage to the HLW glass over time, the

alpha-decays of plutonium are potentially more damaging than the beta- and

gamma-decays of fission products because of their more energetic nuclear

recoils and because alpha particles are converted into heUum gas in the glass

matrix. However, it appears that, beyond concentrations of 0.1 percent alpha-

emitters by weight (about one quarter the level already in vitrified HLW),

tilpha-radiatioD damage saturates and does not seriously degrade the integ-

rity of most glasses.*® The hehum is expected to remain trapped in the glass

matrix at ambient temperatures and therefore should not cause gas-pressure

buildup.^°

Decay heat produces stresses associated with the difference between the

centerline and the surface temperature of the glass block. Waste-glass forms

are relatively standardized as cylinders with radii of about 20 centimeters.

Depending upon whether the plutonium was weapon- or reactor-grade, one

percent plutonium would increase the decay heat of a tonne of high-level

waste by between 25 and 250 watts per tonne (see table 3). The rate of heat
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loss that the glass would experience if it were cooled at a rate of 1*C per hour

would be about 200 watts per tonne.'^ Actual rates of cooling after rActing

exceed 15*C per hour.^^ The added thermal stresses due to plutonium decay

heat could therefore easily be avoided if necessary by a slight decrease in the

cooling rate.

Criticality also does not appear to pose a problem. Since a fuel containing

over two percent fissile plutonium is necessary to drive a light-water reactor

core critical in an optimal geometry, criticality would be unlikely to arise at a

concentration below two percent plutonium by weight in any material, even if

the material crumbled and mixed with water. As indicated above, the neutron

poison, boron, in borosiUcate glass would prevent criticality in any case.

Quantities of Glass

In this section we consider on a country-by-country basis the amounts of glas-

sified HLW expecteid to be produced from existing hquid HLW and compare
these with the quantities of glass required to absorb surplus plutonium at dif-

ferent concentrations. We count only the activity of Sr-90 and Cs-137 because

these radioisotopes, which have half-lives of about 30 years, dominate the

radioactivity of the high-level waste for hundreds of years starting about five

years after fission.^

United States

As shown in table 5, most of the HLW from US plutonium and tritium produc-

tion is located at the Savannah River, South Carolina (260 megacuries of Sr-

90 plus Cb-137 in hquid HLW) and the Hanford, Washington (190 megaciuies)

sites."

At the Savannah River site, some 4,000-5,000 tonnes ofHLW is scheduled

to be glassified beginning in 1993 at a plant that is currently projected to cost

about $4 bilbon.^^ The glass is to have a mean concentration of Sr-90 plus Cb-

137 of about 0.05 curies gm~^.^^ (For comparison, the corresponding concen-

tration in spent fuel is about 0.2 curies gm"^.^') At a capacity factor of 50 per-

cent, the output of the glassification plant would be 440 tonnes of HLW glass

per year, enough to hold 4.4 tonnes of plutonium at a concentration of one per-

cent. In ten years, when glassification of the Savannah HLW is due to be com-

pleted, 40-50 tonnes of plutonium could have been glassified
—proportionately

more at concentrations higher than one percent. Currently, the actual start-

up date and j)erformance of the fadhty are quite uncertain, due to a number of

technical problems.^
At the Hanford site, construction of the planned HLW-glassification plant

has not yet begun. The current plan is to incorporate HLW into 25,000 tonnes
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of glass, with concentrations of Sr-90 plus Cs-lS7 ranging from 0.004-0.03

curies gm~^ and averaging about 0.018 curies gm'V*' The planned production

capacity at the Hanford glassification plant is the same as at Savannah River.

At the same output as at Savannah River—440 tonnes per year—it would take

over 50 years to glassiiy the Hanford HLW at the proposed concentrations.

Russia/CIS

Russian/Soviet production of plutonium and tritium for weapons has taken

place at three sites in Russia: Chelyabinsk-65, Ibmsk-T, and Krasnoyarsk-
26.^ High-level waste is being vitrified only at the Mayak combine at Chel-

yabinBk-€5. At the other sites HLW has routinely been izjected into deep
wells in bquid form.

As of 1990, about 300 megacuries of Sr-90 and Cs-lS? were stored in the

HLW tanks at the Mayak facility in Chelyabin8k-€5.*^ Since 1987, an HLW-

glassification plant has been in operation at Chelyabin8k-€5 with a nominal

production capacity of about one tonne of HLW glass i>er day. By the begin-

ning of March 1992, approximately 460 tonnes of HLW glass had been pro-

duced containing a total of about 45 megacuries at a concentration of about 0.1

curies gm"^.*^ At this waste loading, the current HLW inventory at Chelyab-
insk-GS would be incorporated into a total of 3,000 tonnes of glassified HLW.
This much glass could contain from 30 to 120 tonnes of plutonium at loadings

of one to four percent by weight.

Reprocessing continues at Mayak at a rate of about 250 tonnes of fuel per

year, leading to a separation of approximately 2.5 tonnes of plutonium per

year. Assuming a mean bumup of 33 MWd kgHM"\ the on-going reprocess-

ing would add about 50 megacuries of Sr-90 and Cs-137 to the HLW each

year—corresponding to another 500 tonnes of HLW glass per yeiir at past

waste loadings.^ If the annual plutonium increment now being separated is

later mixed back into the associated HLW as the waste is vitrified, it could be

incorporated into the waste at a concentration of about 0.5 percent. It should

be noted, however, that a stock of about 30 tonnes of separated civilian pluto-

nium had accumulated at ChelyabinBk-65 by mid 1992.^ If this plutonium is

incorporated into the 3,000 tonnes of glass expected to be produced from

already existing HLW, it would by itself raise the plutonium concentration in

the glass to about one percent.

United Kingdom
At the end of 1992, Britain will have reprocessed Magnox^ fuel containing

about 83 tonnes of fission products at Sellafield.^ This would result in an

inventory of about 330 megacuries of Sr-90 and Cs-137 (taking into account

decay).
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Britain and France are both expected to produce glase with waste loadings
of about 0.4 curies gm"^.*' At this concentration about 825 tonnes of glass
could incorporate 330 megacuries. One industry source claims a somewhat
lower waste loading of 0.28 curies gm"^.** At this loading, about 1,200 tonnes

of HLW glass would be produced at the British plant from existing waste.

Twelve hundred tonnes of vitrified HLW at a loading of one percent plutonium
would accommodate 12 tonnes of plutonium—considerably more than the UK
weapons inventory (about three tonnes),** but much less than the 37 tonnes of

civilian plutonium now stored at Sellafield. As in the Russian case, either

higher concentrations would be required or a more dilute glass.

France

At the end of 1992, France will have reprocessed at Msircoule and I.-a Hague
Magnox £md LWR fuel containing a total of about 125 tonnes of fission prod-

ucts. Allowing for decay, this would correspond to an accum\ilated HLW
inventory containing about 550 megacuries of Sr-90 plus Cs-137 at La Hague
and 100 megacuriee at Marcoule. Assuming 0.4 curies gm~^ of glass, about

1,600 tonnes of glass would be produced out of this waste. At a one percent
concentration of plutonium in the glass, this would accommodate about 16

tonnes of separated plutonium, compared to the total estimated French weap-
ons inventory of about six tonnes. Only a limited amount of civil plutonium is

currently stockpiled at French reprocessing sites.
^^

Summary
Although the HLW inventories at the British and French reprocessing plants
are comparable to the US HLW inventory (measured in curies) the activity

concentrations in the glass being produced at those sites is higher than, is

planned for US weapons-production facilities. This is mainly because of the

more complex chemistry of high-level wastes stored at Hanford and Savannah
River. It is also important to note that, while European HLW-glassification

plants are all operating, the US facilities are still some years away from com-

pletion. Plant adaptations are therefore probably more easily accomphshed in

the US.

Safeguards and Security

Because of assay inaccuracies arising from inhomogeneity and other charac-

teristics of the glassified plutonium-HLW product, safeguards for plutonium

glassification would have to rely heavily on containment and surveillance.

The same is true for a reprocessing plant because of imcertainties in the

amoimt of plutonixim in the incoming spent fuel. The HLW-glassification pro-

cess itself would be much simpler than the plutonium separation process at a
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reprocesBing plant.

The glaBsified waste form would place the plutonium in a relatively inac-

OBBsible radioactive matrix at low concentrations. In principle, the plutonium
could be re-eztracted, but this would probably be a more difficult and costly

undertaking than extracting plutonium from spent reactor fuel. Tb remove

the plutonium from the silicate matrix, it would be necessary to use a combi-

nation of hydrofiuoric acid and nitric acid to make the plutonium soluble. This

is a slow process that requires large amounts of acid and special coating mate-

rials (e.g., teflon, tantalum, or platinum) for dissolving vessels and piping.*^^

Costs

If plutonium is encapsulated in HLW glass at existing or planned vitrification

facilities, only the marginal costs of plutonium processing should be attributed

to plutoniiim disposal. The PNL analysis estimates a cost ofjust $15 million

to process 50 tonnes of plutoniiim metal to oxide and into glass. There would

be additional charges for transporting and disposing of the waste in a reposi-

tory.'^ In contrast, an analysis done at the DWPF vitrification facility at

Savannah River suggests that adaptation of that facility to handle plutonium
would add up to $100 million (five percent) to its capital cost and up to 30 per-

cent to its oi>erating costs. This translates to an increase in total costs of about

$30 million per year.'^ Assuming the DWPF could handle about four tonnes

of plutonium p>er year at a loading of one percent, the marginal \init cost of

handling plutonium would be about $7.5 million per tonne. However, even at

this high cost, plutonium vitrification would still cost less than the likely sub-

sidy required for its fabrication into MOX fuel.

Matrices without HLW
What about the possibility of imbedding plutonium in specially designed

materialE without high-level waste? Dilution in large blocks of such material

would make the plutonium hard to remove clandestinely and the materiELl

could be designed to minimize leaching—a highly desirable characteristic,

given the long half-lives of some of the plutonium isotopes. The absence of

gamma-emitting fission products would probably also make production of the

wasteform less costly. Instead of conducting all production and maintenance

operations behind heavy shielding, glovebox-type arrangements would be suf-

ficient. On the other hand, the absence of intense gamma emission would also

tend make it less costly to recover the plutonium from this waste form than

from spent fuel or glass containing fission products. However, even in the

absence of fission products, recovery of plutonium firem silicate glass would be
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hazardous and costly, even prior to final disposal in geological repositories. In

all cases, the effectiveness of safeguards would be enhanced by the fact that

the plutonium would be diluted in large, heavy blocks, not concentrated in flu-

ids or powders.

Glaasification by Underground Nuclear Explosions

One of Russia's nuclear-warhead design laboratories, Arzamas-16, has pro-

posed that the plutonium components of nuclear warheads be glassified in situ

with underground nuclear explosions. They estimate that 5,000 plutonium

components containing 20,000 kilograms of plutonium could be destroyed by a

single 100 kiloton explosion producing a mass of glass with about 0.01 percent

by weight plutonium.

The cost of such an explosion would be comparatively low—on the order of

a hundred million dollars based on the cost ofUS tunnel tests—corresponding
to a cost of a few million dollars per tonne of plutonium processed.^^ However,

the effects of the explosion might compromise the long-term isolation of the

glass from ground water, and the long-lived fission product content of the glass

would be quite low—less than 0.2 microcuries of Sr-90 and Cb-137 per gram of

glass—easing the task of would-be plutonium miners.'® Finally, a renewal of

interest in "peaceful nuclear explosives' would make the effort to achieve a

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban more difficult.

Other Disposal Options
The alternatives for disposition considered above would incorporate pluto-

nium into more proliferation-resistant forms, but would not get rid of the plu-

toniiim entirely. Possible mesisureE to do so include space disposal and the

complete fissioning (or transmutation") of the plutonium in special reactors or

accelerators.

Space Disposal

The most recent version of this proposal is by Theodore Taylor, who envisions

chemically-propelled heavy-lifl vehicles carrying plutonium-containing pay-

loads into high earth orbit. The payload-packages would be designed to sur-

vive intact the highest-possible velocity impact with the Earth, or an explosion

of the rocket. Once in high-earth orbit, a solar-powered tug would transfer the

package into an orbit from which it would fall directly into the sun.
'"

Fission in Accelerators

Because of the continuing worldwide impasse over the selection of sites for
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geological disposal of spent fuel and glassified high-level waste, there has been

a renewal of interest in the past few years in the idea of separating plutoni;un

and other long-Uved radionucUdes out of s]>ent fuel and transmuting them

into shorter-lived species.^ This approach is often called "partitioning and

transmutation* (P-T). In the case of the transuranic elements (neptiinium,

plutonium, americium and curium) transmutation would be done by fission.

This fissioning could be accompUshed in fast-neutron reactors but other

approaches have been explored theoretically as well, including fissioning by

spallation neutrons from accelerator-produced high-energy protons colliding

with heavy-element targets or by high-energy X-rays from accelerator-pro-

duced high-energy electrons.

At present there are four accelerator P-T projects under investigation—
two in the US (at the Los Alamos National Laboratory and at Brookhaven

National Laboratory) and two in Japan. Three of the concepts employ proton

accelerators®^; one concept employs an electron accelerator.®^ All are at a very

early stage of development, and have so far been unable to attract major fund-

ing. The US effort has a total budget for fiscal year 1992 of $2 milUon.

In view of the expected high cost, it is hard to imagine that accelerator fis-

sioning will be developed for the sole purpose of fissioning already-separated

plutonium. Such a solution is only likely if, in the long term, widescale P-T

programs are instituted for dealing comprehensively with radioactive wastes.

The fissioning of surplus plutonium stocks might be piggybacked onto such

schemes. At present however, the costs of P-T are estimated as being some

three times higher than direct disposal of spent fuel to a repository, and the

reduced health risks over the long term are still seen as marginal.®^

Summary
In general, both these schemes appear technologically daunting. Beyond this,

while the concept of getting rid of the plutonium altogether rather than incor-

porating it into spent fuel or an equivalent matrix seems attractive, it proba-

bly could only be justified if most of the world's spent fuel was to be

reprocessed. Ciirrently, it appears likely that about 75 percent of plutonium

discharged from civilian power reactors through the year 2000 will remain

unseparated in spent fuel (see appendix A). As long as this is the case, it

appears j>ointle86 to develop exotic techniques to treat the remaining 25 per-

cent.
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CONCLUSIONS

Maintaining control over separated plutonium remains as important as ever.

The most critical near-term tasks are to ensure that all separated pluto-

nium—both weapons-grade and reactor-grade—is stored securely and under

international safeguards.

A second important near-term task is to accelerate the phaseout of pluto-

nium separation—either for weapons or commercial use. With the beginning

of large-scale dismantlement of warheads, further production of plutonium for

weapons makes little sense. The need for commercial reprocessing has also

disappeared.

For the longer term, this paper has proposed alternatives to the conven-

tional approach of disposing of separated plutonivmi in the fuel of unmodified

LWRs. The principal alternatives are:

Modifying a set ofLWRs to be capable of handling full MOX cores.

Mixing the plutonium into high-level waste as it is glassified.

Both of these alternatives would reduce the number of sites to which sepa-

rated plutonium or fresh MOX fuel was distributed. Fvill-core MOX LWRs
would reduce by two-thirds the number of reactors to which MOX would have

to be delivered. Classification would confine all plutonium handling to a few

facilities, and would involve much less handling of plutonium than at a MOX
fuel-fabrication facility. Moreover, it would produce a waste form at least as

resistant to clandestine plutonium "mining' as spent L^H-MOX fuel.

The principal disadvantage of the HLW-glass route relative to the MOX
route is that, in the case of weapons-grade plutoniixm, plutonium woxild

remain weapons-grade, while, in spent MOX fuel, it would have been con-

verted to reactor-grade.

With respect to cost, the full-core MOX strategy is probably not much

more expensive than the one-third-core MOX strategy. Gore redesign and reli-

censing would be required but safeguards would be reqmred at fewer reactor

sites. Of all the options, however, blending plutonium into HLW glass at exist-

ing or planned facilities is probably the least costly—especially in the US,

which has no established infrastructure for plutonium recycle
—because exist-

ing or planned HLW-glassification fadlities could be used. Table 6 siimma-

rizes very roughly the costs of the principal alternatives, disregEirding

development costs.

Large amounts of plutonium (either glassified or in MOX spent fuel) will

ultimately have to be disposed of in geological repositories, as will imrepro-

cessed spent LEU fuel. Although not all questions witt. regard to plutonium
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Tab)* 6: Estimoted cost for disposition of 100 tonnes of weopons-grode plutonium
°

$ billion

MOX (one-third core)^ -1

MOX (fuil-core)'' -1

Dedicated fast reactor^ -5

Giassification witl^ HLW'^ -0.1-0.75

o Nol InckxJrio developmeni coilj o( opiion

b *^ okeoOy deptoyed l.WR>. auunvno o catt-penolty of about SSOO pei kkog'om of MOX compered 1o low-anitcrted

tu«l (Me apCMndii B)

c Aai»T»no o fosi feocloi Oedicoled to pWomum convofpoo

d. Aaurrvno n>al p>lutonium a pfoceood at ezsting or ptoivwd HLW vltiKication tocltiles ond that iv> oddrtiorxH gtcus ts

produced

migration from geological repositories have been resolved,^ it appears that,

given a compatible geochemical environment, MOX spent fuel and high-level

waste glass containing up to a few percent plutonium differ little from spent
LEU fuel with respect to long-term safety.*^

It is imperative that any strategy for disposing of plutonium be accompa-
nied by the necessary resources for safeguards and physical security, without

reducing the resources available for other important safeguards responsibili-

ties.

Appendix A: Present and Future Civil Plutonium Surpluses

Historic and projected plutonium production and consumption data are presented in

this appendix as backpround for the figures used in the paper. All figures given are

total plutomum. In general we have assimaed recycled civil plutonium to be 75 percent

fissile on average, except where otherwise stated.

Historic Plutonium Production and Separation from Power-Reactor

Fuel

T^ble A-l presents estimates of the amountfi of plutonium discharged from power reac-

tors by coimtr>', and the amounts of plutonium separated from reprocessed fuel. By
the end of 1990 about 120 tonnes of plutonium had been separated from the irradiated

power-reactor fuel of 17 countries. However, this represented less than one-fifth of the

total amount of plutonivun that had been discharged from the world s reactors. Even in

those countries with reprocessing policies, the cumulative fraction of plutonium sepa-

rated was just one-third (119.1 tonnes separated out of 375.2 tonnes discharged).
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Although there is due to be a major expajxsion in the rate of reprocessmg over the

coining decade, this will have little impact on the fraction of discharged plutonium

which ie separated. Under current reprocessing plans, about 190 tonnes of plutonium

will be separated between 1991 and 2000. This means that by 2000 a cumulative frac-

tion of 23 percent of discharged plutonium will have been separated. The proportion

separated for those countries with reprocessing policies will have risen from one-third

to two-fifthfi (314 tonnes out of 800 tonnes discharged). From these figures it is clear

that storage, probably with eventual disposal in deep geologic repositories, is now the

principal means of managing the world's spent fuel.

Historic Plutonium Use and Balances

T^ble A-2 indicates plutonium use through 1990. Separated power reactor plutonium

has been used principally for fuel for fast reactors (37 tonnes) and thermal reactors (12

tonnes). Small quantitiee of plutonium separated from power-reactor fuel have been

used for weapons, but these are not included in the table.

When the use of plutonium is compared with its separation it will be seen that

some 60 percent of the material (over 70 tonnes) separated through 1990 has been

placed in store, rather than used. The largest stockpiles exist at Sellafield in the

United Kingdom (over 37 tonnes) and at Chelyabinsk in Russia (about 25 tonnes).

Future Plutonium Use

Estimating what future plutonium balances will be is difficult since it depends on the

operation of plants not yet built and the implementation of new LWR-MOX programs.

Tkble A-3 shows the capadties of currently operating and planned MOX-fuel fabrica-

tion plants. Tables A-4 and A-5 present estimates of "credible* scenarios of plutonium

use, based on a variety of data set out in the tables.

MOX Recycle in LWRs

Recycle of plutonium in LWRs is being pursued or is proposed in five countries: Bel-

gium, France, Germany, Japan and Switzerland. The rate at which these programs

will xise plutonium will be determined mainly by MOX fuel fabrication capadt}' and

the number of reactors hcensed to take the fuel. In the analysis presented in table A-4

account has been taken of these aspects. The table presents a scenario for plutonium

use in LUT\-MOX fuel for the decade 1991-2000. The assumptions used are explained

in the footnotes.

Fast-Reactor MOX
Ihiring the 19908 it is planned to load plutonium into fast-neutron reactors and an

Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) in four countries: FVance, Japan, the United King-

dom and Russia. Russian plans to build a fast-neutron reactor sited at Chelyabinsk-€5

have been put on hold and we have not induded this reactor in our analysis.
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Plutonium irradiation in the five reacton that may be loaded with fresh fiiel

depends upon whether they operate or not. One of these reacton has not yet started

operating (Moi^u), two are R&D fadhties (Joyo and Fugen) and have a history of

uneven operation, while Superph6niz may be closed down for good. Only Ph^niz has a

reasonable operating record, but even it has outstanding safety problems. Suggesting

a scenario for plutonium use at these facilities is therefore fraught with uncertainty.

We have assumed the following scenario for reactor operation:

The Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay in the UK is shut-down in 1994.

Ph^niz (France) operates until 2005 and Superph^niz is permanently shut-down

in 1992.

Joyo and Fugen (Japan) op>erate until 2000 and Moi^ju operates until 2017 at 60

percent capacity.

BN350 and BN600 (Kazakhstan and Russia) continue to be fuelled with HEU, and

the BN800 is not completed.

I^le A-6 shows bow much plutoniimi would be absorbed by these fast reactors under

this scenario. T&ble A-€ then shows the projected world balance of separated pluto-

nium in 2000.

Balances of Separated Piutonium Forecast for 2010

It is probable that Burpluses of the magnitude estimated above will not be permitted to

arise for a mixture of economic and political reasons. However, it is necessary to show

that the time-frame we have chosen does not deliberately imderestimate the prospec-

tive use of plutonium after 2000. If it were possible to suddenly increase the demand
for the material after the turn of the century, the surpluses built up during the 1990e

might seem less significant.

With so httle certainty about the future of reprocessing, there is little gained in

attempting a full-scale comparison of supply and demand here.^' Instead we can esti-

mate how long it would take to absorb the world stock of dvil plutonium (neglecting for

the moment the weapon£ material) which ie projected to accimfiulate by 2000.

First, we asBiime that plutoniimi consumption by fast reactors during the decade

2001-2010 will be about the same at we have forecast for the previous decade—about

10 tonnet. We further assume that the major thermaJ recycling programs will con-

tinue to be in France, Germany and Japan. If the MOX programs announced in these

countries all go ahead (16-reactor program in France, 18-reactor program in Germany,
12-reactor program in Japan after 2000), and if we assimae that all these reactors are

operating with 43,000 MWd t~^ fuel bumup, these three countries could absorb a mai-

imum of about 15 tonnes of plutonium per year in 2001-2010.^ Therefore, even if

* ThiE assumes that the Demonstration Fast-Breeder Reactor and Demonstration
Advanced Thermal Reactor planned in Japan will not be built.
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there was a complete cessation ofplutonium separation in 2000, it would still take over

a decade to consume the accumulated world surplus of dvil plutonium (about 160

tonnes according to our forecast). If surplus weapon plutonium were made available

for commercial use (between 130 and 190 tonnes in total, by our estimate made above),

then a further ten years of supply would be guaranteed. Under these conditions, by

the year 2000, total plutonium surpluses would be sufficient to supply commercial usee

for about 20 years.

fic;_QftQ n - Q-3. - A
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Tobt* A-2: Power reoctor plutonlum separation arxJ use through 1990 (total

ptutonium, tonnes).

Country
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Tab»« A-5: Credible sceixario for FBR-MOX ond ATR-MOX plutonlum consumption,

1991-2000.

Country
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Appendix 6

The Economics of Plutonium Recycle
At current natural uranium and enrichment prices, the value of uranium recovered in

reprocessing (U^), if recycled, is about $60 per kilogram U,^.** This compares with a

cost of reprocessing of $1,000-1,800 per kilogram heavy metal (i.e., the total weight of

tiranium, plutonium and other transuranic isotopes in the spent fuel). Therefore, the

value of the recovered uranium offsets only a few percent of the cost of reprocessing.
Since low-enriched xiranium fuel contains about 0.9 percent plutonium, of which 70

percent is fissile isotopes, the remaining uncompensated cost of reprocessing amount*
to between $150 and $280 per gram of fissile plutonium. Since a kilogram ofMOX fuel

contains 35 to 50 grams of fissile plutonium, the cost of the plutonium recovery, if

charged to the MOX fuel, would contribute between about $5,000 and $14,000 per kilo-

gram to the price of MOX fuel—or roughly 4 to 13 times the current price of low-

enriched uranium fuel with the same energy value (see below).

Even when the costs of reprocessing are considered sunk (i.e., the plutonivim is

considered a "free good'), the high costs associated with the extra health and safe-

guards protections that must be taken in any facility processing plutonium make the

fabrication cost of MOX fuel by itaelf higher than the total cost of low-enriched xira-

niiun fuel at today's prices for natiiral uranium and separative work. A simple compar-
ison between the costs of LEU and MOX is illustrated by figure 1.*° Assuming as a

base case a natural uranium price of $40 per kilogram of uranium (somewhat higher
than the current long-term contract price )^^ and a price for enrichment of $100 per sep-

arative-work unit {SWU),^2 the cost of LEU fuel (bumup 43 MWd kg"^) can be read

from the graph as about $1,100 per kilogram HM. This converts to an undiscounted

cost of 3.2 mills per KWh,.*^ A realistic price for MOX fuel fabrication and delivery

today is $1,500 per kilogram MOX (4.4 mills per KWh,).** At these prices, MOX would .

therefore be about one-third more expensive than LEU fuel, even disregarding the cost

of separating the plutonium from spent fuel and the extra security costs for MOX recy-

cling.

The price of uranium, which has been low for a number of years, is likely to remain

so. Large reserves of uranium ore exist in many countries, while uranium fiom the

CIS has also recently come onto world markets. The current spot-market price for ura-

nium has stood at about $20 per kilogram of uranium for over e year, while the second-

ary market price for separative work has fallen below $70 per SWTJ.^

Siemens, which has jxist built a large (100 tonne heavy-metal per year through-

put) MOX fuel fabrication plant in Germany, claims that it could build a duplicate

plant for a capital cost of DM700 milUon ($450 million, at the late 1992 exchange rate)

that could produce competitively priced MOX fuel, (about $1,000 per kilogram HM).
Siemens has proposed that the West fund the construction of such a plant in Russia to

process surplus CIS weapons plutonium.^ On the other hand, the prices for MOX
could be significantly greater than the charges oirrently quoted in Europe. For exam-

ple, fuel fabrication prices are very sensitive to throughput. Contract charges of up to
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$3,000 per kilogram MOX have been projected for the Siemeiu German plant if it oper-

ates ngnificantly below capacity.^ At this level. MOX would cost almost three times as

much as the LEU described above.

Given the various unoertaintieB, we take a central range of the MOX-fuel LEU-
fuel cost differences $200-600 per kilogram. With this cost difference and for MOX fuel

designed for 43 megawatt-daya bumup per kilogram heavy metal (MWd kgHM~^) and

containing about 45 grams of weapons-grade plutonium per kilogram^ the cost of recy-

cling 100 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium in MOX (i.e., the premiimi to be paid for

fuelling reactors with MOX rather than LEU) would range from $0.44 to $1.1 billion.

Appendix C: Plutonium: How Soluble in Gloss Is It?

Very little information is available on the solubility of plutoniimi in glass, defined as

the mBTJmiiTn concentration that can be loaded before the glass imdergoes a transition

from a homogeneous phase to a heterogeneous phase.
^ There are two Tnpi" phenom-

ena which can result from such a transition: devitrification, in which the formation of a

crystalline precipitate occxirs; and glass-glass phase separation (immisdbility), in

which the melted glass separates into regions containing glasses of different composi-
tions. The latter effect can cause heterogeneity on a wide range of different scales, so it

sometimes can only be observed using high-resolution microscopy.

For the purposes of long-term storage of radioactive wastes, both types of transi-

tion must be avoided. Crystallization is the more inmiediate problem, causing the

glass matrix to be degraded at once, but phaae separation, even at small scales, is a

sign of potential future instability of the glass. For instance, the presence of silica-

depleted glass regions would provide sites where leaching by water would be facili-

tated. Thus typically the necessity of preventing crystallization places one constraint

on the concentratioD of non-glass forming ions like plutoniimi, and avoidance of phase

separation imposes additional requirements.
These phenomena are sensitive to a wide range of different factors, such as the

absolute and relative concentrations of the various ions that form the glass, the melt-

ing temperature, the cooling rate, and the temperature at final disposal. By suitable

mani pulation of these parameters, glass technologists can optimize the conditions for

solubility of a desired component.
The properties of a cation (positive ion) that determine to a significant extent its

behavior in glass are surprisingly few in number: these include its size and its charge
(which in turn fix the strength with which it interacts electrostatically with other ions).

For this reason, the solubUity of plutonium can be estimated by comparison with the

solubilitjes of less exotic cations which have similar characteristics. The properties

affecting solubility, while rather difficult to measure directly in glass, can be inferred

from the structure of the crystals formed by the oxide compounds in which the cations

can be found. This is because the bond lengths which occur in glasses are usually very
similar to those that occur in the corresponding crystals, the former being disordered,

but nearly as dense, versions of the latter.
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For axample, the dissolution of uranium in boroeilicate glass has been studied by
Schreiber el al.'"^ Uranium is an actinide element like plutonium, and even though

the metaUic forms (and therefore the chemical properties) of the two elements are

quite different, the oxides UO2 and PuOj have very similar crystal structures, indicat-

ing that their behavior in glasses should be homologous. Uranium has been found to

have a solubility (with respect to crystallization) as high as 40 percent by weight when

in 6-f oxidation state with an optimized glass composition; thus it is reasonable to pre-

dict that a quantity of plutonium on the same order could be dissolved in glass before

the onset of crystallization, assimiing a sufficiently oxidizing environment.

The above experiments with uranium, however, did not include a detailed study of

the microstructure, and thus cannot exclude the possibility of phase separation, lb

estimate the upper limit on plutonium concentration with respect to phase separation,

one may turn to a study of the waste glass ABS-39, which was experimentally deter-

mined to be homogeneous over the observed temperature rai\ge (>600''C).^°^ lAt lower

temperatures, phase separation would not be experimentally observable, for even if it

were thermodynamically favored, it woiild be kinetically inhibited due to the high melt

viscosity.) This glass contains both UO2 (1.66 percent by weight) and ZrOj (1.26 per-

cent by weight). The zirconium content is important in this context because the zirco-

nium cation ie tetravalent, like Pu^*, and the comf>ound ZrOj is composed of crystals

with bond lengths and coordinations (numbers of nearest neighbors) similar to those of

PuOj. Although zirconium is known to promote phase separation, the concentration

contained in ABS-39 is apparently below the critical value. If plutonium were substi-

tuted for zirconium and uranium, this glass could accommodate at least 4.4 percent by

weight plutonium before the occurrence of phase separation. This estimate is consis-

tent with the (jerman experiment with plutonium solubility in boroeilicate glass dted

in the text.*'

Changes in the composition of the base glass can have a significant impact on the

quantitj' of plutonium that can be dissolved in the glass. For example, one study has

shown that the zirconium saturation limit in aluminosilicate melts increases sharply

as the nimiber of alkali cations in excess of aluminum increases, implying that alkalis

assist in the stabilization of soluble complexes formed by tetravalent cations of large

ionic radius.
^'^

It is likely that this mechanism is largely responsible for the higher sol-

ubility found in the German glass relative to the Russian glass dted in the text, since

the compxasition of the latter contained a substantially smaller number of excess alkalis

t^Rn that of the former. Future solubility studies should recognize the importance of

this and similar mechanisms.

Due to the complexitj- of multicomponent glass systems, however, it is possible

that specific rhpmir^il processes could occur which might lead to discrepancies with the

above estimates. Thus the solubility of plutonium in HLW glass can only be conclu-

sively estabbshed by performing a comprehensive series of experiments involving a

wide range of glass compositions.
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Chapter 2

Transport, Storage, and
Dismantlement of Nuclear

Weapons

Ashton B. Carter &
Owen Cote

The United States and the

former Soviet Union (FSU) created "pipelines" for producing,

storing, and transporting nuclear weapons during fift)' years of

Cold War. These pipelines now need to reverse their past opera-
tions and focus on dismantlement, transforming many thousands
of deployed nuclear weapons into quantities of fissile material.

The implementation of existing denuclearization commitments
will place strains on these pipelines, and accelerating denuclear-

ization will stress them still further. International cooperation
can help accomplish this acceleration in safe and secure fashion.

This chapter describes the pipeline in the FSU, identifies

potential bottlenecks within it, describes a set of technical goals,
and suggests ways in which international cooperation can

contribute to achieving those goals. Appendix 2-A to this

chapter provides a similar discussion of the denuclearization

pipeline in the United States.

The Current Situation

TACTICAL DEPLOYMENTS
The nuclear stockpile of the former Soviet Union (FSU) consists

of roughly 30,000 weapons.^ In 1989 about 3000 of these

weapons were deployed outside the USSR in Poland, Czechoslo-
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vakia, Hungary, and East Germany, and about 780 in the three

Baltic states. All of these were tactical weapons. The withdraw-

al of these weapons from Eastern Europe occurred in stages,

with the last weapons coming out of East Germany in August
1991, ten months after Germany's reunification. The weapons

deployed in the Baltic states were removed a year earlier.

Tactical weapons were also deployed in all of the republics

of the former Soviet Union, except perhaps KyrgyzstarL There

were 5790 tactical weapons deployed in the non-Russian

republics of the USSR, and 9350 within Russia. The tactical

weapons deployed on non-Russian soil were withdrawn to

storage sites within Russia during the first six months of 1992,

following the Bush-Gorbachev reciprocal unilateral statements of

September 1991. Thus, a total of approximately 9670 tactical

nuclear weapons were transferred into Russia beginning
sometime late in 1989 and ending in the summer of 1992.

Tactical weapons are now stored both in central national depots

and in widely dispersed direct support sites associated with

operational units in the field, such as Army divisions, tactical air

wings, and surface-to-air missile (SAM) regiments. Thus, tactical

weapons remain widely dispersed throughout Russia in areas

that now, or in the near future may, experience the type of

unrest that provoked the urgent withdrawal of tactical weapons
to Russia.^ The Russian government has indicated that it intends

to dismantle many, though not all, of these tactical weapons.^

STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENTS

The remainder of the nuclear deployments consist of strategic

forces located in four states of the FSU. According to the

database accompanying the November 1991 START agreement,

54 weapons were deployed in Belarus, 1568 in Ukraine, 1360 in

Kazakhstan, and 7327 in Russia for a total of about 10,300, with

2983 of these deployed outside Russia. The START treaty
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requires elimination of the launchers carrying 4300 of these

weapons within seven years after ratification. The Lisbon

Protocol additionally requires that all non-Russian deployments
be included in those cuts. The START II agreement would
further cut the remaining strategic deployments in Russia down
to 3000-3500 by the year 2003, if not sooner.

SAFEGUARDS

The weapons described above are protected by six distinct types
of safeguards against unauthorized seizure, movement, launch,

or detonation.* No weapon is necessarily protected by all six,

but all probably are protected by several of them. (1) Peacetime

custodians of weapons are in most cases institutionally segregat-
ed from the units responsible for their wartime use. (2) All

contact with nuclear weapons takes place under elaborate

procedural safeguards calling for the cooperation and mutual

surveillance of several specially screened individuals. (3)

Physical security is maintained by both active (security forces)

and passive (storage "igloos") measures. (4) Some individual

weapons possess safety measures designed to prevent detonation

as a result of fire, shock, or electrical disturbance. These

measures prevent detonation via means other than the arming,

fuzing, and firing circuitry of the weapon. (5) Environmental

sensing devices (ESDs) and (6) coded locks, in turn, guard access

to the arming, fuzing, and firing circuitry. ESDs prevent a

weapon from arming until it has experienced the physical
environment of intended use. For example, ESDs for nuclear

artillery shells might require that the weapon experience the

sharp acceleration of firing before arming. Coded locks prevent

arming unless the proper code is entered. These last two

safeguards can also be used to make a weapon tamper-resistant

by detecting unauthorized attempts to gain access to arming

systems and rendering the weapon unusable.
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No safeguard is proof against prolonged efforts to overcome
or circumvent it, especially if the weapon is in the hands of

individuals familiar with it. Safeguards are generally designed
to delay abuse until seized weapons can be rescued; weapons
seized for long periods will eventually have their safeguards

bypassed.

Weapons of the Russian military are guarded, handled, and

transported by special troops of the 12th Main Directorate of the

Russian General Staff. Weapons and special nuclear materials

are designed and produced by the Ministry of Atomic Energy of

the Russian Federation (MINATOM).^

The Anatomy of the Transportation, Storage, and
Dismantlement Pipeline

DEPLOYMENT SITES

The transportation network for strategic nuclear weapons begins
at their deployment sites. These are in ICBM silos, at bomber

bases, and at naval weapon stations. ICBMs comprise the largest

part of the force and tiie one that will experience the deepest
cuts. Warheads are removed from ICBMs while the booster

remains in the silo. A heavy lifting device such as a crane or a

specialized transporter, erector, extractor (TEE) needs to visit the

individual silo, remove the nosecone, disconnect the warheads

from the bus, remove them, and place them in some form of

intrabase transport for removal to base storage areas. All

elements of such an infrastructure exist at all bases, since they
are needed for routine maintenance.

Tactical weapons are normally stored separately from their

launchers even when deployed. The tactical weapons in the

stockpile of the FSU are now dispersed widely throughout
Russia in national storage sites and in a multitude of more
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dispersed direct-support storage sites on or near bases for

nuclear-capable tactical forces. Some of these direct-support

storage sites are located in politically unstable areas and should

be consolidated further.

WARHEAD DISABLEMENT

Weapons are disabled before they are moved from their launch-

ers or base storage areas. The arming, fuzing, and firing system
is disabled or removed altogether. Gas booster reservoirs

containing tritium might also be removed. These measures can

be performed by trained personnel under field conditions since

they are also part of routine maintenance procedures. More

permanent forms of disablement await the arrival of the weapon
at dismantlement facilities.

WARHEAD TRANSPORTATION

Both Strategic and tactical weapons are deployed or stored at

sites located at or near a railhead or spur. Here weapons can be

loaded on special nuclear weapon transport railcars for move-

ment to central weapon storage areas. In preparation for transit,

warheads are loaded in such a way as to reduce the potential for

sympathetic detonations of high explosives inside other weapons
in the event that one suffers an accident.^ In transit, security
measures designed to protect the train are put in place. In

general they are oriented around the concept of providing

security sufficient to prevent seizure or abuse of the weapons
during the relatively short period of time it would take a larger

security force to come to the rescue. Like many nuclear security

measures, these are not proof against well-organized seizure for

prolonged periods, but they do present impediments to a

temporary hijacker.
The warhead transportation leg of the pipeline has already

been the focus of international efforts to enhance the safety and
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security of accelerated warhead removal/ Two- hundred-fifty

bulletproof Kevlar blankets will be produced in the United States

and transferred to Russia by inid-1993. The United States will

modify Russian rail-transport cars to improve their safety and

security, and the United Kingdom has also offered traiisportation

containers and trucks to Russia.* Consultations concerning
nuclear accident response tactics have occurred, and over 1000

pieces of nuclear accident response equipment and clothing will

be transferred to Russia during fiscal year 1993.

The transportation leg of the Russian weapons pipeline

accomplished the movement of 6000 tactical weapons during the

first six months of 1992 without apparent mishap or external

assistance. The weapon movements that remain to be accom-

plished under the proposed program of cooperative denuclear-

ization are of comparable size but need to be performed in a

society that has suffered a further year of growing economic and

political disorder. Though the transportation capacity to

perform these movements may already exist in the FSU, it is far

from clear that the safety of that transportation capacity can be

maintained at levels appropriate to the task without international

assistance. Thus, the international community should take

measures to help maintain or improve the safety and security of

the transportation leg of the pipeline.

CENTRAL WARHEAD STORAGE

At the other end of the trip is a central weapon storage facility.

Here the weapons are removed from the train and placed in

concrete bunkers designed to protect them. The problem of

sympathetic high explosive detonation affects the design of these

bunkers and their internal capacity. A large depot might have

hundreds of such bunkers contained within multiple security

perimeters.
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Some storage capacity is always associated with disman-

tlement and production facilities. Normal operations involve the

transportation only of those warheads for which there is

assigned storage space upon arrival at their destination.

However, given the massive withdrawals of tactical weapons
which have already occurred, it is possible that dedicated

weapon storage facilities in Russia are filling up. Providing
additional temporary warhead storage facilities therefore might
eliminate an obstacle to accelerated strategic warhead withdraw-

als and further consolidation of tactical weapons. Assistance in

the rapid construction of such facilities is another potential role

for international assistance.

DISMANTLEMENT TO PIT LEVEL

Dismantiement facilities receive warheads and dismantie them

to their constituent parts. Outside the weapon case or easily

accessible within it are the arming, fuzing, and firing circuitry

and other components, such as gas-filled tritium reservoirs for

boosting, which need to be present for the warhead to detonate

or to detonate with substantial explosive yield. These items may
already have been removed or rendered harmless prior to

transport. If not, these steps probably begin the dismantiement

process.
Inside the casing of any thermonuclear weapon are a

"primary" and one or more separate "secondary" stages. A
primary normally consists of a spherical mass or "pit" of fissile

material—U-235, Pu-239, or both—and high explosive in dose

proximity to each other. The explosives begin a detonation of

the weapon by compressing and igniting the fissile material.

Explosion of the primary, in turn, compresses and ignites the

secondary containing thermonuclear fuels. Secondaries generally
also contain additional fissile material. Dismantiement to pit

level is complete when the primary has been separated from the
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rest of the weapon, and when high explosive has been separated
from the fissile pit.

Dismantlement to pit level occurs in facilities like the U.S.

Pantex plant.' Pantex currently disassembles seven warheads

per day in one shift of 400-500 workers per day, five days a

week. DOE currently plans a dismantlement rate of 2000

weapons per year at Pantex for the remainder of the decade.^"

Pit level dismantlement in Russia is conducted at four facilities,

but their exact capacities have not been discussed in open
sources." There are reports that Russian pit level dismantlement

facilities equal Pantex in throughput, totaling about 2000

dismantlements per year, but these reports are ambiguous and

contradictory.^^ Assuming a rate of 2000 weapon dismantle-

ments per year, and assuming that Russia and the United States

plan to retain about 5000 nuclear weapons each, it would take

approximately a dozen years for Russia to dismantle the rest of

its stockpile down to the pit level.

If the United States and the FSU agreed on an objective of

dismantling all excess weapons (beyond 5000) in their current

stockpiles to pit level within 3 years, the United States would

have to dismantle about 5000 weapons per year and the FSU
would have to dismantle about 8000 weapons per year. If there

were four Pantex-equivalents in Russia, this pace could probably
be accomplished if they operated at an increased pace and if

these facilities were dedicated only to dismantlement to pit level.

Since the process of pit level dismantlement, unlike warhead

storage, is relatively manpower-intensive, acceleration could be

achieved through the training of additional technicians and the

institution of multiple shifts at some or all existing facilities." In

the United States, the pace of dismantlement is additionally

constrained by a stockpile surveillance program designed to

study component aging and material compatibilities. Such

exhaustive surveillance should not be necessary if large numbers
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of weapons are being dismantled and entire weapon designs
retired permanentiy. Relaxing analogous constraints in the

Russian dismantiement facilities may yield further acceleration.

If Russia had two Pantex-equivalents operating on a two-shift

basis, it could dismantie 8000 weapons per year and still

perform other forms of stockpile support at the remaining two

facilities.

STORAGE OF PITS AND OTHER WEAPON PARTS

Plutoruum-239 and Uranium-235, separately or in combination,

are the fissile materials contained in the pits and secondaries of

weapons deployed by the United States and Russia. Pu-239 is

both more efficient as a pit material and more challenging to

dispose of, and the following discussion focuses on the problem
of storing and disposing of Pu pits.

Pit storage is similar in its demands to warhead storage, and

the same facilities can generally be made to serve either purpose.
Pu-239 is in metallic form when used in a pit. Pu metal is

pyrophoric, i.e., spontaneously combustible in air, but pits are

hermetically sealed with stainless steel, nickel, or some other

plating or cladding material during production to prevent

exposure to oxygen and corrosion. Pits can be stored inside

their shipping containers, and these containers can be stored in

close proximity to each other. One potential bottieneck, apart
from storage space, that could be addressed through internation-

al assistance is therefore the provision of sufficient pit shipping
and storage containers.

A simple means of rendering pits permanentiy incapable of

detonation involves "dimpling" or "crushing" the plated metal

pit. This does not require special facilities, but renders the pit

useless for direct recycling back into a weapon without repro-

cessing and refabrication, and deforming pits may also hide
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some types of sensitive design information. Such measures

could easily be implemented at dismantlement facilities.

The United States has agreed to provide Russia with at least

10,000 storage containers for fissile components removed from
dismantled weapons. (Components from a single weapon might

require two or more containers: one for the pit and others for

fissile components in the secondary, for example.) The United

States and Russia are collaborating on the design of a 100,000-

container storage facility at Tomsk with a modern material

control and accounting (MC&A) system to inventory the material

in each container.

PIT DISMANTLEMENT
Plutonium handling and fabrication processes demand special-

ized facilities. In the United States, pit dismantiement was

performed at the Rocky Flats plant in Colorado until plutonium

operations ceased in 1989. Littie information about Russian pit

dismantiement facilities is publicly available. Pit dismantiement

begins with the removal of the metallic plating or cladding from

the plutonium metal, and machining of the metal into sub-

critical metal "buttons." Bare plutonium metal could also be

oxidized, both to reduce its pyrophoricity and to render it less

useful for weapons.^*

PU STORAGE

Storing dimpled or crushed pits with their cladding material in

place is a near-term option requiring no spedal Pu handling or

fabrication facilities. These could be stored inside shipping
containers at existing or newly constructed warhead storage

facilities, as noted above. If pit dismantiement proceeds beyond
this point at specialized facilities, as much of the resulting Pu
metal as possible should either be converted into the oxide form
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or replated with nickel or some other coating material to allow

the use of simple storage facilities.

Operational Goalsfor the Transportation^ Storage, and Disman-
tlement Pipeline

Current schedules for warhead removal from alert, withdrawal

to safe central storage, dismantlement, and safe storage of fissile

components are much too slow. We recommend a new set of

goals:

1. WITHDRAWAL TO CENTRAL STORAGE, WITHIN SIX MONTHS, OF

ALL STRATEGIC WARHEADS SLATED FOR ELIMINATION UNDER
START. The United States and the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States should mutually agree to a memorandum of under-

standing specifying which forces will be retained under the

START I agreement and its accompanying Lisbon protocol.

Those launchers currently deployed under START counting rules

which will not be retained according to the agreed MOU should

be taken off alert and their warheads immediately disabled in

place, preferably before removal from the launchers. These

disabled warheads should be removed to central storage facilities

in Russia at a pace equalling or exceeding the pace of tactical

warhead removal experienced during the first half of 1992, when
6000 weapons were moved in six months. If sufficient special

rail cars for strategic weapons transport can not be made
available in time to support this goal, the United States should

consider loaning Russia safe and secure transport (SST) trucks

from its own complex in sufficient numbers to meet the shortfall

in transport capacity.
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2. WITHDRAWAL TO CENTRAL STORAGE OF TACTICAL AND STRATE-

GIC WEAPONS NOW IN AREAS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION WHERE
THERE ARE ETHNIC CONFLICTS OR INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS.

Several regions within Russia have become violent or are

seeking independence from the Russian federation. These

include areas such as Checheno-Ingushetia, Yakutia, Tatarstan,

Buryatskaya, Tuvinskaya, and North Ossetia. Tactical weapons
should not remain deployed or stored in or near areas of ethnic

conflict or in regions independent of Russian Federation control.

The movement of weapons from these and other areas within

Russia should also meet or exceed the pace of tactical weapon
movements achieved in the first half of 1992.

3. DISMANTLEMENT TO PIT LEVEL OF ALL EXCESS WARHEADS

WITHIN THREE YEARS. This means approximately 15,000 disman-

tlements in the United States and 25,000 dismantlements in the

FSU in three years, and rates of dismantlement of approximately
5000 and 8000 weapons per year respectively. Dismantlement at

existing facilities on both sides should be accelerated to their

maximal capacities. In the U.S. case, the Pantex facility can meet

the demands of this accelerated rate of dismantlement. Existing

facilities in the FSU should also be able to meet this objective if

their operations are focussed on dismantlement at the expense
of surveillance and new production, and if multiple shifts are

instituted. Only unavoidable technical obstacles to safe disman-

tlement should be permitted to slow schedules on either side.

4. ENSURE MAXIMUM TRANSPARENCY AND VERIFICATION CONSIS-

TENT WITH SAFETY, SECURITY, AND LEGITIMATE SECRECY CON-

CERNS. Assurances should be provided to the international

partners in denuclearization regarding the safety and the

security of the transport, storage, and dismantlement pipeline.

These assurances could range from declarations of good intent.
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to detailed description of plans, to elaborate schemes of monitor-

ing and verification. One such scheme of monitoring would
have three elements: warheads would be placed in shipping
containers at their bases and the contents of those containers

verified by external means and tagged; tagged containers would
be tracked through the rest of the transport, storage, and
dismantlement pipeline using the same means of external

verification; and perimeter-portal controls would be established

at all facilities along this pipeline at which the containers are

opened and their contents handled."

Recommendations for Action

We recommend that the nations involved in cooperative
denuclearization should:

1. ESTABLISH THE POLITICAL BASIS FOR ACCELERATED DENUCLEAR-

IZATION AND ESTABLISH CLEAR, SHARED TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES

FOR RATES OF DISMANTLEMENT. Acclerated denuclearization will

not proceed in the absence of explicit political commitments by
the interested parties. These commitments should be given

political salience equalling prior commitments such as the

Bush/Gorbachev unilateral statements. Specific goals should be

established, the means of implementing them described, and the

benefits of successful implementation guaranteed. The basic

objective is to withdraw all weapons whose launchers will not

be retained after START implementation to secure central

storage, and to dismantle the Cold War surplus of nuclear

weapons, completing the job in months to a few years rather

than in 10-15 years.
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2. HASTEN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EXISTING COOPERATIVE SAFE

AND SECURE DISMANTLEMENT (SSD) ARRANGEMENTS. KcvlaT

blankets, warhead shipping and storage containers, and accident

response equipment are not being transferred to the FSU quickly

enough. Current plans call for new fabrication of the first two
items in the United States. Existing blankets and containers

should be transferrred immediately instead. If existing blankets

and containers are needed by the U.S. complex, then stores of

these and other SSD-related assets in other countries such as

Britain and France should be exploited for the safe acceleration

of the transport, storage, and dismantlement pipeline. In order

to provide rapid, safe transport of weapons from Ukraine,

Kazakhstan, Belarus, and from disturbed regions of Russia, the

United States and Britain should hasten greatly the modifications

of Russian SST rail cars, and also provide SST trucks on an

urgent basis from their own complexes.

3. BUILD ADDITIONAL STORAGE CAPACITY FOR WEAPONS, PITS, AND
FISSILE MATERIALS, AS REQUIRED. The Capacity of existing storage
facilities on both sides can be expanded through the use of

different packing techniques and other simple measures. These

may not be sufficient to support the demands generated by
accelerated denuclearization, so additional storage facilities may
also have to be rapidly constructed. The same facilities can

initially provide warhead storage, and then pit storage, and

finally, in some cases, fissile material storage. Bilateral discus-

sions on the provision of new storage facilities have not pro-

duced a clear plan. These need to be pursued more aggressive-

ly-

4. BUILD ADDITIONAL FACILITIES IN RUSSIA FOR WARHEAD
DISMANTLEMENT TO PIT LEVEL IF THE RATE OF DISMANTLEMENT AT

EXISTING FACILITIES CANNOT MEET THE OBJECTIVE OF COMPLETION
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IN THREE YEARS. Existing facilities for dismantiement to pit level

can greatly accelerate their current pace of operation, and a new
facility may not be necessary. If the fully utilized capacity of

existing Russian dismantiement facilities proves inadequate,
further acceleration could be provided by a new facility. If a

new facility is needed, its construction should begin immediate-

ly. As in the case of storage facilities, multilateral approaches to

solving this problem should be pursued if they hold more

promise than bilateral ones.

5. ESTABLISH OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES FOR COMBINED INTER-

NATIONAL NUCLEAR TERRORISM RESPONSE. If a nuclear weapon
is stolen or otherwise abused, it needs to be found, rendered

harmless, and recovered. The United States and Great Britain

have special teams with the skills, technical capabilities, and

mobility to respond to terrorist incidents involving nuclear

weapons.^* These teams apparentiy engage in joint exercises.^''

Their capabilities and operational procedures should be de-

scribed to, and if possible jointiy exercised with, their Russian

counterparts. Areas of possible cooperation might include

combined exercises and the sharing of detection and tracking
devices or information designed to improve the performance of

such devices."

6. ESTABLISH THE LEGAL BASIS FOR NUCLEAR-RELATED INFORMA-

TION EXCHANGE. By law, the United States Atomic Energy Act

prevents certain categories of restricted data from release. These

laws could prevent or needlessly hinder free interchange of

technical information between U.S. and foreign partners in an

accelerated cooperative denuclearization program. The law
should be amended to allow the Secretary of Energy to declassi-

fy restricted data necessary for cooperation in such areas as
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warhead safeguards, terrorist or accident response, and warhead

storage and dismantlement, as it has in the past.^'

7. create the basis in executive order and legislation for

wider latitude in programs of assistance to the former

Soviet Union for overcoming practical barriers to prompt

DENUCLEARIZATION. Existing statutory authority, including the

Nimn-Lugar legislation and the Freedom Support Act, constrain

imduly the executive branch in formulating programs of

assistance.

Notes
1. Reports in Western sources of the size of the total Soviet stockpile, the

number of tactical weapons within that stockpile, and their geographic

distribution are variable and uncertain. Our estimates are from 'Nuclear

Notebook: Where the Weapons Are," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 47,

No. 9 (November 1991), pp. 48-49.

2. The Checheno-Ingushetia autonomous republic is now essentially

independent of Russia, and is the site of an ongoing civil war. According to

the START database, a Bear-H main operating base (MOB) is located there

near Mozdoc. Long Range Aviation (LRA) MOBs would normally have

gravity bombs and cruise missiles deployed in direct support of their

missions. Federal authority within Russia is almost certain to suffer further

breakdown in other regions of the country where tactical or strategic nuclear

weapons such as mobile SS-25 ICBMs are deployed. For a survey of regions

of ethiuc and regional conflict in Russia, see 'Tact Sheet on Ethnic and

Regional Conflicts in the Russian Federation," The Strengthening Democratic

Institutions Project, JFK School of Government, Harvard University,

September 1992.

3. The Russians have pledged to dismantle all Army tactical nuclear weapons

(artillery shells, mines, and tactical missile warheads), one third of all naval

weapons (bombs, air-to-surface missiles, depth bombs, cruise missiles, and

torpedoes), one half of the air defense weapons (surface-to-air missiles), and

one half of the tactical air delivered weapons of Frontal and Long Range
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Aviation (bombs and air-to-surface missiles). See SIPRI Yearbook 1992: VMd
Armaments and Disarmament (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992) pp.

72-73.

4. This discussion of safeguards is drawn from Kurt M. Campbell, AshixHi

B. Carter, Steven E. Miller, and Charles A. Zraket, Soviet Nuclear Fisskm

Control of the Nuclear Arsenal in a Disintegrating Soviet Union, CSIA Studies in

International Security No. 1 (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for Science and

International Affairs [CSIA], Harvard Uruversity, November 1991), pp. 11-1£.

5. MINATOM was founded on January 28, 1992 as the successor to the USSR

Ministry of Atomic Power and Industry (MAPI), itself the successor of fte

euphemistically named USSR Ministry of Medium Machine-Building

organized in 1953.

6. As long as weapons are one-point safe, this procedure is only needed io

safeguard against explosive dispersal of toxic and radioactive materials, rather

than against actual nuclear detonations. Weapons are considered one-poirt

safe if they will not produce a nuclear yield in the event that detonation of

their high explosive components is initiated at only one point. Ensuring one-

point safety is a major design challenge and it is solved only probabilisticafly.

No weapon is one-point safe under all possible circumstances, and diffeiwt

weapons may have different statistical margins of one-point safety. For some

older weapons, one-point safety may not even have been a design objective.

7. See the statement of Robert L. Gallucci before the Senate Armed Services

Committee on August 4, 1992 in U.S. Department cf State Dispatch, Vol. 3, Na
32 (August 10, 1992), pp. 631-634.

8. These British efforts were formalized in the Treaty of Friendship signed

in November 1992 between Britain and Russia, which contains a specific set

of agreements concerning assistance for cooperative denuclearizati<«v

including the future provision of 250 nuclear weapon containers and 20 SST

trucks.

9. Dismantlement facilities need to be concerned both with accidental hi^

explosive detonations and with the safe handling of toxic, corrosive, or

radioactive materials. Large scale production/dismantlement facilities in bodi
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the United States and Russia have high security, reinforced and dispersed

structures, closely controlled environments, and a well-trained work force.

10. "Nuclear Notebook: Pantex Lays Nukes To Rest," Bulletin of the Atomic

Scientists, October 1992, pp. 48-49.

11. These four facilities are located near the cities of Sverdlovsk, Zlatoust,

Penza, and Arzamas and are still assigned old Soviet post office box numbers

bearing those names. For a list of these and other sites within the former

Soviet nuclear complex see "Closed Nuclear Cities are Wary of Change," The

Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press, Vol. XLIV, No. 30 (August 26, 1992), pp.

12-14.

12. Using current procedures, Pantex can either dismantle or build 2000

weapons a year or perform some combination of the two processes which

adds up to 2000. Since the United States is currently not building any new

weapons, essentially all of Pantex's capacity can and is being used for

dismantlement. One official has claimed that Russia can dismantle weapons
at the same rate as the United States does at Pantex, but this statement does

not make clear whether the Russian dismantlement rate takes account of some

level of new warhead production, which probably shares the same facilities.

The Russians apparently continue to produce new warheads for the SS-18, SS-

25, and perhaps other ongoing strategic modernization programs. This new

warhead production capacity, along with stockpile maintenance and

surveillance procedures, comes at the expense of dismantlement capacity. If

Russia can dismantle at the rate of 2000 per year despite this new production,

the maximum rate of dismantlement using the same facilities could be greater

than 2000 per year. Some accounts imply that Russia's four assembly/dis-

mantlement facilities in fact have a total capacity of roughly 8000 weapons

per year. Each of the four Russian dismantlement facilities apparently prefers

to dismantle only weapons originally assembled at that facility.

13. A five-day work week with two shifts at Pantex would allow a rate of

dismantlement of over 4000 weapons per year with little additional invest-

ment in new facilities other than storage space. Round the clock or three-shift

operations might not be advisable at such a facility. They might prevent

cleanup and maintenance operations necessary to the safe operation of the

facility over an extended period.
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14. Both the shape and the mass of these metallic buttons determine their

pyrophoricity in the presence of oxygen. Since this process involves handling
and machining unshielded metal, it requires remote handling facilities and air

filtration systems. Metal storage may require tightly sealed containers filled

with inert noble gases such as argon and containing heat sensors for

monitoring the status of the combustible metal. In some combinations of

mass and surface volume, Pu metal surfaces will naturally oxidize without

combusting, and will not require the storage precautions described above. In

other configurations of Pu metal, heating in an oxygen rich atmosphere
oxidizes the surface of a mass of Pu, achieving the same effect. Complete
oxidization of an entire mass of Pu metal requires a more elaborate chemical

process. In oxide form, plutonium is no longer pyrophoric and is much
easier to handle, although it remains somewhat hygroscopic and requires

tightly sealed containers and a dry atmosphere to prevent moisture buildups
and corrosion over time-

In the past, Pu-239 from dismantled U.S. pits was recycled back into the

weapons stockpile. Though it is easy to oxidize Pu metal surfaces, the

reverse process is much more difficult, requiring chemical reprocessing. Pu

in the oxide form can be used in weapons, but its bare sphere critical mass

is 3.5 times that of the metallic form, making for a larger and heavier device.

Thus, oxidization is usually avoided in the dismantlement process when Pu

is to be recycled, despite its advantages for storage purposes. For disposal,

the advantages of oxidization are great, because of the reduced storage con-

cerns, because some disposal options require oxidization (see Chapter 3),

because the oxidization is difficult to reverse, and because oxides are much
less dense than metal and therefore less useful in weapons if diverted from

the disposal pipeline.

15. Regarding verified arms control agreements for nuclear weapons, see

Sidney Drell, et al.. Verification of Dismantlement of Nuclear Warheads and

Controls on Nuclear Materials QASON, The Mitre Corporation, October 21,

1992); and Frank Von Hippel and Roald Sagdeev, Reversing the Arms Race:

How to Achieve and Verify Deep Reductions in the Nuclear Arsenals (New York:

Gordon and Breach, 1990).

16. The Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST) provides this capability to

the United States. For a description of NEST, see Paul Leventhal and Yonah

Alexander, eds., Preventing Nuclear Terrorism: The Report and Papers of the
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International Task Force on Prevention of Nuclear Terrorism (Lexington, MA:

Lexington Books, 1987) pp. 397-402.

17. Shaun Gregory, The Hidden Cost of Deterrence: Nuclear Weapons Accidents

(London: Brassey's, 1990), pp. 137-138.

18. Unshielded nuclear weapons have neutron and gamma ray signatures

which can be detected passively at short range by sensitive instruments

deployed on terrestrial or airborne platforms. Weapons or transportation

containers could be provided with radio transmitters that can be remotely
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Appendix 2-A: Destruction of Excess U.S. Weapons: Interna-

tional Leadership by Example

BY OWEN COTE AND DON KERR

The transport, storage, and retirement activities of the U.S.

nuclear weapons complex are broadly similar to their FSU

counterparts. While the U.S. complex is embedded in a more

stable society, it will face significant challenges of its own in

meeting the demands of accelerated denuclearization. While the

U.S. complex has already made small adjustments to its Cold

War mode of operation in order to meet these demands, more
fundamental adjustments must be pursued. These should be

integrated with an overt political agenda designed to display U.S

leadership. Denuclearization and non-proliferation policies need

the support of a weapons complex in the United States whose

behavior serves as an exemplar of those actions by others that

U.S. policy seeks to encourage. Such a weapons complex would
be more, not less, able to show its continued relevance to the

support, at an appropriately reduced level of effort, both of

traditional national security policies and ofnew denuclearization

and non-proliferation policies. Just as significantly, establish-

ment of an internationally shared agenda of denuclearization

and weapons complex cleanup would probably make more

palatable politically those steps in the United States where the

DOE complex faces opposition due to environmental and safety

concerns.

This appendix describes current U.S. practices for transport,

storage, and weapons retirement; identifies the problems;
establishes a set of goals for future operations that justify long-
term political commitment to the complex's operations at the
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national level; and suggests how this commitment can solve

current problems.

CURRENT OPERATIONS

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE. In the past year, in response to the

Bush/Gorbachev unilateral statements, the United States has

removed all ground-launched tactical nuclear weapons (mines,

artillery shells, and tactical ballistic missile warheads) and the

majority of air-delivered tactical weapons from overseas

deployments back to the Continental United States (CONUS);
removed all tactical nuclear weapons from Navy ships; and

begun, on an accelerated basis, to remove warheads from the de-

alerted Minuteman II ICBMs and Poseidon SLBMs that will be

eliminated under START. These weapons are now secured in

central Department of Defense (DOD) storage facilities. All

strategic air-delivered weapons (gravity bombs, cruise missiles,

and short-range attack missiles) have been removed from strip-

alert bombers and are being stored separately. Long-term DOD
plans under a START II regime call for a stockpile of 5000-6000

weapons, compared to the currentiy estimated stockpile of 20,000

weapons. DOD storage facilities are not full and DOD nuclear

weapon transport capabilities will not be a bottleneck in the path
of accelerated denuclearization. The major challenge facing the

U.S. weapons complex today is the expeditious and safe

retirement and disposal of approximately 15,000 nuclear

weapons.

DISMANTLEMENT TO PIT LEVEL. All U.S. nuclear weapons are

assembled and dismantied at the Rantex facility in Amarillo,

Texas. No new weapons are currentiy being produced at this

facility, and its operations are devoted to maintenance, surveil-

lance, and dismantiement. In a single-shift five-day work week.
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Pantex has the capacity to dismantle 2000 weapons per year
while continuing ongoing stockpile n^aintenance and surveil-

lance programs, and it is now approaching that level. No plans

presently exist to accelerate Pantex dismantlement operations
further. The current rate of dismantlement could be doubled

with a two-shift five or six day workweek at the Pantex facility,

and by utilization of the device assembly facility (DAF) at the

Nevada test site for maintenance and surveillance operations in

support of the residual weapons stockpile.

Prior to dismantlement, weapons are stored at the Pantex

facility in weapon staging areas. After dismantlement to pit

level, weapon components are stored at component staging
areas. Weapon and component staging areas also formerly
served Pantex's weapon assembly mission, but now can be

devoted solely to the dismantlement function. Since DOD
weapon storage facilities retain excess capacity, weapons can be

staged to Pantex at the rate of dismantlement. Since there are

problems with DOE's capacit)' to dismantle pits (more below),

pits are accumulating at Pantex and are being stored in convert-

ed weapon staging facilities. Other weapon components

(casings, secondaries, high explosive assembly mechanisms, and

arming, fuzing, and firing circuits) are being shipped back to

their point oi origin for further dismantlement, surveillance,

storage, or destruction.

PIT DISMANTLEMENT. DOE plutoruum proccssing and fabrication

capabilities are concentrated in the Rocky Flats facility. These

operations involved the production of fissile "pits" out of fresh

or recycled and purified plutonium metal, drawn from plutoni-

um production facilities at Hanford and Savannah River, or from

older weapons via Pantex. Plutonium operations were suspend-
ed at Rocky Flats in 1989. New weapons have not been pro-

duced since that time, and dismantlement operations beyond the

4
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pit level have also been suspended. At Pantex's current rate of

dismantlement to pit level, 2000 pits per year will need some
form of temporary storage pending restart of Rocky Flats

plutonium operations, or the reestablishment of a plutonium

processing capability at an alternative site. The Hanford,
Savannah River, and Los Alamos facilities possess varying levels

of dormant plutonium processing capability which could serve

this purpose. One or several of these facilities could dismantle

pits into one or two kilogram metallic buttons and apply a

protective metallic layer to the plutonium metal prior to long-
term storage in a U.S. plutonium depository. Without such a

plutonium processing capability, pits will continue to be stored

relatively intact, and in ways that might allow compromise of

design information traditionally considered sensitive under

intrusive forms of bilateral or multilateral monitoring. In the

case of bilateral monitoring schemes involving the United States

and Russia, these traditional concerns regarding sensitive design
information could be considerably relaxed, particularly where

the information at stake relates to the yield potential and

radiation hardening of weapon designs that will not remain in

residual stockpiles. The geometric shape of pits and other fissile

weapon components may contain information worth safeguard-

ing in order to prevent the proliferation of advanced weapon
designs, and the case for dismantlement beyond pit level is

strong if intrusive multilateral monitoring schemes are planned.

FISSILE MATERIAL STORAGE. Weapon grade plutonium (as metal

or in oxide form) and highly enriched uraruum (HEU) can be

stored in dedicated material storage facilities located near

production plants or in converted weapon storage facilities.

Some storage positions near production facilities are already

devoted to material residues and waste from past production
runs. Converted weapon storage facilities have surplus capacity.
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which is likely to grow over time as Pantex dismantlement

operations cut into the existing weapon stockpile. Large-scale
dedicated DOE material storage facilities exist at Hanford,
Savannah River, Rocky Flats, and Oak Ridge (for HEU). DOE's
Pantex facility provides both material and weapon storage.
Several DOD weapon storage facilities have excess capacity
which could be used for pit or material storage, two prime
candidates being the Sierra Army Depot (Herlong, Calif.) and
the Kirtland Underground Munitions Storage Complex (Albu-

querque, N.M.). Together, these two facilities could provide

storage positions for more than 35,000 pits or other fissile

weapon components.

OBSTACLES IN THE PATH OF ACCELERATED DENUCLEARISATION
The U.S. transportation, storage, and dismantiement pipeline

currentiy suffers from two physical constraints or bottlenecks

towards its back end. Available "work-arounds" for these

bottienecks involve changes in the pace or location of current

operations; though feasible, these changes are not being pursued

aggressively. Their implementation would demand prominent
national level commitment.

BOTTLENECKS AND WORK-AROUNDS. DOE plans to maintain the

current rate of dismantiement to pit level at Pantex through to

the end of the decade. This pace of operation requires no

expansion of the present work force or of Pantex's already

existing operating budget. The rate of dismantiement could be

easily doubled in the near term through the institution of

multiple shifts and a change in operating philosophy to make
dismantiement a production process rather than a means of

pursuing extensive stockpile surveillance procedures.
Accelerated dismantiement to pit level would double the rate

at which components
—

especially pits
—would emerge from
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Pantex for storage and disposal. Pit storage capacities at Pantex

could be doubled through measures designed to utilize convert-

ed weapon storage facilities more efficiently. Likewise, pit

storage capacities of DOD weapon storage facilities could also be

exploited. This would require interagency agreement between

DOD and DOE. Either option could easily address the need for

expanded pit storage.

Pit dismantlement could be conducted at Hanford, Savannah

River, or at a restarted Rocky Flats. Of the three options.

Savannah River provides the most capability in the nearest term.

POLITICAL COMMITMENT. Within 3 year, DOE could begin

dismantling beyond the pit level at a rate of 4000 weapons per

year. Such an acceleration will not occur without strong high-

level commitment. The case for such a commitment in the

United States has not been made, even as strong commitments

to other forms of denuclearization follow one upon the other.

There are three reasons to greatly accelerate the rate of disman-

tlement of excess weapons.
First, such an acceleration does not prejudice U.S. security

and may enhance it if it serves to reduce the opposition in some

quarters of the FSU to accelerated denuclearization. Second,

accelerated denuclearization in the United States and the FSU

eliminates the cold war tension perceived by some within the

NPT regime between "vertical" superpower arms racing and

"horizontal" non-proliferation. The United States is already

dismantling weapons at historic rates. If these rates were

doubled, they would equal the maximal rate of cold war weapon

production. Third, accelerated denuclearization is the most

important mission that the U.S. nuclear complex is likely to face

for some time, if not the most important mission it has ever

faced. The ease with which DOE is able to attack the problems
within its area of responsibility will be directly proportional to
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the importance assigned its denuclearization mission by national

political leaders.

ACTIONS PROPOSED

DISMAISTILE AT LEAST 4OOO WEAPONS PER YEAR BEYOND PIT LEVEL.

Pantex should establish a two shift work day as soon as possible.

Further acceleration of the rate of dismantlement to pit level

could be provided through the exploitation of the underutilized

DAF at the Nevada Test Site. Interagency obstacles blocking the

immediate expansion of pit storage capacity should be resolved

on an urgent basis. Pit conversion operations should be

restarted, and pits converted to Pu metal button or oxide forms

compatible with long term storage in an internationally moni-

tored Pu repository.

ESTABLISH PU (aND HEU) REPOSITORIES AND PROVIDE MECHANISMS

FOR OTHER PARTIES TO MONITOR THEIR CONTENTS. Fissile

materials not reserved for future weapor\s use should be

deposited and stored in ways that allow the United States to

fully reap the political benefits of their removal from the

weapons stockpile. As long as weapons are being dismantled

beyond the pit level at the rates recommended above, the

political benefits should be substantial and the release of

sensitive design information nil. Storage of fissile material as

pits on an interim basis could be monitored on a bilateral basis

by the United States and Russia.

SEPARATE WEAPON DISMANTLEMENT ACTIVITIES FROM CONTINUING
STOCKPILE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMS. Acceleration of weapon
dismantlement is not possible if normal surveillance procedures
are imposed. The relatively small loss of information concerning
the aging and compatibility of weapon materials and compo-
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nents will be offset by the political benefits of expeditious

program acceleration. Stockpile surveillance and maintenance

activities in support of residual forces could be transferred to the

DAF, leaving tt\e Pantex facility free to concentrate on rapid
dismantlement operations.

DESIGN MONITORING TECHNIQUES THROUGH A JOINT PROGRAM
WITH THE FSU TO PERMIT MAXIMUM TRANSPARENCY FOR THE

DISMANTLEMENT AND STORAGE PROGRAM. Explore techniques
suitable for future international monitoring as well as near term

approaches limited to personnel from nuclear weapon states.

These monitoring techniques must address two very different

needs. Russia and the United States only threaten each other if

they depart greatly from agreed stockpile levels, so precise
measurement of fissile material quantities is not required, but

assurances concerning the rate and irreversibility of dismantle-

ment are required. A second need is the mitigation of the threat

of leakage of materials or usable components from these two

nuclear weapons states to potential proliferators. This concern

does mandate precise accounting of materials by the United

States and Russia, and also is a matter of great concern to the

international community.

MODIFY CLASSIFICATION POLICIES TO PERMIT THE MOST EFFICIENT,

SAFE, AND WELL-MONITORED RETIREMENT AND STORAGE PROGRAM
POSSIBLE. The authority vested in the Secretary of Energy under

Section 142 of the Atomic Energy Act sho'old be employed to

modify classification rules developed to protect deployed

military capabilities to deal with a less restrictive situation as

those weapons are withdrawn and destroyed. In particular,

efforts should be made to define the minimum alteration to

former weapon components that would permit them to be

handled as unclassified material or revealed on a selective basis

to other advanced weapon states.
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Disposition of Fissile

Materials

Ashton B. Carter &
Owen Cote

The United States and the

former Soviet Union accumulated large stockpiles containing
more than 1000 metric tonnes (1 MT equals 1000 kilograms) of

fissile materials—plutonium and enriched uranium—during

nearly five decades of Cold War. After the planned dismantle-

ment of excess weapons takes place, these materials will

continue to pose a long-term threat to humanity, since they will

remain capable of being refashioned into weapons for many
thousands of years. A particular concern is the threat posed by
the potential diversion, theft, or sale of even kilogram quantities
of these materials. The international community therefore needs

to invest now in their safe long-term disposition. These materi-

als have economic value under certain circumstances, which can

be used to offset in part the cost of long-term disposition and

which can provide a further incentive for rapid warhead

dismantlement. This paper analyzes options for disposition of

fissile materials and suggests a plan for safe, economic, and

cooperative disposition.^

Background

PLUTONIUM
The United States and the former Soviet Union produced large

amounts of weapons-grade plutonium 239 (Pu-239) in special

reactors.^ The FSU, for example, is believed to possess as much
as 100 metric tormes of Pu-239 in storage or in weapons. The
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United States has a comparable stock of material.^ Since a bomb
can be made with only 5 kg or so of Pu-239, the 100 MT stock

could be fashioned into some 20,000 bombs."* The half life of Pu
239 is 24,000 years, so the danger posed by this huge stock of Pu
is long-lasting.

URANIUM

Highly enriched uranium (HEU) contains about 93 percent of the

isotope U-235 (the remaining 7 percent is mostly U-238), whereas
uranium ore contains only 0.7 percent U-235.^ Enrichment of ore

to make HEU is an elaborate and expensive process.^ About 15

kg of HEU is needed to fashion a bomb. The United States

possesses about 500 MT and the FSU as many as 1000 MT of

HEU, enough for roughly 35,000 and 70,000 bombs, respectively.
The half life of U-235 is 700 million years.

Options for Long-term Disposition

PLUTONIUM
The long term disposition of plutonium produced in nuclear

reactors has been identified by the international community as

a matter of concern at least since the International Nuclear Fuel

Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) of the late 1970s. The disposal of

excess weapon-grade plutonium poses similar challenges.

Below, eight options for long term disposition are described.

Most of these options are politically contentions, expensive, or

environmentally unattractive. All depend upon the prior
establishment of safe and secure storage for excess plutonium

stockpiles in the near to mediuin term. Thus, storage is the

option relevant to prompt denuclearization. Other options for

the longer term can be debated but should not impede, and

should preferably catalyze, prompt denuclearization 7
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1. STORAGE. Weapons plutonium can be stored in three forms:

as metal^ as oxide, or as imdismantled warhead pits. Storage
facilities are relatively uncomplicated, but they must be designed
to (a) provide high levels of security and inventory safeguards;

(b) prevent physical arrangements of plutonium and surround-

ing materials from achieving criticality; (c) prevent, detect, and

suppress combustion, if the plutonium is stored as metal; (d)

prevent airborne release of small particles of oxide (which can

lodge in the lungs, decay radioactively, and thus probably cause

cancer).^
--

Each form of storage has advantages and disadvantages.

Storage as pits (which are designed to be handled and stored

easily) avoids the cost of pit dismantlement, and pits can be

deformed to render them permanently incapable of being used

in bombs; but even deformed, pits might reveal sensitive design
information. Oxide is the easiest and safest form for long-term

storage, and it would require an expensive facility to convert

oxide back to metal for rediversion to bombs; but obtaining
oxide would first necessitate dismantling the pits. Storage as

metal requires constant surveillance to prevent and detect

combustion.

The FSU's stocks of weapons-grade plutonium are probably

mostly in the form of metal and pits. The number of sites at

which this material is stored, and the form in which it is stored,

has not been revealed. The most desirable form of long-term

storage of the FSU plutonium stock would involve dismantling
all pits, inventorying and oxidizing all metal, and storing the

oxide in one or a very small number of very secure facilities

under international control. A less ideal but more practical

endpoint might be a mix of pit and metal storage at existing

Russian facilities, augmented as needed by upgrades of existing

facilities and construction of new facilities as warheads are

dismantled down to pits. Since Russia may not wish non-
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nationals to observe pits directly, inventory control could be

done by Russian personnel and simply declared to the interna-

tional community; alternatively, pits could be placed in contain-

ers to conceal their design and probed with neutron sources by
international inspectors to determine how much plutonium and

HEU they contained. Either way, a completely internationally

confirmed inventory could be obtained. The pits, thus invento-

ried, could be guarded by Russian nationals within a larger

internationally safeguarded facility ("a fence within the fence").

The cost for a single facility capable of storing 100 MT of

fissile material in metal form is likely to be in the neighborhood
of $250 million for construction and $10 million annually for

operation.^''

2. BURNING AS FUEL IN ORDINARY NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS.

The most common form of power reactors are light water

reactors (LWRs). These reactors normally are loaded with fuel

rods containing low enriched uraniuni (LEU) with 3-4 percent

U-235. In this option, weapons-grade plutonium would instead

be mixed with uranium to make mixed oxide (MOX) fuel rods,

loaded into the world's existing LWRs, and "burned." Burning

would not in fact eliminate all the plutonium, but would result

in spent fuel little different from spent uranium fuel rods."

A typical LWR reactor (1 Gigawatt electric or GWe) with

one-third of its uranium fuel rods replaced by MOX fuel rods (a

loading that would necessitate no change in the reactor's mode

of operation^^) could "burn" about 0.4 MT of plutonium per year.

Thus to burn the FSU's 100 MT of plutonium would require 250

reactor-years of LWR operation with MOX fuel. There are about

250 LWR equivalents in the industrialized world (100 in the US,

8 in Russia, 19 in eastern Europe and the non-Russian FSU, 55

in France, 22 in Germany, 31 in Japan, 12 in the UK, 6 in
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Belgium).^^ In principle, therefore, the entire stock of FSU

plutonium could be burned in these reactors in a single year.

However, this simple calculation is misleading for several

reasons:

• There is no industrial capacity, existing or planned, to

produce MOX fuel on this scale. Existing MOX fuel fabrica-

tion capacity worldwide can consume only about 5 MT of

plutonium per year. Firm plans to increase capacity will

result in 20 MT/yr capacity in the year 2000.^^ Thus addi-

tional MOX fabrication capability would need to be built to

burn all the FSU weapons plutonium during this decade, and
this capability would probably not be needed after the period
of disposal of the weapons plutonium.

• MOX is not an economical substitute for ordinary low

enrichment uranium (LEU) fuel. The cost of using MOX as

a partial substitute for LEU in the manner described above

(to burn 100 MT of weapons-grade plutonium) would be

about $3.1 billion (which includes building required MOX
fuel fabrication plants and other costs), whereas the savings
in LEU fuel would be only about $2.2 billion, according to

U.S. government estimates.^^ Thus $0.9 billion would need

to be provided by governments concerned about the excess

weapons-grade plutonium and willing to invest in, its

destruction.

• Even if plans were made to construct temporary MOX
fabrication facilities on this scale, plutonium would need to

be stored in the meantime. Ten-year costs of storage for 100

MT of plutonium in new facilities are, as noted, on the order

of $350 million.
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• There are political difficulties associated with the plutonium
fuel cycle in many countries. The United States has fore-

sworn MOX use itself, both for economic reasons and in

order to discourage the spread of the plutonium fuel cycle

around the world, where it might contribute to nudear

weapon proliferation. Japan has established the plutonium

cycle as the centerpiece of a drive to diminish its dependence
on foreign oil. But this project is controversial in Japan and

has occasioned international concern over proliferation and

over the safety of plutonium shipments over the world's

oceans.

For these reasons, burning weapons plutonium as MOX fuel is

not a near-term or economically attractive option.

3. CONTAMINATION OF PLUTONIUM WITH RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL

("denaturing") and storage WITH SPENT REACTOR FUEL.

Weapons grade plutonium could be mixed with spent reactor

fuel (which contains large quantities of plutonium anyway) or

with other isotopes of plutonium (making it less suitable for

weapons) and then formed into stable logs of "vitrified" or

otherwise physically stabilized material suitable for long-term

storage. Such a practice, like MOX "burning," would add to, but

would not materially affect the character of, the worldwide

problem of disposing of reactor waste, which has not been

solved satisfactorily in any country.^^

4. BURNING IN ADVANCED LIQUID METAL REACTORS (lMRS),

MODULAR HIGH-TEMPERATURE GAS COOLED REACTORS (mHTGRS),

OR OTHER ADVANCED REACTORS. Such rcactors are generally

designed to "breed" more plutonium than they consume, but

they could be operated to burn more than they breed. Such

reactors have been designed and operated in the United States,
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France, Russia, Japan, and other countries. But despite some
attractive features, they are not regarded as economical replace-
ments for LWRs in general, and the currently operating LMRs
could consume only a very small amount of plutonium every

year. New reactors would take time to license and construct,

ruling them out as near-term options. Such types of reactors

have influential adherents in some countries, however.

5. IRRADIATION IN SPECIAL-PURPOSE REACTORS BUILT FOR PLUTO-

NIUM DISPOSAL RATHER THAN FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION.

Special-purpose reactors could irradiate weapons-grade plutoni-

um, turning the fuel into highly radioactive material similar to

ordinary spent fuel. LWRs built specially for this purpose
would consume plutonium at about four times the rate of

ordinary LWRs (i.e., about 1.6 MT/yr versus 0.4 MT/yr), and
LMRs built specially for this purpose could consume 6 MT/yr.
Such reactors would be expensive and time-consuming to

construct, however.

6. DISPOSAL. Disposal in geologic repositories^'' (in the manner

proposed for high-level radioactive waste), deep sea beds,^^ the

oceans themselves,^^ or in deep space^° (after launch aboard

newly-designed rockets that are very large in physical size, that

have very high burnout velocities, and that are extremely safe).

These options have the advantage of providing a permanent
solution, putting the weapons grade plutonium beyond the reach

of anyone attempting to recover it and refashion it into weapons.
However, they are extremely expensive, would require at least

a decade to carry out, and would raise environmental concerns.

7. TRANSMUTATION into relatively harmless materials through
irradiation with accelerator-produced spallation neutrons.^'
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8. DETONATION in the form of underground nuclear explosions.^

URANIUM
HEU contains about 93 percent U-235, whereas LEU used in

ordinary LWR reactors contains only 3-4 percent U-235. A
typical LWR (1 GWe) uses about 0.8 MT U-235 per year,

producing spent fuel containing about 0.2 MT residual U-235
and about 0.2 MT plutonium.

Weapons grade HEU (93 percent U-235) can be mixed with

natural uranium (0.7 percent U-235) or depleted uranium (0.2

percent U-235) to make LEU (3-4 percent U-235), which can then

be fashioned into ordinary fuel for LWRs. 500 MT of U.S. or

FSU U-235 could be used to provide fuel for about 600 reactor-

years of LWR operation, or about 2.4 years of operation for the

world's 250 LWR equivalents. (U.S. reactors, totalling about 100

GWe, consume about 80 MT equivalent per year.) The current

price of LEU fuel is about $0.67 million per MT of 3 percent LEU
fuel, leading to a cost of $20 million per MT of 93 percent HEU.
Thus the 500 MT of HEU in the U.S. or FSU weapons stocks

would be worth $10 billion at current prices. Of course,

dumping all of this enriched uranium on world markets in a

short time would depress the price considerably.
The Uruted States and Russia have announced an initial

agreement that the United States will purchase up to 500 MT of

Russian HEU over a period of a decade or so, at a price that

works out to between $2 and $8 billion. The isotopic content of

the Russian HEU might affect its ultimate value, but the United

States has pledged firmly to purchase this material on a set

schedule. Many details of this important agreement remain

unresolved.^
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Recommendations for Action

1. ESTABLISH A CREDIT LINE BASED ON THE PLANNED U.S. PUR-

CHASE OF HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM
The U.S. pledge to purchase HEU is firm, and the other parties
to the agreement should be able to borrow against this pledge
from commercial banks. Appropriate assistance should be

offered by the U.S. government to help in establishing such a

credit line, which can be used by authorities within the FSU to

finance their denuclearization and conversion activities.

2. ESTABLISH AN INTERNATIONAL PLUTONIUM DEPOSITORY

Unlike the one for enriched uranium, there is no current market

for weapons plutonium. The technical, economic, and political

desirability of the various options for long-term disposition of

plutonium remain the subject of debate. Whatever the ultimate

disposition of this material, it is important that in the meantime
it be placed in safe and secure storage under international

safeguards, and that nations which turn over weapons material

into the custody of the international community be compensated
for the economic value of the material. A mechanism for

achieving these objectives, called an International Plutonium

Depository (IPD), would work as follows:

Any nation could contribute weapons-grade plutonium to

the Depository. To do so, the nation would not need to move
the material out of the country, since that would be dangerous
and expensive. Instead, the Depository would consist physically
of existing storage facilities, suitably upgraded, and of newly
constructed facilities, located on the territory of the depositing
nation. These facilities would have to meet international

standards of safety and security; where necessary, the interna-

tional community (consisting initially of the nations directly

involved in denuclearization) could assist the depositing nation
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in constructing the needed storage facilities. The resulting

storage facilities would be designated International Plutonium

Depository facilities and would come under the custody of an

international guard force, and the plutonium stored there would
be inventoried and safeguarded by the nations cooperating in

denuclearization.^*

Any nation that deposited a kilogram of plutonium into

internationally safeguarded custody in this fashion would
receive a payment of perhaps $20,000 from an International

Plutonium Depository Fund, which would be capitalized by the

international community. (The figure of $20,000 is a reasonable

estimation of the value of plutonium used as mixed oxide fuel

(MOX) under the most optimistic economic assumptions; the

nations contributing to the International Plutonium Depository
Fund would determine the precise remuneration to be offered

for each kilogram of deposited plutonium.) For example, if

Russia deposited 100 metric tons (100.MT, or 100,000 kilograms)

of plutonium into the Fund on behalf of itself and the other

newly independent states of the former Soviet Union, it would

receive $2.0 billion. This amount could then be divided among
the newly independent states. Pits might receive a lesser

remuneration per kilogram of plutonium, encouraging pit

dismantlement.

The International Plutonium Depository Fund would be

capitalized by contributions from members of the international

community concerned about the danger posed by the world

surplus of this material; or interested in the possibility of making
future withdrawals from the Depository for appropriately

safeguarded peaceful purposes such as burning in LWRs as

MOX fuel or in LMRs or HTGRs ^(replacing plutonium repro-

cessed from spent reactor fuel); or for both reasons. Plutonium

could be withdrawn from the Depository for a nominal fee by
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any party interested in using it for peaceful purposes under
international safeguards.

It can be anticipated that the United States, Russia, Ukraine,

Kazakhstan, and Belarus would be the principal depositors into

the International Plutoruum Depository, and that the IPD Fund
would be organized and capitalized principally by the United

States, Japan, Britain, France, and Germany. Perhaps over time

the institutional mechanisms and wider memberships of the

London Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Group of Seven (G7), and
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) could be used

for various aspects of the Depository, and the Depository could

be extended to encompass civil as well as military plutoruum.^^

REVENUES FROM FISSILE MATERIALS SHOULD BE EQUITABLY SHARED

AMONG THE NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES OF THE FSU THAT
coNTRi&UTED TO PRODUCING THE MATERIALS. Proceeds from Sale

of HEU and from plutonium deposited into the International

Plutonium Depository should be shared among the members of

the C.I.S. Burdens of storing and handling materials should be

distributed according to the same formula. One precedent for

determining these shares is provided by the agreement dis-

tributing responsibility for the external debt of the FSU.

Agreement on this formula or another one should be a prior
condition before the actual transfer of any funds earmarked for

HEU purchase or capitalization of the IPD.

REVENUES FROM FISSILE MATERIALS SHOULD BE SHARED AMONG
THE MINISTRIES OF THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT WITH RESPONSI-

BILITIES FOR DENUCLEARIZATION. Current plans apparently call

for revenues from the U.S. purchase of Russian HEU to be

deposited in the Russian treasury, with no guarantee that those

revenues will be used to finance further denuclearization. The
Russian government should use all or most of its hard cuirency
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earnings from fissile materials to support denuclearization

activities in MINATOM and the Ministry of Defense.

3. CONSTRUCT PLUTONIUM STORAGE FACILITIES, AS NEEDED

It appears that it will be necessary to construct safe and secure

storage facilities for plutonium (and HEU) in Russia as nuclear

weapons are dismantled and as plutonium is placed under

international safeguards. Nations with technical experience in

the custody of weapons plutonium, such as the United States,

Britain, and France, can assist Russia in construction of such

facilities. The United States has agreed to help design a

plutonium storage facility at Tomsk, and to provide material

control and accounting (MC&A) technology if such a facility is

built. The United States has also agreed to supply at least 10,000

small containers which could be used for storage of pits or other

plutonium or uraniimi components in this facility. The U.S.,

assisted by France and Britain, should agree to finance construc-

tion of such a facility, with completion proceeding quickly

enough that material storage problems do not constrain the rate

of weapon dismantiement. The resulting program will probably

need to proceed on an urgent basis, aiming for completion in 24

months, with substantial storage capacity created well before

that time.

4. ESTABLISH MATERIAL CONTROL AND ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

The Uruted States should continue to offer technical assistance

in MC&A technology for special nuclear materials, and should

provide such assistance immediately, using authority and funds

provided by the Nunn-Lugar Amendment and its successors.

This assistance should be offered to Russia for weapons and

reactor grade material, and to Ukraine for reactor grade material.
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Notes
1. The authors would like to acknowledge the following individuals for their

advice and comments during the preparation of this chapter: Victor Alessi,

Matt Burm, General Bill Burns, Tom Cochran, Sidney Drell, Richard Garwin,
Glenn George, General John Gordon, John Holdren, Jo Husbands, Ambassa-
dor Ryukichi Imai, Spurgeon Keeny, Don Kerr, Michael May, Wolfgang
Panofsky, John Rhinelander, Sol Rosen, John Steinbruner, William G. Sutcliffe,

and Ed Woolery. These individuals of course bear no responsibility for errors

of fact or judgment.

2. Production of plutonium for weapons ceased in the United States in 1988

for safety reasons. Most Russian plutonium production reactors have been

shut down, but some continue to operate, in part no doubt because these

same reactor^ are also used to supply heat and electricity to nearby communi-
ties.

3. Russia and the United States have each acknowledged that "excess"

stockpiles of 50MT of weapons plutonium will exist after weapons dismantle-

ment, according to their existing dismantlement plans and definitions of

material in "excess" of their national stockpile and reserve needs. Large

quantities of plutonium are also contained in spent fuel from civil power,
naval propulsion, and military production reactors. -There is some 650 tons

of plutonium in spent reactor fuel around the world. About 70 tons are

added to this commercial stockpile every year. By the year 2000, according
to current plans, about 200 MT of this plutonium will be removed from spent
fuel through reprocessing. Thus commercial industries worldwide will

produce more plutonium in the next decade than is contained in the

combined superpower weapon surpluses. About 23 MT of reactor plutonium

reprocessed from spent fuel also exists in Russia.

4. The amount of fissile material used to fashion a fission bomb (atomic

bomb, or A-bomb) would depend on its sophistication: the quality of the high

explosive assembly, the isotopic content of the fissile material, the presence
of neutron reflectors and tampers, and so on. A design might also combine

uranium and plutonium. In general, the amount of material contained in the

fission "primary" of a single multi-stage thermonuclear weapon (hydrogen

bomb, or H-bomb) of sophisticated modern design (such as those in the U.S.
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and FSU arsenals) would be smaller than that required by a proliferator's

first-time design.

5. "Super-grade" uranium enriched to more than 97 percent U-235 has been

used for naval propulsion reactors. The U.S. Navy now uses 93 percent

enriched material.

6. The United States has not produced HEU for weapons since 1964. Russia

is also no longer producing HEU for weapons. .

7. The literature on long term disposal of plutonium is vast. While the long

term disposition of civil and military plutonium is important, our discussion

focuses on near-term options associated with military plutonium. The

authors found the following discussions of this issue useful: Ambassador

Ryukichi Imai, The Age cfPlutonium: Nuclear Technologyfor Energy and Weapons

Proliferation, International Institute for Global Peace Policy Paper 99E, August

1992; Rethinking Plutonium: A Review ofPlutonium Operations in the U.S. Nuclear

Weapons Complex, Energy Research Foundation, April 1992; Sidney Drell, et

al.. Verification cf Dismantlement of Nuclear Warheads and Controls on Nuclear

Materials, The Mitre Corporation, October 21, 1992; Wolfgang Panofsky,

Disposition cf Excess Fissionable Materialsfrom Nuclear Weapons, Cornell Univer-

sity, Draft Manuscript, October 8, 1992; C.H. Bloomster, P.L. Hendrickson,

M.H. Killinger, and B.J. Jonas, Options and Regulatory Issues Related to Disposi-

tion of Fissile Materials from Arms Reduction, Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(available from National Technical Information Service as DE91 008750),

December 1990; Report on Purchase and Use of Russian Excess Weapons Materials,

Prepared by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, August 14,

1992; William G. Sutcliffe, editor. Fissile Materials from Nuclear Arms Reduc-

tions: A Question of Disposition, Center for Technical Studies on Security,

Energy, and Arms Control, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

February 18, 1991, and F. Berkhout et al, "Disposition of Separated Plutoni-

um," Science and Global Security (forthcoming). One of the authors, Ashton B.

Carter, would also like to thank the members and briefers of the Plutonium

Disposition Study Panel of the Committee on International Security and Arms

Control of the National Academy of Sciences, of which he is a member.
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8. Metal can be in the form of ingots, various alloys, or powder. Because

plutonium burns spontaneously in the presence of oxygen, steps must be

taken to prevent combustion. Such steps may include storing plutonium
metal in an oxygen-free container, plating or coating it with nickel or some
other stable material, or storing it in particles of size and shape below the

threshold (in surface-to-volume ratio) needed for spontaneous combustion.

Small amounts of the existing stocks of plutonium may also exist in aqueous
solution or as a liquid salt.

9. Long-term storage also suffers from the problem of gradual accumulation

of radioactive Americium 241 (produced from decay of Pu-241 with a half-life

of 14.7 years; Pu-241 is produced from Pu-240 through neutron absorption),
which makes the material more radioactive, and thus difficult to handle.

Americium accumulation is a greater problem for reactor-grade plutonium
than for weapons-grade plutonium. Americium also diminishes the value of

the plutonium for use as a reactor fuel, since Americium absorbs neutrons.

10. In the United States, plutonium storage in pit form (with pits perhaps
deformed or dimpled) presents no problems. The Pantex plant in Texas,

where weapons are dismantled to pit level has a storage capacity for 4200

pits. Planned upgrades will increase this capacity to 10,000, and certain

further modifications to the way containers are permitted to be stacked could

increase the capacity to 17,000. Hanford and Savannah River have capacity
for about 10,000 and 2,000 pits, respectively. Rocky Flats has 18,000 storage

positions (which are currently 85 percent occupied with pits, fissile material

contained in metal and alloys, oxides, and residues), but they will be phased
out as this facility is closed. In addition to these DOE facilities, the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) could store 20,000 pits at its Kirtland Air Force Base

underground weapons storage complex, and 15,600 pits at its Sierra Army
depot. There is thus abundant pit storage capacity in the United States, and

pits resulting from dismantlement of all surplus U.S. weapons will require no

new construcfion, and only modest modifications to existing facilities.

Dismantlement of pits and storage of resulting plutonium as metal or

oxide, however, would require major new facilities. With Rocky Flats closed,

there is no U.S. capacity for large-scale pit dismantlement. Moreover, current

and planned capacity for plutonium storage (metal, oxide, alloy) at Hanford,

Savannah River, and Los Alamos would not be adequate to store all the

material that would result from such a program of pit dismantlement.
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11. When removed from the reactor, the spent fuel from a MOX-fueled LWR
would still contain about 0.2 MT plutonium (and 0.2 MT U-235). However,

essentially the same amount and composition of spent fuel would be

generated in the ordinary process of fueling the reactor with low-enrichment

uranium (LEU) fuel. (Spent fuel from ordinary LEU fuel in LWRs contains

about 0.2 MT left-over U-235 and about 0.2 MT plutonium produced from

neutron bombardment of U-238 in the LEU.) Thus the effect of using

weapons-grade plutonium to make MOX fuel would be to convert the

weapons material to spent fuel; but the amount and composition of spent

reactor fuel that needed to be disposed of in an environmentally appropriate

fashion would be unchanged from the amount that would be produced in

ordinary uranium-fueled operations.

Spent fuel created in normal power-generating reactor operations contains

isotopes of plutonium other than Pu-239. These other isotopes make the

plutonium in spent reactor fuel somewhat more difficult to use for weapons.

(In particular, Pu-240 fissions spontaneously, producing excess neutrons that

interfere with the orderly explosion of Pu-239. Other isotopes such as Pu-238

produce excess heating in the fissile mass.) The isotopic content of plutonium

removed from spent fuel produced in military production reactors (weapons-

grade plutonium), ordinary LWRs fueled with uranium (reactor-grade

Plutonium), and LWRs fueled with MOX is as follows:
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13. These figures are quoted in equivalents of 1 GWe reactors. Since many
individual reactors have less power than 1 GWe, the actual number of

operating LWRs is greater than 250. For example, the 8 GWe of electricity

generation in Russia is produced in I2 reactors, and the 18.7 GWe in eastern

Europe and the non-Russian FSU is produced in 30 LWRs. These reactors

produced by the FSU were of three kinds: 440/230 WERs, 1 GWe WERs,
and Chernobyl-type RBMKs. All three types of reactor have occasioned

concerns about their safety, especially the 440/230 WERs and RBMKs. The
rate of fuel use is proportional to the rate at which the reactor produces heat;

the thermal power output rather than the electrical power output is thus,

strictly speaking, the relevant parameter for comparing burnup rates for

reactors of various types.

14. Plans exist in OECD countries to use MOX in 40-45 LWRs (16 in France,

1 in Belgium, 10-13 in Germany, 3 in Switzerland, 10-12 in Japan). MOX fuel

fabrication plants exist or are being constructed in France, Belgium, Germany,
the UK, and Japan. Russia has revealed that the USSR had planned, but that

Russia cannot complete, a MOX fabrication plant with a capacity of 6-9

MT/year of plutonium.

15. See Report on Purchase and Use of Russian Excess Weapons Materials, p. 15.

16. In the United States, vitrification facilities for nuclear waste are being
built at Savannah River and Hanford to process liquid waste now stored in

tanks at those sites. Plutoruum could be mixed with this waste without

affecting the vitrification process. The vitrified waste would then be stored

at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico (being built for

defense transuraruc waste) or the proposed geologic repository at Yucca

Mountain, Nevada (being built for heat-generating spent nuclear fuel and

high-level waste) when (and if) these facilities are completed and approved
for use. The cost of waste vitrification is quite high, but mixing plutonium
with the waste before vitrification would not add appreciably to the cost.

17. Geologic repositories have been studied exhaustively for high-level

radioactive waste and are generally agreed to be safe against all but highly

unlikely or hypothetical eventualities. However, techrucal controversy and

especially public concern continue to attach to such eventualities. (See

endnote 16 above.)
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18. This concept calls for depositing the plutonium at locations on the ocean

floor where one tectonic plate meets another (so-called subduction zones) and

where deposited material would gradually but surely be drawn down into

deeper layers of the ocean bottom; or embedding canisters of plutonium in

deep mud on flat plains of the ocean floor.

19. The idea here is simply to dilute the plutonium in the oceans to a point

where the resulting seawater concentration was negligible.

20. The plutonium would need to be sealed in special hardened containers

that would not rupture if the space launch booster exploded or crashed.

Estimated costs to launch 100 MT of material at a speed sufficient to

guarantee escape from earth's gravitational field is at least several billion

dollars.

21. A plutonium oxide slurry moving through a heavy water blanket as

moderator is bathed in spallation neutrons (which are first thermalized)

produced by accelerator bombardment of a heavy metal target with protons.

The plutonium fuel and heavy water blanket forms a subcritical assembly

which reaches criticality when the accelerator is turned on. The high neutron

fluxes guarantee a higher bumup rate than for reactors. Energy produced in

the burnup could in principle be used to power the accelerator.

22. If 100 MT of plutonium was fashioned into explosives, the number of

underground detonations required would be many hundreds or thousands.

An alternative, only somewhat more practical, has been advocated by some

Russians. It involves putting several hundred pits into an underground

chamber and detonating a single weapon in the chamber. The result would

be vaporized plutonium embedded in molten rock and requiring subsequent

mining and refining to recover; it would pose the danger of intermittently

reaching criticality.

23. The principal unresolved issues are price, the location of blending

operations, and the distribufion of revenues from the agreement within the

FSU. Until these issues are resolved, the agreement will not be formalized

and signed. If implemented in its current form, the agreement would call for

conversion and sale of no less than 10 MT of HEU in each of first five years

starfing in October 1993, and no less than 30 MT in each year thereafter until
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no less than 500 MT of HEU was converted and sold. The authors are

indebted to John B. Rhinelander for providing some of the details of the

initial agreement. See also Fact Sheet on U.S.-Russian Agreement on Highly-
Enriched Uranium, The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, November
30, 1992; and Thomas L. Neff, "Integrating Uranium from Weapons into the

Civil Fuel Cycle," Science and Global Security (forthcoming).

24. If some of the plutonium was deposited in the form of deformed pits,

and if the depositing nation considered that secrets of its weapons design
would be compromised if international custodians took charge of them, then

the pits could be placed within a separate compound within the storage

facility ("a fence with the fence") that could be guarded by custodians from

that nation. Every time a pit was brought into the Depository in its storage
and transport container, the amount of plutonium and other material in the

container would be determined by exposing it to an external source of

neutrons and measuring the emitted radiation, or alternatively by measuring
emitted gamma radiation without active neutron illumination, in either case

without opening the container.

25. Section XU of the IAEA Statute gives the Agency statutory power to

assume responsibility for plutonium judged to be in excess of civil needs.

Thomas Cochran and Christopher Paine have proposed an ingenious concept
for diverting funds from civil plutonium reprocessing to capitalizing a

military plutonium depository (personal communication). This scheme

deserves attention if, and in our judgment only if, political complications en-

tailed in involving the civil plutonium economy do not forestall or delay a

near-term solution to the problem of military plutoruum.
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Managing the Coming Glut

Of Nuclear Weapon Materials

Lnxvrcucc Schcinman and David A. V. Fischer

The
control and use—or disposal—

of Ihe tons of plutonium and highh
ennclicd uranium (HEUlsoontoN.'

relcast'd from the nuclear weapons the

United States and the former S<i\'iet Union

have pledged to dismantle is one ol the

critical security tasks tacinp the world

today The sudden ntvd to accomplish thai

task opens an opportunity lor broader in-

ternational controls over these dangerous

materials, including fissile material for

civilian purposes, and for strengthening

thenonproliferahon roleof the Internation-

al Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

As the United States and the fragile

posl-Soyiet Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States (CIS) move forward on the

path of nuclear disarmament, they face a

number of challenging tasks. The first order

ot business is the assembly, transler. and

safe storage ot the thousands ot nuclear

weapons lhe\' have pledged to eliminate

This appears to be \\'cll under way. The

second is the actual dismantling ot the war-

heads, a task that ma\ prove ti.^ be for-

midable, and which ma\ benefit Irom

external support, at least as tar as the

former Soviet weapons are concerned.

As the dismantling i-- accomplished, a

third, criticall\ imporianl ta>k will come

into view: dealing with the tissiU- material

from these weapims There are powerful
arms control and nonpruliteration argu-

ments in ta\'or (it permanenll\, lormalK.

and verifiablv removing this material from

militar\'use Fven then. )iowe\er theque>--

tion ot )usl how the plutonium and highh
ennched uranium discharged from these

weapons will be stored, used, or disposed

of will remain. Hence, a lourth task is to

Uiirnvtcc Schcin}iin}i i< prolc<>nr o' yoi'cnf-

mcut ami n<socintc director onht' Peace Studies

Pro^jow at Coriicll Uiiivcr^itu. D.ir-fJ A \

Fia-clicr i< former (TssisfrtMf iinrirtor-^:em'ral o'

extcnwl relntinn< nt the Intenintioiuil Atomic

Em-i^;v A;|;ellC^/.

'The United States

and the nations of the

new Commonwealth
now have a critically

important

opportunity to

advance the cause of

nonproliferation and

to underline their

confidence in IAEA

safeguards by placing
their excess fissile

materials under

international

controls."

agree on and implement a system to verify

that all dismantled warhead material

remains in storage ar^, should it be

withdrawn, to monitor ii^ peaceful use or

e\entual disposal.

I U>\\ tliese last two tasks—disposition

and verification of this mihtarv nuclear

material—are managed has implication*-

that reach tar N-vond L'.S -Commonwealtli

nuclear arms control and disarmament. By

opening the option ol taking the first slep>

toward a global regime to control fissile

materials, they present a unique oppor-

tunit%' to ad\ance thecause ol nonprolifera-

tion.

It has been suggested that the material

recovered from weapons dismantled in

Russia be stored under )oint Kussian-L.S

supen-ision, or altcrnativeU. that a new in-

stitution, perhaps under L.N. auspices, bi'

created It^ take cuslo.h ol ihe plutonium

and HEU. The focus on ex-Soviet material

has been dictated by the uncertainties ans-

mg from the transformation of the former

Soviet Union But the same principles
would apply to nuclear weapon materials

in the United States, and eventually mother

nuclear-weapon states, Nei'Iier of these

suggestions addresses the longer-term

question of the ultimate use or disposal of

this fissile material. Nor docs either make

the obvious linkage between controlling

and safeguarding nuclear material retired

from the military stockpile on the one hand,

and the problem of growing aviban stocks

of plutonium
—

safeguarded, but neverthe-

less separated, and there tore weapons-
usable—on the other. As a result, neither

takes the IAEA's potential role into con-

sideration

An IAEA Repository

The IAEA was created in the 1950s to

promote peaceful nuclear cooperation. tt,i

implemenl safeguards to verify that the as-

sistance It provided or facilitated was usi.\'i

only for peaceKil purposes, and to monitor

bilateral and multilateral arrangements
when called on to do so by the parlies to.

those accords The IAEA never became the

linclipm ot nuclear arms control or the pnn-

cipal vehicle tor the transfer of peacenji

nuclear technology. Political considera-

tions placed limits on the former, and na-

tional cooperation policies preempted the

latter Nevertheless, the lAE.A has provided
a global iramework (or the peaceful atom:

bilateral agreements, national cooperation

policies, and multinational rules of the

game ha\e been formulated with the IAEA

in mind International nuclear diplomacy

presumes its existence, and international

nuclear commerce has been inextricably

linked to lis >aieguardss\'Stem The .Non-

proliferation Treats- (NPT) designated the

l.AEA as the instrument of choice to ventv

national cor.:rliance with treatv undertak-

A'lH' Ci^'Hrol Tihhu Minih JO
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inps, and tour consecutive NPT review con-

terences have acknowledged the contribu-

tion of lAEAsatepuards to nonprohferalion
and securit)' The case of Iraq has brought

unprecedented publicitv to the IAEA, and

underscored some of the weaknesses of the

safeguards system as currently practiced

But it has also prompted steps to strengthen

safeguards, includmg enhanced "special

inspections" and other measures, some of

which have recenllv been endorsed by the

IAEA's Board of G(>vemors

Today, few may remember that when
President Eisenhower launched his

"Atoms for Peace" initiative at the United

Nations in December 1953, one of the main

roles he envisioned for the IAEA was to

serve as a repository for fissile materials. In

Eisenhower's concept, the United States,

the Soviet Union, and the United Kingdom
would transfer uranium and other fissile

materials from their weapon stockpiles
—

much like those materials about to be

released from planned warhead dismantle-

ment—to the IAEA repository. He sug-

gested that the new agency would "devise

methods whereby this fissile material

would be allocated to sctk'v the peaceful

pursuits of mankind," thereb\' linking arms

control—in the form ot reductions m fissile

material stockpiles
—and the peaceful uses

of atomic energy.

Later, when the IAEA statute was

being negotiated, the United States

proposed that the new agency have the

right to require that any surplus of fissile

matenal above the civilian needs of its

members be deposited with the agency, so

as to prevent national stockpiUng of poten-

tially weapons-usable material. Despite

strong Indian opposition, and after some

dilution—namely providing that a state

may require return of deposited matenal

when needed for any safeguarded peaceful

activity
— the U.S. proposal was incor-

porated in Article XII.A. 5 of the statute.

Unfortunately, however, the concept of

the IAEA as a repository either for nuclear

matenal discharged in>m weapons stock-

piles or for excess civil fissile material has

lain dormant, with one exception. In 1978,

it seemed likely that an increasing number
of nations would pursue a "plutonium fuel

cycle" involving breeder reactors, and that

Speitt nuclear fuel from Jafwi hcitis; unloaded for rqtrocesshif; itt France. The separated, iivapons-

will be shipped back to Japan. Placin;^ such excess civil sfocits of fissile materials in a verified Inti

Energy Agaicy refX>siiorif could grcathr reduce proliferation n.sfc-:.

the presence and use of separated

plutonium—from which nuclear weapons
could be readily fabncated—would be-

come more widespread. The IAEA, recog-

nizing the proliferation implications,
ii.itiated a study on the international

management and storage of plutonium,
aimed at generating formal proposals for

implementing the provisions of Article

XII.A. 5. The study, in which more than 20

IAEA member states participated, resulted

in a 1982 report containing throf possible

approaches to international plutonium

storage, each reflecting a different perspec-
tive on the relahonship between the IAEA
and the states whose plutonium would be

stored. The key differences were over the

procedures for withdrawing deposited

plutonium. Consensus could not be

readied on any one approach, and no for-

mal action was ever taken. Nevertheless,

there has been continuing international in-

terest in the subject; in 1985, for example,
the third NPT review conference called on

the IAEA "to establish an intemationallv

agreed effective system of international

plutonium storage in accordance with Ar-

tide XII. A.5 of its Statute."

This interest has been

driven not bv concern over

military nuclear material in

the nuclear-weapon states,

the control of which was
until recently not a very topi-

cal issue, but bv concern

over a potentially large

surplus of separated plu-

tonium that will result from

the reprocessing of fuel from

civilian reactors, primarily
in Europe and Japan. B\- Ihi'

end of the 1990s the total

in\'entor\' of separated plu-

tonium in, or being held for,

just tour non-nuclear-wea-

pon states (Japan, Germanv,

Belgium, and Switzerland)

mav be close to UK) ton>

Considennp that little more

than si\ kilograms of

plutonium was used in tht-

bomb that destroyed

Nagasaki in 1945, it is ob-

vious wh\- there is deep and

growing concern about the

management and verifica-

tion of this material, and
wh\' some urge an end to

further reprocessing
Given the slin\ rate al

which the ci\'ilian nuclear

industr\' is expanding and

the abundance ot l(>w-cost

usable plutonium
^rnntioual Atomic

Anit^Coiitri'l Tmliw Mimi. I*"
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UTanium, the commercial fast breeder reac-

tors that originally justified these

plutonium reprocessing programs have

slipped beyond the horizon It is b\ no

means obvious when, if ever, such reactors

will be economically competitive with

those operating on a standard uranium fuel

cycle Instead, emphasis has shifted to the

idea of mixing plutonium oxides with

uranium oxides in a so-called "mixed

oxide" fuel, for use in existing light water

reactors- Even though the economir- nf

reprocessing spent fuel and produnng
such mixed oxides cannot be sustained

under current circumstances—again,

primarily because of the abundance of low-

cost uranium—states that h.Tve made com-

mitments to utilize plutonium to serve their

energy needs remain reluctant to rescind

them. One reason is tfiat some states may
be willing to pay a high price for the sake

of reduced energy dependence
—though

stockpiling uranium al its current low

prices could serve much the same end

Another reason is that for many of these

states reprocessing is a form of waste

management—conditioning the waste

before its eventual disposal
—and in a few

cases national legislation even conditions

approval of reactor licensing on acceptable

arrangements for spent fuel disposal.

Reprocessing does not necessarily reduce

the volume of nuclear waste, but it dt>es

reduce some t\'pes of radioactivit\' as-

soci.ited with spent nuclear fuel—and it

removes the plutonium and uranium,

which can be used as nuclear hiel. or, in the

case ot plutonium, for nuclear explosu e>

The LAEA also considered regional or

international spent fuel storage as an alter-

native to reprocessing, bui thi^ ide.i ne\er

went tar, largelv because no one could

agree on where the fuel should be stored.

Whileonlv a few advanced industrial states-

were likel\' to build breeder reactors—and

hence their operation would in\-ol\e uni\

limited transter> ol plutonium across inter-

national Kiundarie>—use ol mi\ed i>\ide

fuels could well become more widespread,
and entail a substantial international com-

merce in plutonium. This would create a

double risk: on the one hand, a government

might decide to abrogate its nonproliiera-

tion commitments and appropriate

plutonium stockpiled within its borders: on

the other hand, a terrorist group might
seize the plutonium while it was m transit

and at its most x-ulnerable.

Although the plutonium and HEU
from dismantled weapons ^vill pre?umably
not become a subject ot widespread inter-

national commerce, the storage and

verification problems associated with these

matenaK are not signidcantlv different

from those raised by separated civil

plutonium, already addressed in past IAEA
studies. Means for dealing with one are

applicable to the other. Hence, the nuclear

disarmament measures now underway
provide the occasion for gaining agreement
on a system to effectively control and verify

does not find its way back into warheads

The first requirement can be met by
bilateral montlonng, as in the case of the

Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF)

Treaty and the Strategic Arms Reduction

Treaty (START). But the second requires

international verification, making the

IAEA, with its existing safeguards respon-

"A$ early as 1989, IAEA Director General Hans Blix,

in a letter to then-Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard

Shevardnadze, offered the IAEA's services in

safeguarding plutonium and HEU discharged from
dismantled Soviet nuclear warheads/'

weapons-usable nuclear material—a sys-

tem which could then be more broadh' ap-

plied, to control avil fissile material as well-

The first step
—
independent of

whether or not any decision has been

reached on the ultimate disposition of these

materials—is for the United States and the

nations of the new Commonwealth to agree
to place the nuclear materials released from

weapons under intemationallv monitored

storage. Bv committing all of their rehred

warhead material to an international

verification and control regime, the

nuclear-weapon stales would at a stroke

demonstrate the teasibilit\' ot international

storage and vcnficalion, and establish a

powerful precedent for dealing withij// hs-

sile materials not actually in civil use

c\'ervwhere—including tin- nuclear-

weapon states' own civil fissile material. At

thesamctime,bv accepting unprecedented
new inspections oi their fissile materials,

thev would deflate the argument
—so often

heard ir. nonproliteration circles—that the

nonproliferation regime is discnminator\'

because it Impose^ diflerenl rules on the

nuclear-weapon states and the non-

nuclear-weapon slates. Establishing such a

regime would not mean the end ot the

problems arising trom separated

plutonium and HEU. but it would create an

added barrier against national diversion or

abuse ol nuclear material, and turther

reduce the opportunitv tor terrorist

seizures.

Both the nuclear-w eapon states dirivl-

Iv concerned and the international com-

munitv will have to be satistied that fissile

material rrom dismantled nuclear weapttns

sibilities and its statutory' authorit}- as a

repositon,', directly relevant.

Logistically, under this approach, the

materials would be stored at sites within

the host country
—presumably secure

bunkers—and the host countn.' would be

resporxsible for their physical protection

and safety, pursuant to formal, bindmg in-

ternational undertakings Verification

would be the responsibilitv of the IAEA,

which would relv on a combination i>i

materials accounting, containment, and

sur\'eiUance to verif\' the in\'enior^' al the

site and an\' material being added or

removed No material could be removed

without notification to the IAEA, and any
removed matenal would be perpctuallv

subject to safeguards, t(i verif\' that it was

used onl\' for peaceful purposes. Fissile

matenal storage, in other words, would K'

an application ot the existing safeguards
svslem: ii would not require establishing a

whc>ll\ new svstem.

The United States and the nations o(

the new Commonwealth now liave a crili-

callv important opportunit\' to advance the

cause 01 nonproliferation and to underline

their ctmfidcnce in IAEA safeguards by

placing their excess fissile materials under

international controls. Taking the addihon-

al action of calling on the IAEA to imple-

ment Its authorit^ regarding the storage i>l

excess cnil hssile matenal would not onl\

be logical, but would be a momentous slop

tonvard tor the nonproliferation regime as

a whole Coming, as il would, in the run-up
ti> the l**r NPT extension conierencc. it

would be invaluable in helping to ensure

the long-term future of that treat\, and ol

Arm^ Cpfilrol Todmi March 19'.
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Di>)iunitlniifiil of niiclrn' wnrlu-n.i— can im I'lil at llu Dq^nrtiucnt of F.m'ryy's Pnnlrx j'lniil (ahovc

of ton> ol pliitonimii nil.. Iiis^hhi rnrichcii utntiinni The }nv(i to crcntv n fiifslcm lo control miii »/on;/i

fA'Cfss civil I'lutonimii uiuirr inlcDuilionnI control as wcil.

the rcpimo thai il onclmrs. This is <i time and

opportunit\- fur t.Tr-M>;htcd inituitive A

jninl rcdodicitum to llu- Atoms ti)r IVaa-

cona'pt bv the United Slnles.md tin- CIS—
or stimc (itluT .Tppruprintc coiintiTpnrl
Irom the tormer S(>\iet Union—\v<nild be.i

sinj;ulnr contribution In consohd.iliiii; tlu-

iH'\i inleriuition.il order

As enrh .is 1*-»S", iAI.A Pirecttir

C.eneral Hons Hh\, in .1 k-tler lo then-Soviet

h)reij;n Minister Ldii.irdShevard n.id/e,(>l-

len.'d till. 1AI,,\'*- ser\ivVs in s.ilei;u.irJint;

plutoniuni and HHL dischnrj;ed from dis-

mnnlled So\ie! luickv.r woriieads Uiix

repe.Tled IIh' otier in ,1 recent letter to Kus-

sinn President lions ^l•ltsln. As lonj; ,is this

mntenni is committed li>e\clusiveh' pe.ice-

lui use. tius otter i*. fulh consistent with the

IAEA's sl.itiilorv m.ind.ite. nnd with one ot

tlie oniiiiiiil purposes lor wliicli il w.is con-

ceived lndi.vd,e\en nuciear warheads tlial

had K'(-n disiihled. bill not \et disniaiitk-d.'

could be placed under lAHAsupenision, il

the states mviiKed have made tiiect>mmii-

ment no: to renitnnJuce the (issile malerial

into \%eapons use

Converting HEU

There remains llu (.]ueslion ol how
either militar\ tissile material or civihan

material can be used or di^pt^^-ed ot m the

lonper run. By l""l), according; lo some es-

timates, the Sox iel Union mav havt

produced as much as 7iUi to ••'?() tons o;

HEU, and between 100 and 150 tons of

weapon-grade plutoniuni. The cor-

respondmj; U.S. figures wcrcapproximate-

ly 50(1 tons of HEU and roughly 100 tons of

plulonium." Assuming tliese hgure-s to be

accurate, and assuming thai each nuclear

warhead contains roughU 15 kik>gr.ims ol

UnU.S^iviel HEL pmduction alone would

be enough to make Ivlween .5(l,[)()(i niid

(tO.OOO nuclear warheads.

Ensuring that HEU is onlv used tor

peaceful purposes is relativeix straightfor-

ward, as II can be blenoed with natural

uranium to produce km -enriched reactor

tuel (two to tlirei" percent Li-2?5), which is

ideal lor ust.- in commercial reactors but

cannot be used in nuclear weaptms II all

the HEL in existing e\-So\iel weapons
v\ett.' e\trai*:ed. combined with slocks o\

IIEL no! incorporated in weapons, and

blendes.! down to reactoi fuel, it could

providL' Ix'tween 25.0ii;i and -J;'.fl;i;! ti>ns n:

luel.That would K- enough ti* power .ill the

witrld's light w aler i eaclors lor thrcv to tiVe

\ ears .At present prices (S74{i per kilogram
ol uranium element Itir three percent en-

riched uranium ). I his I tnv -enriched

uranium ivould K' wortii betwevn 51>i-5

billion and S2'-'.h billitm, It is still uncertain

what fraction ol the HEL' will actualh Iv

coin cried to lucl m tliis manner—as op-

posed, lor example, Iv being used tor na\r.

nuclear reactors or research reactor—ano

whctlier :: v.tiuld Iv under Russia;. ;uris-

diction or shared among several 01 the

Comnion\\ealtli states. \e\ erthelcss. knv-

ennched tue produced trom militar\ HEL

J, Itx'ati'il ucnr AuinrilltK Tcxn<—iiv// rclcosf Irn-

or this mntcnnl mo\i crcntc nii opjH^rttniitu lo juit

clearly has the potential to be a ver\' attrac-

tive source ot export capital lor the relevant

former Stu'iet republics. Much thes.niiecan

be said of how one might deal with \ le HEL
from U.S. warheads

If low-ennched uranium derived frimi

dismantled weapons were to Ix* nvailabU

lor cnil use, certain conditions would ha\e

to appiv First, il would Iv essential lu

manage the release 01 this huge soura- 01

tuel carefulh, so as to avoid a serious dis-

ruption of the tradituuial uranium market

Second, it the low-enriched uranium wen
to be sold t(,> noii-nuciear-wea|X>n st.itc^

sales would ha\'e to be confined to Ihost

which had accepted tull-scope sak-guards
and which abided b\ the nuclear supphet

guidelines. I" practice this would mean
\n parties ::i lull compliance with Ihei*

saleguards agrivments. as well as Argen-
tina and br.i/.il, which recently negotiated

.1 luIi-si.o(X' >.ileguaids.igreement wilii tin

IAEA. Third, in light oi the shortlalls m the

lormer Swiet Union > contributions Ut tin

l.-\LA. liie l.-\EA should ha\elirst call on tin

proccvds ol an\ sale>. Some ol the proceetis

should also Iv usixi lo Iielp Imance the

expansion ol IAEA sateguards that will

result Irom lormer Siuiet republics loining

the NIT as non-nuclear-weapon stales, and

placng all 01 their nuclear lacihties under

saleguards. Ukraine alone operates lo

pinver reactors, several (>I which are con-

tinuou>l\ tueievi—meaning liiat maUTiai

could theoreticalK be diverted al an\

time—and therelorv' rcviuire intensive in-

spection, ,

10
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Plutonium Problems

While there are a number ot problems
to be overcome in disposing of militan*

HEU, they pale when compared to the

problems posed by military and civilian

plutonium. With breeder reactors—which

would have justified plutonium separa-
tion—now only a distant possibility, vir-

tually all the remaining options for

disposing of military plutonium have sub-

stanhal downsides.

One option would be to keep
plutonium in storage for an indefinite

period
—

preferably in a dissolved and

blended form, but, if necessary' because of

delays in dismantlement, in the form of

disabled warheads. Providing adequate
securitv and safety for such stored

plutonium would be very expensive, and

such storage would leave a lingenng fear

that a future government might help itselt

to the stockpile and launch a major new
nuclear buildup.

A second option would be to use the

plutonium for mixed oxide fuels, as

described above. The Russians have a half-

built facility to produce such fuels from

weapwn-grade plutonium at

Chelyabin5k-65, and some
;

Russian officials have urged
that some of the S400 million

provided bv the U.S. Con-

gress for assistance in war-

head dismantlement be used

to pa\' for completing the '

lacility. But unlike HEU i

mixed down to low-enriched
|

uranium, which cannot be
I

made hack into weapon- i

usable material without
i

expensive reennchment, plu- i

tonium m a mixed oxide tucl,

until it L*- actually burned, can

be chemicall\ separated,

makmg it available again lor

weapons use "Once it's

mixed it could be reversed,"

as a senior CIA otticial recent-

Iv put It in expressing caution

on the Russian plan. More-

o\'er, there is alread\' a sub-

stanhal worldw ide surplus of

ci\'il plutonium itirsuch tuels,

and at present the economics

of mixed oxide tuel compare
unfavorably with that ol rresh

low-enriched uranium This

would still be true ex'en it the

plutonium from weapons
were provided essentialU

free, without reprocessing
costs, because the cost ot

fabricating mixed oxide fuels remains four

to five times greater than the cost of

fabricating comparable fuels from low-en-

riched uranium. Adding Soviet and U-S.

stocks of recovered plutonium would only
exacerbate these problems, unless there

were major new commitments to

widespread use of such mixed oxide

fuels—a direction which would raise

serious economic and policy problems,
once again raising the proliferation issues

associated with a major international com-

merce in plutonium-containing hiels.

A third option would be to dispose of

the plutonium in so-called "once-only fast

bum" reactors. In this concept, plutonium
fuels would be used in such a wav that,

unlike breeder reactors, more plutonium
would not be produced, and the spent fuel

would not be reprocessed. This option,

however, is still technologically untested,

and would require the costly development
of a new generation of reactors. It is, never-

theless, a long-term option deserving fur-

ther study

Fourth, extracted plutonium could be

mixed with fission products, or spiked with

highly radioactive plutomum isotopes or

other "hot" matenals (making it far moie

difficult, though not impossible, to reci>ver

It lor use in weapons), and consigned to

permanent bunal. In effect, this option
would treat plutonium not as a potentially
valuable commodity, but as high-level
radioactive waste to be disposed of with

other such waste.

All of these procedures are relatively

untested, costly, and each could conceivab-

ly be reversed. More far-out approaches
—

such as using underground nuclear

explosions, or launching the nuterial into

the sun—are also untested and cosily, and

raise safety and environmental questions
that effectively rule them out as serious

proposals. While there are significant un-

certainties associated with any of the above

options, one thing is unequivocally clear

under no arcumstances should weapon-
grade plutonium, not mixed into fuel, be

introduced into commerce. The obviou*

proliferation risks of such an approach art

far too great.

In view of the potential difficulties ot

dismantling nuclear warheads and the

large numbers involved, it appears in-

evitable that the first option
—mdefinite

«i|ai^*vM—^

Ei.1^1*«^_ mm^mM'^
/\.7"M>iCss(M\: i>ii}iil> like Biitijiii'> ScUiificlil UhiHtu {nhtnvi nn

civilian purjto:^^^, hut potattially ici'rt/ipns-i/srt/'/c, Making reactor

uvnf'oii> woiiiii oiiht ailii to the cxiiitnt^ <ilohnl cxcc^> niul Iv inon

ullmuitilu he hi'ttcr lo <iw}>h liis/wi.v
nf //m> pititvtuiim rt.-; hi^^h-lc

mi/if/v: ii \ilohal ^liit ol Myaratcd pititomutii tor

fuel p-oni the philonitnu from dn^mmUliui uncU'iir

fXfVft^n'C than piirchttsni^ uranium tuci: it mnu

irl radioactiivionf^tc.

Armf. Control Jodau March 1992
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storage of disabled warheads and
recovered plulnnium—will bo chosen ini-

liaUy while other measu rei» are explored . As
described above, placing this material (and

even the disabled warheads) under an ar-

rangen\ent involving protection by the host

country and verification by the IAEA
would be a major bix)n for nonprolifera-

tion, and would provide all states continu-

ing assurance that the material was under

ihlematiorul lock and key.

Whar aNiul tht* world's stockpiles of

separated civilian plutonium? Most com-

mercial reprocessing today li carried out in

two nuclear-weapon states, France and the

ment to demoastrate the feasibility of pul-

tmg surplus fissile material from nuclear

disarmament under international control,

implementing the provisions of the IAEA

statute, can we have any real prospect for a

broader agreement on international control

of civil plutoruum stockpiles.

Summing Up

Nuclear disarmament is creating both

daunting new tasks and a remarkable mo-

ment of opportunity to strengthen global

efforts to stem the spread of nuclear

"According to current estimates, more than 300 tons

of civil plutonium might have been separated
around the world by the turn of the century/'

United Kingdom If present plans are real-

ized, they will have separated as much as

263 tons of civilian plutonium by the end of

thecentury (156tonsin France and 107 tons

in the United Kingdom), Their chief foreign
customer is Japan, to whom as much as 36

tons of this plutonium would be sent- japan
itself will have sc'paralcd as much as nine

tons of material nt its Tokai-mura facibt\',

and is planning ti* build n much larger

facility' at Rokkosha-mura for use after the

year 2000 In all, according to current es-

timates, more than 300 tons of civil

plutonium might be separated around the

world by the turn of the ccntur\-"

Like the CIS and V.S- militarv

plutonium, this civilian production is large-

ly surplus to an\ current energ\ require-

ments, or anv that are likcl\- to anse in the

next two decades, it could therefore end up
in national stockpiles in non-nuclear-

weapon states, creating a troubling long-

run potential lor diversion. This is preciselv

what the IAEA's statu tor\' mandate to serve

as a fissile material repositorx- was intended

to address-

These proliteration risks dictate the

need to bring France and the United

Kingdom into an efrective and credible con-

trol system. That svstcm would also have

to embrace the lour non-nuclear-weapon
countries to whom France and the United

Kingdom are currently supplying plu-
tonium—Japan, German\, Belgium, and

Switzerland—and the other countries to

which plutonium ma\' later K- supplied,
such as South Korea. Onl\' it the two lead-

ing nuclear-weapons states seize this mo-

weapons. By placing the excess fissile

material from dismantled weajxins under

international control, the nuclear-weapon
states would be accepting major new con-

straints on their own freedom of action

That would go far toward neutralizing the

customary charge that the inspections
called for under the nonproliferation

regime discriminate against the non-

nuclear-weapon states. More importantly,
in the long run. it would provide the model

for dealing with weapons-usable fissile

materia] in places such as India, Israel,

Pakistan, South Africa, Argentina, and

Brazil. This would be a major consolidation

oi the nonproliferation regime
In short, nuclear disarmament should

be pursued in a way that reinforces the

nonproliferation regime and its interna-

tional safeguards s\'stem Tv this end. the

United States and the successor states of the

lormer Si>\iet Union should

1. commit all fissile material troni dis-

mantled nuclear warheads to secure

storage and exclusively peaceful use or ter-

minal disposal;

2- establish a fissile matenal storage

regime with h(>sl-countr\' protection and

satet\' tor the material, and venfication b\

the IAEA, alone or in conjunction with a

bilateral \'erification arrangement between

the parties directh' involved;

3. undertake that any material

withdrawn from storage will be used for

exclusively peaceful purposes and be sub-

ject to IAEA venficahon in perpetuity;
4. in conjunction with the commercial

nuclear marketplace, establish an arrange-

ment whereby HEU released from militar>'

use is made available as low-enriched

uranium to support peaceful nuclear ac-

tivity in states in full compliance with their

nonproliferation and safeguards undertak-

ings; and

5. delay any release of plutonium until

such time as arrangements for its use or

disposal consistent with international

security and safety can be agreed, and a

system for the management and control of

all facets of its use, movement, and disposa l

is in place.
act

NOTES
1, Military-grade plutonium and HtU on.-

more readily usable lor weapons than reactor-

gr.ide plutonium. which is contaminated with a

substantial h^ction of plutonium-240. an isotope
whose spontaneous fissions can cause the chain

reaction in a nuclear weapon to bcprn prrmaKi re-

ly, greatly reducing its yield. Studies indicate,

however, that leliable weapons with yields in the

kilolon range can be made from reactor-grade

plutonium, even using comparatively low tech-

nology.

2. David Albnghi, Frai\2Berkhout,and Wil-

liam Walker, World lm>cntancs of Plutoniuw and

HEU, Stockholm: Stockholm Intcmabonal Peace

Research Institute, forthcoming
3 Russian officials have indicated that they

have the capacit\- to dismantle 1 ,500 w.irhcad> a

year at existing lacililie^ (or subsUintialiy more,

it thev institute multiple shills and invest mon-

capital), and that 1 5,0(M) warheads are now sl.iled

lor dismantlement ClA Director Kol>ert Q\.Mv>-

has expressed "a moderate degrev-ol confidence"

that the 1,500 wcapons-a-vear ligun.' can K' mel

See testimony to the Senate Governmental Al-

fairs Committee. Januar\ IS. 1492

4 See testimon\' ot Lawrence Gershwin
national inteliipence officer tor the former S»met

bnion, to the Senate Armed Services Commilt^i.'.

lanuaPi 22. 1992. Gcr^)nv^n also pointed oul thai

the Chelvabinsk-*i5> lac .itv "is somewhat uniqui*
in that most such Imixeu-oxidelueli lacililies df
not use wcaptm-gradf plutonium, bul rather um
oilier kind-- ot plutonium I reactor-grade] In

>ome wavs, weapun-gradr plutonium is a Siiter

fuel touNe tor this because il is Il-ss dangerous ip

lundle" This opium, and Ihi CheKabinf.k-<C'

taalit\, was als(> dtscussed nl some length in

testimonx ol LndersL'cn'tar\' ol blak' Reginald
Bartholomew belore the same committei- on

Febman 5, 1«'):,

5. See Hamld Feiveson. "What Should We
Do Willi Separated I'lutonium'' paper
presented at the Fideratitm ol American Scien-

tists-National Resources Defense Council

Workshop on \uclear Weapons Issues,

Washington. DC, Fel>njary 27-28, 19^2. See a1m >

PliilPiiiiini fiifh: All A^H'Sfuiivl. I'aris: OECD,
19Hh. p.h«

t Wortti Imvnlonc::. op. cil

7 Tlie autliors wish to thank Adoll van

Baeckmann. Michael Davies. Marvin Peierscm

Thomas Shea, and William Walker lor their com-
ments and sugtii-stions im this .irticle

12 .Ami'- Li'HJf.'/ 7ii./.li. Al.tr.tj ?*»!
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A JAPANESE STRATEGIC URANIUM RESERVE:
A SAFE AND ECONOMIC ALTERNATIVE TO PLUTONIUM

Paul Leventhal and Steven Dolley'

Overview: Why a Strategic Uranium Reserve?

The original dream of nuclear-generated electricity "too cheap to meter"—fiieled

forever by plutonium recovered from spent reactor fuel and recycled in fast breeder

reactors (FBRs)—has long since faded. Adverse economics, persistent safety and

environmental problems, and severe risks of nuclear weapons proliferation have led

most nations to reject large-scale breeder development.

Japan is the only major industrial state still actively investing in achievement of

a commercial breeder program.^ Japan's motivation for breeding plutoniimi is based

on a genuine concern about energy security. In 1991, the Japanese Atomic Energy

Commission (JAEC) stated, "Nuclear fuel recycling makes nuclear energy a more

attractive and stable energy source from a long-range point of view so that the national

energy secxirity may be fiirther increased. Japan, being scarce in natural resources, has

given particular importance to this point.
"^

[Emphasis supplied.] The Commission

projected that by the year 2010, some 80 to 90 metric tons (MT) of fissile plutonium

will be combined with uranium in mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel and consumed in Japanese

breeder and light-water reactors (LWRs).^

'

Paul Leventhal is president and Steven Dolley is research director of the Nuclear Control Institute.

'
Fast breeder programs have been canceled or scaled back in the United States, Germany, France

and the United Kingdom. Russia and Kazakhstan still maintain breeder programs but lack the capital

to proceed with them. Only India actively pursues commercial breeder development, albeit with limited

resources.

'

Japanese Atomic Energy Commission, Advisory Committee on Nuclear Fuel Recycling, "Nuclear

Fuel Recycling in Japan," August 1991, p. 5. The two other reasons JAEC gives for plutonium

recycling, "preserving natural resources and environment" and "making the radioactive waste management

in Japan more appropriate," are not discussed in this paper. However, both rationales have been

subjected to serious challenge. See, for instance, Frans Berkhout & William Walker, "THORP and the

Economics of Reprocessing," Science Policy Research Uqit, University of Sussex, November 1990; and

Paul Eavis, "The Case Against Reprocessing," in Frank Bamaby, Ed., Plutonium and Security. 1992.

*
Ibid, p. 2. Official Japanese data refer only to fissile isotopes of plutonium and understate by

about 30 percent the total amount of plutonium actually recovered, shipped and used. Thus, the JAEC

recycling plan involves more than 100 metric tons of plutonium by the year 2010.
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Our examination of benefits, costs and risks, however, indicates that Japan's goal

of developing a secure and stable supply of nuclear energy is ill-served by recycling

plutonium for breeder reactors when compared with stockpiling uranium for light water

reactors. Plans to recycle and breed plutonium date back over 30 years to an era when

global uranium reserves were thought to be low and price projections were high in

anticipation of a vast expansion of nuclear power capacity worldwide. Today, natural

uranium and uranium enrichment services are abundant on the world market, and prices

for both are low, as the result of new uranium discoveries and of far less nuclear power

development than originally expected.

The world glut in uranium is now compounded by the prospect of hundreds of

tons of highly enriched uranium being recovered from dismantled U.S. and Russian

nuclear warheads and becoming available as fiiel for power reactors in low-enriched

form. A recent analysis by the U.S. Congressional Research Service finds that some

500-700 Ml could become available in the former Soviet Union, plus another 500-600

MT in the United States, through dismantling of thousands of nuclear warheads.
' The

high-end estimates of Russian and U.S. weapons uranium would be enough to provide

nearly a 50-year supply of low-enriched uranium for all reactors now operating and

under construction in Japan. (See Table 1 .)

We will show that even if none of this material were to be made available to

Japan, adequate natural uranium reserves and enrichment services are available to

permit the Japanese government to acquire a "Strategic Uranium Reserve" of low-

enriched uranium sufficient to fiiel its light-water reactors for at least 50 years. Such

a set-aside reserve would provide an energy-security benefit similar in concept but far

greater in duration than that provided by the Strategic Petroleum Reserves now
maintained by Japan and the United States. The extended security provided against any

unanticipated uranium shortfall or supply cutoff would eliminate the need to proceed
now with plutonium recycling with its many attendant costs and risks.* It would

permit Japan to defer construction of the Rokkasho reprocessing plant and

commercialization of the fast breeder reactor. Japan's breeder proram could continue

at its present R&D scale with the assurance that the Strategic Uranium Reserve will be

carried forward into the future indefinitely and provide Japan a 50-year, energy-secure

timeframe within which to develop a commercial-scale breeder later on, if it were ever

found to be needed.

'

Zachary Davis, et al., "Swords into Energy: Nuclear Weapons Materials After the Cold War,"

Congressional Research Service, Washington, DC, September 29, 1992, p. 4. It is possible that the

former Soviet HEU stockpile is even larger, up to 1000 MT by some estimates. Natural Resources

Defense Council, "Disclosure of Vast Russian Nuclear Stockpile by Russian President Boris Yeltsin

Highlights Administration Failure to Implement Verifiable Controls on Nuclear Warhead Elimination,"

NRDC Nuclear Policy Brief, Washington, DC, September 11, 1992. See also Ashton Carter and Owen

Cote, "Disposition of Fissile Materials," in Graham Allison et al.. Cooperative Denuclearization: From

Pledges to Deeds. CSIA Studies in International Security No. 2, January 1993, p. 118.

'
Though not the focus of this paper, the nuclear weapons proliferation dangers of civilian plutonium

programs are of particular concern. Recent Nuclear Control Institute papers on this subject include "The

Impact of Japan's Plutonium Program on Global Proliferation and Nuclear Terrorism," Asia-Pacific

Forum on Sea Shipments of Japanese Plutonium, Tokyo, October 4, 1992, and "The Spread of Nuclear

Weapons in the 1990s," Medicine and War. 8(4), October-December 1992.
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The Strategic Uranium Reserve would provide a means to renegotiate European

reprocessing contracts on the basis of obtaining spent-fuel storage plus uranium

enrichment instead of immediate recovery and shipment of plutonium. This approach

of "storage plus SWU in lieu of Pu" represents an opportunity for Japanese utilities to

avoid a double dilemma: repetition of the international outcry that greeted the recent sea

shipment of plutonium from France and the likely strong domestic opposition that

would result if plutonium were brought into Japan faster than it can be absorbed in light

water reactors—a violation of official Japanese policy barring a plutonium surplus.^

Indeed, at a time when Japan wants the support of its neighbors for a seat on the UN

Security Council, the Japanese government might welcome a chance to avoid regional

controversy and instability that could be sparked by renewed sea shipments and

stepped-up acquisition of plutonium. (If the commercial plutonium reprocessing and

recycling program for light water and breeder reactors were deferred and Japan found

that because of technical difficulties at Tokai-mura one or two additional sea shipments

were needed to ensure enough plutonium for its present, limited R&D program, these

shipments might not be opposed if they proceeded with greater consideration of en

route countries' concerns about safety and security.)

In the meantime, Japan would be in a position to support the ailing uranium

mining and enrichment industries worldwide and to put to work the emerging Japanese

enrichment industry. Perhaps most significant, building a Strategic Uranium Reserve

would present Japan with a major opportunity to help Russia, in accordance with

recently announced Japanese policy, and to obtain a direct and tangible dividend in the

form of huge amoimts of inexpensive natiiral uranium—not to mention good will that

could contribute to settlement of the Kurile Islands dispute.

We will show that these benefits from a 50-year, strategic reserve of low-

enriched fuel are available at far less economic cost than proceeding with a commercial-

scale plutonium program at this time-savings of as much as nearly $43 billion for

reactors operable and under construction (see Figure 1 and Table 7). In addition, these

benefits are obtainable without adverse effect on Japanese utilities' existing uranium-

supply and enrichment contracts, and without undermining ongoing U.S. plans to absorb

Russian bomb-grade uranium in its enrichment plants in the course of meeting Japanese

and other enrichment contracts.

' David Sanger, "Japan Says Technical Problems Will Force Storage of Plutonium," New York

Times. November 29, 1992.
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Building a Strategic Uranium Reserve

Japan currently has 48 LEU-fueled light-water reactors, with a gross capacity of

42,205 MWe, operable or under construction.' Highly ambitious official plans call for

a near-doubling of nuclear generating capacity to 72,500 NfWe by the year 2010.' This

study assumes a somewhat more moderate but still "robust" growth in capacity to

60,000 MWe by 2010.'° Japanese reactors currently operable and under construction

are projected to require about 850 MT of LEU fiiel each year; all 60,000 NfWe

projected to 2010 would require about 1,200 MT of LEU annually." About 43,000

MT LEU would provide a reserve sufficient to provide 50 years of fuel for reactors

operable and under construction, and 61,000 MT LEU would suffice for all reactors

projected to 2010.'^

Some portion of this LEU could become available in the form ofHEU recovered

from dismantled nuclear weapons and diluted with natural or depleted uranium into

low-enriched fuel.'^ The high-end estimates of U.S. and Russian HEU are enough to

provide a 33-year reserve of LEU for all reactors projected to the year 2010 and nearly

a 50-year reserve for all reactors now operating and under construction.'^ The 500

MT of HEU that the United States has agreed to purchase from Russia" would

provide enough LEU to fuel all reactors projected to 2010 for over 12 years. Though
cost estimates vary, it is clear that LEU blended down from HEU is far cheaper than

'
"Power Reactors: Country-by-Country Summaries," Nuclear Engineering International, World

Nuclear Industry Handbook 1993. p. 34. Reactors fueled by natural uranium or MOX are not included

in our calculations of Japanese LEU demand.

' JAEC White Paper, October 1990, cited in Gregg Taylor, "Japan: A Look at its Future," Nuclear

News. July 1992, p. 33.

'"
Atsuyuki Suzuki, "Implications of Civilian Programs—A Japanese Perspective," paper presented

at The International Workshop on Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation: Issues for International

Actions, Tokyo, March 15-16, 1993, p. 6.

"
This estimate assumes an average 80% capacity factor and an average fiiei bum-up of 43,000 MW-

d/MT, using fuel eiuiched to 3.7%. See Appendix A for a complete explanation of LEU demand

calculations.

"
Calculations of how much LEU is required currently and over the next 50 years for Japanese

LWRs are explained in Appendix A.

" Thomas Neff, "A Grand Uranium Bargain," New York Times. October 24, 1991, p. A25.

'*
See Table 1 and Appendix B for calculations of how much Japanese LEU demand could be met

by blended-down weapons HEU.

"
Agreement Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the

Russian Federation Concerning the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium Extracted from Nuclear

Weapons, February 18, 1993, reprinted in "Russian-U.S. HEU Agreement," NuclearFuel. March 1, 1993,

pp. 3-5.
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LEU obtained from new enrichment of natural uranium.'* If Japan were to arrange

to purchase as much blended-down HEU as possible, it would get a good running start

on building a Strategic Uranium Reserve.

However, even if none of the warhead uranium were made available to Japan,

the proposed 50-year reserve could be obtained through Japanese government purchases

of excess natural uranium and enrichment services over a number of years. Table 3

shows the large surplus of uranium enrichment capacity currently projected on the

world market. Over 19 million separative work units per year (SWU/yr) are expected

to be available in excess of annuaJ demand until the year 2000, and over 16 million

excess SWU/yr are projected to be available between 2000 and 2010." Japan could

purchase a moderate amount of this excess capacity
—we use 10 million SWU/yr in this

study
—until its Strategic Uranium Reserve is completed. Table 4 shows the number

of years of purchases of natural uranium and of 10 million SWU of excess enrichment

capacity that are required to complete a 50-year reserve.

Japan could purchase from Russia a substantial portion of the natural uranium

required to produce the Strategic Uranium Reserve. An enormous amount of

previously-mined natural uranium, UjOg, and low-enriched uranium is currently in

Russian civilian stockpiles
—460 million pounds UjOg-equivalent, according to one

recent estimate," enough to provide over 21 years of LEU for all Japanese LWRs

projected to 2010. Uranium industry sources suggest that if Japan proposed an off-

market, govemment-to-govemment deal with Russia to purchase some or all of this

stockpile, Russia would be very likely to accept such an offer, particularly if Japan

paid slightly more than current market prices
—

perhaps SlO/lb-UjOg-equivalent.
"

Japan could also offer to purchase a certain annual amount of newly produced

C.LS. uranium to complete the Strategic Uranium Reserve. As in other sectors of the

economy, investment in the uranium industry in former Soviet republics has ground to

a halt. Absent a large infusion of outside capital, uranium production capacity can be

'"
See, for example, Thomas Neff, "Integrating Uranium from Weapons into the Civil Fuel Cycle,"

Science & Global Security. 1992, Volume 3, pp. 59-60.

"
See sources for Table 3. This projection may substantially underestimate future excess enrichment

capacity. Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy chief Viktor Mikhailov is understood to have stated during

a recent visit to the United States that Russian enrichment edacity is 20 million SWU/yr, considerably

more than the known Russian capacity of 14 million SWU/yr. However, some of this additional capacity

may not be presently operable.

" NUEXCO Information Services, Denver, Colorado, personal communication, March 30, 1993.

This estimate does not include military uranium stockpiles or HEU in nuclear weapons.

"
Russia should be all the more willing to sell large amounts of uranium to Japan at reasonable

prices given the European Community's recent refusal to open its nuclear markets to Russian contracts

at 25-50% below what the European Supply Agency believes is a normal market price. "EC in Discord

Over Russian Nuclear Fuel," Wall Street Journal. April 5, 1993, p. AllB.
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expected to decline precipitously by 20 to 30 percent a year.^° If this capacity is

maintained, however, it could supply a major portion of the natural uranium required

for the Strategic Uranium Reserve. The Energy Information Administration of the U.S.

Department of Energy estimates that "the C.I.S. or its republics could market around

20 million pounds of natural uranium per year from their uranium concentrate

production capability."^' This translates to over 23.5 million pounds UjOj enough to

provide, even without any additional purchases from the Russian stockpile, a substantial

portion of the entire 30.4 million pounds UjOg a year Japan would need to build its

Strategic Uranium Reserve."

Such a deal would benefit both Japan and Russia. Japan would acquire the

uranium to complete its reserve at a moderate price. Russia would receive a major
economic windfall and be assured of a source of large amounts of hard currency for

many years. Given recent indications that the Kurile Islands dispute may no longer be

a major barrier to Japanese economic assistance to Russia,
^^

this deal could be

expedited, helping to stabilize the political situation in Russia and contributing to

improved Japanese-Russian relations.

Advocates of plutonium recycling often claim that world uranium reserves will

prove insufficient, perhaps facing total depletion within a few decades.
^^ Such

predictions are based on the narrowest estimates of total uranium reserves, those defined

by OECD's Nuclear Energy Agency and the International Atomic Energy Agency

(OECD/NEA-IAEA) as Reasonably Assured Resources (RAR) recoverable at a cost

below $30/lb-U3Og.
^'

However, RAR includes only well-known, completely explored

deposits. If Estimated Additional Resources, Category I (EAR-I)~known resources in

deposits that have not been completely explored—are also included, estimates of world

reserves increase by more than half
^*

Further, according to the OECD/NEA-IAEA

study, "There remains very good potential for the discovery of additional uranium

^° NUEXCO Information Services, Denver, Colorado, personal communication, March 30, 1993.

^'

Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy, World Nuclear Capacity and Fuel

Cycle Requirements 1992. December 1992, "Nuclear Industry of the Commonwealth of Independent

States," p. 39.

"
This estimated annual requirement assumes the Strategic Uranium Reserve is acquired at a rate of

10 million SWU per year.

"
"Japan Clears Way for Aid to Russia," Washington Post, March 25, 1993, p. A29.

"Hiroshi Kurihara (PNC), "A Japanese Perspective on Storage of Nuclear Materials from Dismantled

Nuclear Warheads," paper presented at The International Workshop on Nuclear Disarmament and Non-

Proliferation: Issues for International Actions, Tokyo, March 15-16, 1993. See Addendum and Figure 1.

"
OECD-NEA/IAEA, Uranium 1991: Resources. Production and Demand, 1992, Table 1,

"Reasonably Assured Resources," p. 21. This frequently cited study is also known as "the red book."

See, for example, Kurihara, op.cit.

"
Ibid, Table 2, "Estimated Additional Resources-Category 1," p.24.

6
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resources of conventional type, as reflected by estimates of EAR-II and Speculative

Resources."" Even if Speculative Resources are excluded and the amount of uranium

needed to build the Strategic Uranium Reserve is deducted from estimated reserves,

uranium reserves would suffice to fulfill world demand until the year 2042 from

resources recoverable up to SSO/lb-UjOg, or until the year 2070 from resources

recoverable up to $50/lb-U3O8.^' Ample uranium exists both to build a Japanese

Strategic Uranium Reserve and fulfill world demand far into the future.^'

In just a few years, Japan could acquire a reserve equivalent to several years'

supply of LEU as a cushion against near-term contingencies, and eventually a reserve

that could last half a century. Acquisition of such a reserve would cost far less than

Japan's plutonium and breeder development program. As one observer noted almost

a decade ago when the price of uranium was nearly twice what it is today:

Electricity suppliers can now play the uranium suppliers

off against each other and get more uranium than they can

possibly use, at bargain prices. Long-term stockpiling of

uranium is now much the cheapest form of insurance

against any significant price rise, or any other undesirable

influence on uranium supply. Compared to this option,

reprocessing and the fast breeder are more like the kind of

insurance deal offered in glossy brochures from companies
with addresses in the Cayman Islands. The plutonium

business, in purely business terms, is bad business.^"

The estimated price of a 50-year Strategic Uranium Reserve depends on a

number of variables, including average future capacity factor, the prices of natural

uranium and uranium enrichment services, and the amount of blended-down HEU, if

any, that Japan acquires. Tables 2 and 4 show a range of price estimates, given

different assumptions based on these variables, and Appendix D explains how these

prices were calculated.

"
Ibid, p. IC.

" Based on OECD/NEA-IAEA uranium reserve estimates (ibid), and estimated future world uranium

requirements of about 162 million lbs. UjO, annually, the Uranium Institute's demand estimate for the

year 2010. Uranium Institute, Uranium in the New World Market: A Statistical Update of Suppiv and

Demand 1991-2010. Ortober 1992, Table II, "Uranium Requirements," p. 39.

"
Moreover, these estimates do not account for the stimulus effect of higher uranium prices on

exploration, which leads to discoveries that substantially boost estimated reserves. See, for instance,

David Schramm, "The Effect of Uranium Prices on Uranium Exploration," NUEXCO Nuclear Fuel

Market Analyses and Price Trend Projections. October 1989.

" Walter Patterson, The Plutonium Business, a Nuclear Control Institute Book, Sierra Club Books,

1984, pp. 186-187.
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Figure 1

COST COMPARISON OF PLUTONIUM PROGRAM & URANIUM RESERVE
(Billions of Dollars)

Best Case for Plutonium Program
Plutonium Program Uranium Reserve Net Savings

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction

(42,205 MWe)

Reactors Operable,

Under Construction,

& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)

64.1

64.1

45.1

64.1

19

(Even)

Best Case for Uranium Reserve

Plutonium Program Uranium Reserve Net Savings

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction

(42,205 MWe)

Reactors Operable,

Under Construction

& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)

78.3

78.3

35.4

50.3

42.9

28

The economics of a Strategic Uranium Reserve are quite favorable when

compared with the price tag of Japan's plutonium program. Two sets of costs are

involved: capital costs of Japan's future commercial plutonium program (estimated

capital costs are shown in Table 5), and the price penalty of recycling plutonium in

light-water reactors instead of using low-enriched lu-anium (estimated in Table 6). The

projected capital cost of the plutonium program is $35.2 billion, to which is added the

cumulative price penalty of 50 years of recycling plutonium in 12 LWRs loaded vwth

one-third core of MOX.^' The cumulative price penalty varies widely depending upon

assumptions about natural uranium and enrichment prices (explained in Appendix E).

"
Japan may be loading MOX fuel in a few less, or many more, than 12 LWRs after 2010, but with

no. such projections currently available, continued recycle of plutonium in LWRs at the level now

planned by JAEC for the 2000-2010 period is assumed. The cumulative MOX price penalty over a 50-

year period is used to compare the cost of 50 years' pursuit of energy security via plutonium versus the

cost of 50 years' energy security provided by the Strategic Uranium Reserve.

8
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Our basic finding is that a 50-year Strategic Uranium Reserve for all Japanese

LWRs projected to 2010 would always be less expensive than a 50-year plutonium

program, across a broad range of price assumptions.^^ Figure 1 and Table 7 shows

the substantial economic advantage of a Strategic Uranium reserve over the plutonium

program. Even in the worst-case comparison for the reserve, assuming high-end prices

for uranium and enrichment and low-end prices for the plutonium program, a 50-year

Strategic Uranium Reserve would still represent savings of $ 1 9 billion for reactors now

operating and under construction and would cost no more than the plutonium program
for all reactors projected to 2010. The reserve represents a savings of nearly $43 billion

for reactors now operating and imder construction and $28 billion for all reactors

projected to 2010 when comparing the low-price estimate for the reserve with the high-

price estimate for the plutonium program.

Conclusion: Give Uranium a Chance

Nuclear policymakers in the United States and Russia should consider offering

to sell Japan some blended-down HEU as a means of satisfying Japan's legitimate

energy-security concerns, of providing Japan a viable alternative to plutonium, and of

addressing proliferation and terrorism risks associated with plutonium commerce

generally. Even if present marketing plans make it impractical to offer demilitarized

uranium to Japan, the U.S. and the former Soviet Union have enormous, under-utilized

uranium reserves and production and enrichment capacity that they could make

available to Japan with great potential benefit to their ailing uranium industries. At the

same time, Japanese reprocessing contracts with Britain and France could be

renegotiated to provide spent-fiiel storage plus uranium enrichment instead of immediate

recovery and shipment of plutonium ("storage plus SWU in lieu of Pu").

With a Strategic Uranium Reserve, Japan could rest assured that a half-century

of energy security provided by its LEU stockpile will be carried forward indefmitely

into the future. Japan could continue breeder R&D but need not go beyond the limits

of its present program because the reserve would establish a timeframe within which

Japan could develop a commercial-scale breeder if uranium shortages ever occurred that

necessitated a move toward recovery and recycling of plutonium.

Stockpiling petroleum is an internationally recognized form of insurance against

supply and price instabilities. Japanese stockpiling of low-enriched uranium is long

overdue. It would present far fewer political and security problems for Japan than

proceeding with additional sea shipments of plutonium and attempting to avoid a

plutonium surplus that may prove unavoidable due to delays in the FBR and MOX
programs. Continuing along the plutonium path could have serious repercussions for

Japan both on the Korean peninsula and in its bid for a seat on the U.N. Security

Council.

" The only case in which this might not be true is when one assumes that plutonium is a completely

"free good," that is, when none of the costs of reprocessing are reflected in economic comparisons

between plutonium recycle and LEU. This is clearly unrealistic: reprocessing always costs something,

even if the plant's capital costs have been completely written off. Even if one assumes plutonium is

"free," MOX fuel would still be considerably more expensive than LEU ($1634-1645/kg-MOX, compared

to $I030-1257/kg-LEU). See Appendix E.
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Efficient utilization of nuclear power does not require Japan or any other nation

to shoulder the substantial costs and hazards of a plutonium economy. Ensuring a

secure fiiel supply, the goals of Japan's present effort to acquire over 100 MT of

plutonium by 2010, can be achieved at less cost and risk by means of a Strategic

Uranium Reserve.^^

Tables and Appendices Follow:

" The authors, while taking fiill responsibility for this study and its conclusions, gratefully

acknowledge the assistance of Frans Berkhout, Marvin Miller, NUEXCO Information Services, Thomas

Neff, and Tatsujiro Suzuki, and others knowledgeable of the nuclear industry in the U.S. and Japan.
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Table 1

A JAPANESE STRATEGIC URANIUM RESERVE

The number ofyears' reserve acquired from blended-down military HEU'

LEU Fuel from LEU Fuel from LEU Fuel from

Russian HEU only Russian & US HEU High-End Estimates

Russian & US HEU
(500 MT HEU) (1000 MT HEU) (1300 MT HEU)'

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction

(42,205 MWe)^ 18.2 years 36.4 years 47.3 years

Reactors Operable,

Under Construction,

& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)^ 12.8 years 25.6 years 33.3 years

' Assumes 93.5% U-235 content wejqjons HEU.

^
Zachary Davis et al., "Swords Into Energy: Nuclear Weapons Materials After the Cold War,"

Congressional Research Service, Washington, DC, September 29, 1992, p. 4.

' "Power Reactors: Country-by-Country Summaries," Nuclear Engineering International, World

Nuclear Industry Handbook 1993. p. 34. Does not include reactors currently fueled by natural

uranium or MOX.

*
Atsuyuki Suzuki, "Implications of Civilian Programs--A Japanese Perspective," Paper Presented at

an International Workshop on Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation: Issues for International

Actions, Tokyo, March 15-16, 1993, p. 6.

Nuclear Control Institute
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Table 2

A JAPANESE STRATEGIC URANIUM RESERVE

Years Until a 50-Year Reserve is Completed

The number of years Japan would have to purchase 10 million SWU/yr of

excess Western and Russian enrichment capacity to supplement purchases of

blended-down HEU until a 50-year reserve is completed.'

Base Case :^

500 MT HEU 1000 MT HEU 1300 MT HEU

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction

(42,205 MWe) 15.9 years 6.8 years 1.4 years

Total Price $30.7 (low) $26.6 (low) $24.4 (low)

of Reserve' $39.1 (high) $35.3 (high) $32.9 (high)

(billions of $)

Reactors Operable,

Under Construction,

&. Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe) 26.5 years 17.4 years 11.9 years

Total Price $44.5 (low) $40.9 (low) $38.7 (low)

of Reserve' $57.3 (high) $53.4 (high) $51.0 (high)

(billions of $)

' Assumes 93.5% U-235 content weapons HEU.

' Base Case assumes acquisition in blended-down form of the amount of HEU indicated, plus natural uranium and excess

SWU purchases to complete a 50-year reserve.

'
Estimated price of amount of blended-down HEU indicated in the base case, supplemented by natural uranium and excess

SWU purchases at the rate of 1 million SWU/yr to complete a 50-year reserve.

Low Price Estimates assume HEU price of $l5,60O/kg-HEU, HEU-to-LEU blending service price of $1000/kg-HEU; natural

uranium price of S20/kg U,0,; and enrichment services price of SI20/SWU.

High Price Estimates assume HEU price of $20,000/kg-HEU; HEU-to-LEU blending service price of $2500/kg-HEU; natural

uranium price of S40/kg U,0,; and enrichment services price of $I25/SWU.

Prices rounded to nearest hundred million dollars. See Appendix D for explanation of low and high price estimates.

Nuclear Control Institute
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Table 3

EXCESS ENRICHMENT CAPACITY

Measured in millions of SWU/year

Western & Russian

Enrichment Capacity Enrichment Demand Excess Capacity

1991
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Table 4

A JAPANESE STRATEGIC URANIUM RESERVE

Acquired from Natural Uranium & Excess SWU

Years to Complete

(@10 mUIion SWU/yr)

Cost'

(billions of dollars)

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction 25 years

(42,205 MWe)

Reactors Operable,

Under Construction, 35.6 years
& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)

$35.4 (low)

$45.1 (high)

$50.3 (low)

$64.1 (high)

Natural Uranium

(MT)'

Enrichment

(thousand SWU)^

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction

(42,205 MWe)
292,146 MT 250,094

Reactors Operable,
Under Construction,

& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)

415,324 MT 355,542

' Rounded to nearest hundred million dollars.

Low Cost Estimate assumes prices of $25/kg-U,08 for natural uranium and $100/SWU for

enrichment services.

High Cost Estimate assumes prices of SSS/kg-UjO, for natural uranium and $125/SWU for

emnchment services. See Appendix D for full explanation of reserve cost calculations.

'
Natural uranium requirements rounded to nearest metric ton.

'
Enrichment requirements rounded to nearest thousand SWU.

I

Nuclear Control Institute
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Table 5

ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS
OF JAPAN'S COMMERCIAL PLUTONIUM PROGRAM'

(in billions of dollars)

LWR Fuel Reprocessing Plant (Rokkasho)^ $7.1

MOX Fuel Reprocessing Plant^ $7.1

LWR MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant* $0.4

FBR MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant^ $0.4

Ohma ATR' $3.4

Demonstration FBR' $4.2

3 Commercial FBRs by the year 2030 (@ $4.2)' $12.6

TOTAL $35.2 billion

' Does not include costs of Joyo and Monju FBRs, Fugen ATR, or Tokai reprocessing plant, which this study treats as part of

the Plutonium R&D program.

'

Agency of National Resources & Energy, Mm, "Nuclear Power Resource Book" [in Japanese], January 1993 gives

Rokkasho reprocessing plant's estimated cost as 840 billion yen.

' No price estimate available. Assumption is that cost will be comparable to LWR reprocessing plant

* A senior Japanese nuclear oSicial estimates the MOX fuel plant's cost as somewhat more than 50 billion yen. "Japanese

Accelerate Plan to Build Conunercial MOX Fabrication Plant," Nucleonics Week , February 18, 1993, p. 16.

' No price estimate available. Assumption is that cost will be comparable to LWR MOX fiiel plant

' No ofiicial price estimate available. This study assumes that Ohma will cost no more than 120% the price of an LWR (about

333 billion yen), giving an estimated cost of about 400 billion yen.

' Atomic Energy Bureau, Science & Technology Agency, "Report of the Fast Reactor Total System Research Panel" [in

Japanese] states that the Demonstration FBR will cost no more than 150% the price of an LWR. Assuming an LWR costs

about 333 billion yen, this gives a cost for the DFBR of 500 billion yen.

'
"Japanese Utility Uader Pledges Building of Three FBRs by 2030," Nucleonics Week. April 23, 1992, p. 8. No official cost

estimates for these FBRs are available. This study conservatively assumes thai each of the three commercial FBRs will cost no

more than the official estimate for the Demonstration FBR.

Cost estimates rounded to nearest hundred million US dollars, and assume an exchange rate of 118.71 yen to 1 U.S. dollar

Nuclear Control Institute
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Table 6

PRICE PENALTY OF LWR PLUTONIUM RECYCLE IN LWRs'

Annual Price Penalty^

Low Price MOX
($6134-6145/kg)

High Price MOX
($6834-6845/kg)

Low Price LEU
($1030/kg) $612.5 million $696.5 million

High Price LEU
($1257/kg) $586.6 million $670.6 million

50-Year Price Penalty

Low Price MOX
($6134-6145/kg)

High Price MOX
($6834-6845/kg)

Low Price LEU
($1030/kg) $30.6 billion $34.8 billion

High Price LEU
($1257/kg) $29.3 billion $33.5 billion

'

"Price Penalty" is the estimated difference in price between the use of MOX fuel in Japan's LWRs
and the LEU fuel that would be consumed in the absence of a plutonium recycle program. This

study assumes that 12 1,000 MWe Japanese LWRs, each loaded with one-third core of MOX,
consume an annual total of 120 MT MOX, averaging 3% fissile plutonium, beginning shortly after

2000. [Japanese Atomic Energy Commission, Advisory Committee on Nuclear Fuel Recycling,

"Nuclear Fuel Recycling in Japan," August 1991, p.6] Each 1,000 MWe LWR loaded with one-third

core MOX will consume 0.3 MT of fissile plutonium annually. [Japanese Science & Technology

Agency, private communication to H. Seki, member of Japanese Diet, February 8, 1 993]

' See Appendix E for assumptions and calculations underlying MOX and LEU price estimates.

All prices in 1993 U.S. dollars, rounded to one decimal point.

Nuclear Control Institute
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Table 7

COST ADVANTAGE
OF JAPANESE STRATEGIC URANIUM RESERVE
OVER COMMERCIAL PLUTONIUM PROGRAM

(Billions of Dollars Saved)

Reactors Operable
& Under Construction

(42^05 MWe)

Reserve Cost (low)'

($35.4 billion)

Reserve Cost (high)*

($45.1 billion)

Pu Program Cost (Low)' Pu Program Cost (High)^

($64.1 billion) ($78.3 billion)

$28.7

$19

$42.9

$33.2

Reactors Operable,
Under Construction,

& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)

Reserve Cost (low)'

($50.3 billion)

Reserve Cost (high)*

($64.1 billion)

$13.8

(Even)

$28

$14.2

' Pu Program Cost (Low) includes 1) estimated capital costs of the Japanese commercial plutonium

program (see Table 5), minus the LWR MOX fuel fabrication plant, the cost of which is incorporated

in the estimated price of MOX fuel. 2) Low estimate of the MOX price penalty (Table 6 &
Appendix E).

^ Pu Program Cost (High) includes 1) estimated capital costs as explained in footnote 1 above, plus

a projected cost overrun of 25%. Such substantial cost overruns are not unlikely: the Monju FBR,

for instance, cost 50% more than originally projected. 2) High estimate of the MOX price penalty

(Table 6 & Appendix E).

' Reserve Cost (Low) assumes prices of $25/kg-U3 0g and $100/SWU for enrichment services.

*
Reserve Cost (High) assumes prices of $35/kg-U,0, and $125/SWU for enrichment services.

Reserve Cost estimates assume a reserve composed entirely of natural uranium enriched with excess

SWU (i.e., no blended-down HEU) (see Table 4). Reserve Costs would be substantially lower if

Japan acquired large quantities of blended-down HEU (see Tables I & 2). Calculation of estimated

reserve costs is explained in Appendix D. All figures rounded to nearest hundred million dollars.

Nuclear Control Institute
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Appendix A

CALCULATING LEU REQUIREMENTS FOR JAPANESE LWRs

Annual 50 Years

Reactors Operable &
Under Construction 853 MT 42,649 MX
(42,205 MWe)

Reactors Operable,

Under Construction, 1213 MT 60,631 MT
& Projected to 2010

(60,000 MWe)

To estimate the size of the proposed Japanese Strategic Uranium Reserve, the armual LEU

requirement for the 48 Japanese LWRs currently operable or under construction, and for additional

projected ftiture LWR capacity, is calculated. Tokai Japco, a Magnox reactor, is not included

because it is fiieled with natural uranium. The Joyo and Monju FBRs, and Fugen and Ohma ATRs,
are not included because they consume MOX rather than LEU ftiel. Unless otherwise indicated, all

data on the individual reactors are taken from Nuclear Engineering International, World Nuclear

Industry Handbook 1993 (cited hereafter as NEI 93).

CALCULATING FUTURE LEU DEMAND

Future annual LEU demand for Japanese LWRs is calculated using the following formula:

Total capacity (in gross MWe), multiplied by 365, multiplied by the capacity factor, divided by
thermal efficiency, divided by fiiel bum-up (in megawatt-days per metric ton). [Marvin Miller, MIT,

personal communication, February 15, 1993]

The resulting annual LEU requirement estimate (in MT) is rounded to the third decimal

place (i.e., kilograms LEU) for use in this study's calculations. LEU requirement estimates displayed

in charts and graphs are rounded to the nearest MT.
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Appendix A (continued)

Capacity Operable and Under Construction

Japanese LWRs operable and under construction have a total edacity of 42,205 gross MWe
[NEl 93, 34]. Thus:

42,205 (gross MWe capacity), multiplied by 365, multiplied by .8 (80% capacity), divided by .336

(thermal efficiency), divided by 43,000 (fuel burn-up)
= 852.9803433, rounded to 852.980 MT LEU

per year. Fifty years' LEU requirement, calculated from unrounded figures, is 42649.01717, rounded

to 42.649 MT LEU.

Projected Future Capacity

Estimating projected future capacity is a very uncertain exercise. This study assumes a

robust Japanese nuclear capacity of 60.000 MWe by 2010 [Atsuyuki Suzuki, "Implications of

Civilian Programs—A Japanese Perspective," Paper Presented at an International Workshop on

Nuclear Disarmament and Non-Proliferation: Issues for International Actions, Tokyo, March 15-16,

1993, p. 6]. Thus:

60,000 (gross MWe LWR capacity), multiplied by 365, multiplied by .8 (80% capacity), divided by
.336 (thermal efficiency), divided by 43,000 (fiiel bum-up)

= 1212.624585, rounded to 1212.625 MT
LEU per year . Fifty years' LEU requirement, calculated from unrounded figures, is 6063 1 .22924,

rounded to 60.631 MT LEU.

Capacity Factor. This study assumes that an average 80% capacity factor will be achieved.

This is a highly conservative assumption: MITI reports an average 1992 capacity factor of 73.5% for

PWRs and 73.6% for BWRs ["Japan's Nuclear Power Plants Turn In Best Performance Since 1988,"

Nucleonics Week. January 21, 1993, p. 5]. If Japanese LWRs continue to average less than 80%

capacity, LEU requirements will be lower than this study estimates.

Thermal Efficiency. A thermal efficiency of 33.6% is assumed. This figure is the average

thermal efficiency of LWRs currently operable or under construction [as reported in NEI 93]. This

assumption is also conservative, as it is likely that advanced LWRs to be constructed in the future

will be more thermally efficient than current reactors.

Fuel Bum-Up. Projections of future average fuel bum-up for Japanese LWRs are

apparently not published by either Japanese government agencies or electric utilities. MITI publishes

current fuel bum-up data for Japanese LWRs [Public Service Department, MITI, Nuclear Power

Handbook 1993 [in Japanese], pp. 604-605, 618-619], which are currently averaging about 37,000

MW-d/MT (megawatt-days per metric ton). Conversations with Japanese utility officials and nuclear

industry sources confirm that average fuel bum-up is likely to increase substantially by 2010, perhaps

as high as 50,000 MW-d/MT. Some utilities plan to increase bum-up by changing from one-third

core to one-quarter core reloads. However, there is little agreement about when such changes will be

made, or what average bum-up will be in the future. To calculate LEU requirements, this study

assumes an average future bum-up of 43.000 MW-d/MT. OECD's plutonium fuel study assumed

this bum-up level in its LEU reference case based on annual replacement of one-fourth core in PWRs

[Nuclear Energy Agency, OECD, Plutonium Fuel: An Assessment. 1989, p. 48]. This study's use of

OECD's reference case therefore assumes a significant but not overly optimistic increase in average

bum-up.
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Appendin B

CALCULATING AMOUNT OF LEU FUEL PRODUCED BY BLENDING DOWN WEAPONS JIEU

Estimated amounts of highly-enriched uranium (HEU) that could be made available through

dismantling nuclear weapons are from Zachary Davis, et al., "Swords into Energy: Nuclear Weapons
Materials After the Cold War," Congressional Research Service, Washington, DC, September 29,

1992, p. 4. The CRS study cites estimates of 500 metric tons (MT) of HEU in the former Soviet

Union; plus 500 MT of HEU in the United States. CRS also cites a high-end estimate of 1300 MT
HEU (600 MT in the U.S.; plus 700 or more MT in Russia). Our study assumes that the highly-
enriched uranium (HEU) in U.S. and former Soviet nuclear weapons averages 93.5% U-235. [Marvin

Miller, MIT, personal communication, April 1, 1992; Thomas Cochran et al. Nuclear Weapons
DaUbook. Volume 11: U.S. Nuclear Warhead Production. 1987, p. 81] It is possible that former

Soviet weapons HEU may have an enrichment level as low as 90% U-235. [Thomas Neff, MIT,

personal communication, March 5, 1993] If that is the case, somewhat less blended-down LEU could

be produced from each kilogram of HEU.

The following formula is used to calculate the ratio of LEU product to HEU:

P 0.935 - 0.0071

F E - 0.0071

where P is the amount of LEU product, F is the amount of HEU, E is the eruichment (U-235

percentage) of the LEU product, 0.93S is the enrichment of HEU, and 0.0071 is the approximate
enrichment of natural uranium (all expressed as decimals). [Marvin Miller, MIT, personal

communication, April 1, 1992]

Using this formula and annual Japanese LEU demand as estimated in Appendix A, the

number of years of Japanese LEU requirements that could be supplied by various amounts of HEU
are calculated and displayed in Table 1.

I
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Appendix C

CALCULATING ENRICHMENT (SWU) REQUIREMENTS FOR JAPANESE LWRs

A Sq>arative Work Unit (SWU) is a measure of enrichment services. The separative work

component is the amount of SWU needed to bring a given amount of natural uranium up to a specific

enrichment level, assuming a given tails assay (the percentage of U-23S remaining in the depleted

uranium tails after enrichment). For example, 3.4% LEU has a separative work component of 5.191

per kilogram, or 5,191 per metric ton, given a 02% tails assay.

Separative work components are from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's 1972 table of

"Enriching Services" (reprinted in Thomas Cochran et al.. Nuclear Weaix)ns Databook. Volume LI:

U.S. Nuclear Warhead Production. 1987, p. 127).

This study assumes that LEU fuel for Japanese LWRs will average 3.7% enrichment.

Average LEU eiuichments are near this level currently, averaging about 3.4% for BWRs and 3.8%

for PWRs, according to MlTl [Public Service Department, MITl, Nuclear Power Handbook 1993 [in

Japanese], pp. 604-605, 618-619). OECD's plutonium fuel study assumed 3.7% enrichment in its

LEU reference case based on annual replacement of one-fourth core in PWRs [Nuclear Energy

Agency, OECD, Plutonium Fuel: An Assessment. 1989, p. 48]. OECD's reference case suggests that

this enrichment level is sufficient to sustain the future fuel bum-up of 43,000 MW-d/MT assumed in

this study (see Appendix A).

A 0.2% tails assay is assumed in all calculations. This is somewhat lower than the U.S.

Department of Energy's current transaction tails assay of about 0.3% (Thomas Neff, "Integrating

Uranium from Weapons into the Civil Fuel Cycle", Science & Global Security. 1992, Volume 3, p.

57). However, the lower the tails assay, the higher the number of SWU required per unit enriched

product. In other words, as the tails assay declines, more enrichment work must be applied to

remove a higher proportion of U-235 from the tails. Thus, using a slightly lower than average tails

assay produces a slight overestimate of annual Japanese SWU demand, resulting in a conservatively

high estimate of the amount of enrichment services needed to complete the Strategic Uranium

Reserve and the amount of time required to do so.

Based on this study's calculations of annual Japanese demand for LEU (see Appendix A),

annual Japanese SWU demand for LWRs currently operable and under construction (42,205 MWe) is

calculated to be 5.001.875. Total SWU requirements for fifty years' LEU would therefore be

250,093,736. Annual Japanese SWU demand for all LWRs projected to 2010 (60,000 MWe) is

calculated to be 7.110.833. Total SWU requirements for fifty years' LEU would therefore be

355.541.650. All estimates are rounded to the nearest SWU.

Based on these SWU demand estimates, the number of years' SWU purchases (at a rate of

10 million SWU per year) required to produce a 50-year Strategic Uranium Reserve are shown in

Tables 2 and 4.

It must be pointed out that figures are shown to the nearest whole number to explain fully

this study's calculations, not to suggest that they are precise predictions of Japanese demand to the

nearest SWU or kilogram of LEU.
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Appendix D

CALCULATING THE PRICE OF THE STRATEGIC URANIUM RESERVE

This paper explores how Japan, by purchasing natural uranium and excess enrichment

services, could acquire a 50-year Strategic Uranium Reserve.

The elements of the reserve include natural uranium to enrich to create LEU fuel (UjO,), and

enrichment services (SWU). The price of each element could vary considerably, so two scenarios

(low-price and high-price) are constructed to provide an estimated price range for the reserve.

The natural uranium requirements for the reserve were calculated based on Japanese LEU
requirements (estimated in Appendix A), and ratios of U,0, feed to LEU products at various

enrichments, assuming a 0.2% tails assay. Feed-to-product ratios are from U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission, 1972, "Enriching Services," (reprinted in Thomas Cochran et al.. Nuclear Weapons
Databook. Volume II: U.S. Nuclear Warhead Production. 1987, p. 127). Estimates of how many
million SWU would be required to enrich sufficient LEU to complete a 50-year reserve are calculated

as explained in Appendix C.

Price estimates for the reserve were then calculated, based upon the elements required for

each scenario and on the price assumptions for each element. Our study does not project the costs of

long-term storage of the uranium reserve, or of interim storage of spent fuel. The capital costs

should be low in comparison with those of commercial breeder reactors and associated fuel cycle

facilities.

Uranium Conversion is assumed in both scenarios to cost $6/kg-nattiral uranium, the median

of the range of current new contract prices ($4.50-$7.50/kg). ["Current Uranium Pricing Indicators,"

NuclearFuel. February 15, 1993, p. 2]

LOW-PRICE SCENARIOS

Natural uranium is assumed to cost $25/ke-U,0.. This price is chosen to reflect a modest

increase in natural uranium prices, possibly a few dollars per pound, that would occur if an off-

market deal were concluded to purchase substantial amounts of Russia's natural uranium stockpile for

the Japanese Strategic Uranium Reserve. [NUEXCO Information Services, personal communication,

April 2, 1993]

Enrichment services are assumed to cost $IOO/SWU. an approximation of the mean price

paid for SWU by utilities in 1991. [Frans Berkhout et al., "Disposition of Separated Plutonium,"

Science & Global Security. 1992, Volume 3, 1992, p. 52, n. 90]

HEU is assumed to cost $15.600/kg-HEU. based on the current best-estimate price of $7.6

billion for the 500 MT of former weapons HEU that the U.S. has agreed to purchase from Russia.

[Thomas Neff, MIT, personal communication, March 5, 1993]

Blending services, by which HEU is converted to LEU, are assumed to cost $ 1 000/ke-HEU.

based upon an estimate of how much Russia might charge for such a service performed at its

blending facilities, which cost considerably less to operate than comparable facilities in the West.

[Thomas Neff, MIT, personal communication, March 5, 1993]
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Appendix D (continued)

fflGH-PRICE SCENARIOS

Natural uranium is assumed to cost $35/kg-U,0.. This estimate accounts for a substantial

price increase that might occur if Japan had to acquire all the uranium for its reserve on the open

market. Under such circumstances, prices could rise to as high as SSS/kg-UjO,. [NUEXCO
Infonnation Services, personal communication, April 2, 1993]

Enrichment services are assumed to cost S125/SWU. the U.S. Department of Energy's long-

term contract price as of October 1992. [Berkhout et al., 1992, p. 52, n. 90]

HEV is assumed to cost $20.000/ke-HEU. the upper end of a range of estimated prices for

500 MT HEU in the U.S.-Russian deal. [Thomas Neff, MIT, personal communication, March 5,

1993]

Blending services are assumed to cost $2.500/kg-HEU. This is a median price estimate for

blending performed in a U.S. facility, if such a facility had to be newly constructed for the purpose.

[Thomas Neff, "Integrating Uranium from Weapons into the Civil Fuel Cycle," Science & Global

Security. 1992, Volume 3, p. 57]
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Appendix E

CALCULATING THE PRICE PENALTY OF PLUTONIUM RECYCLE IN LWRs

Table 6 shows estimates of the price penalty of plutonium recycle in LWRs—that is, the

estimated difference in price between use of MOX fiiel in Japan's LWRs and the LEU fuel that

would be consumed in the absence of a plutonium recycle program.

As noted in Table 6, this study assumes that 12 1,000 MWe LWRs would be loaded with

one-third core of MOX afler the year 2000, as planned. [Table 6, Footnote 1]

Japan's Science and Technology Agency (STA) estimates that each of these LWRs will

consume 0.3 MT of fissile plutonium annually. [Table 6, Footnote 2] Twelve LWRs would thus

require 3.6 MT of fissile plutonium. Assuming a 3% fissile (4.3% total) plutonium content of the

MOX fuel, 12 1000 MWe LWRs would require 120 MT of MOX annually.

It is assumed that this MOX will initially be made with natural uraniimi [Frans Berkhout et

al., "Disposition of Separated Plutonium," Science & Global Security. 1992, Volume 3, p. 37.]

Therefore, the Japanese plutonium recycle program for LWRs will require 116.4 MT of natural

uranium aimually (97% of 120 MT). This would require about 138 MT of 11,0, annually, assuming

about 0.848 MT of natural uranium is contained in each MT of U,0, [U.S. Department of Energy,

Energy Information Administration, Uranium Industry Aimual 1991. October 1992, p. 123], and 0.5%

loss during UFj conversion [Edison Electric Institute, Nuclear Fuel Committee, EEl Uranium and

Conversion Handbook. December 1991, p. 5-8].

MOX FUEL PRICES

Unit prices must be assigned to four elements when calculating the cost of MOX fuel: the

plutoniimi content, the natural uranium content, fuel fabrication, and additional security and

transportation costs not applicable to LEU. Because future prices of these elements are uncertain,

low MOX price and high MOX price scenarios are developed.

Plutonium. In both scenarios, a price is assigned to the plutonium content of MOX fuel,

based upon reprocessing costs. Assuming reprocessing costs of $1000/kg-HM, the low end of the

price range in current contracts, and applying a "credit" of $60/kg-U for minium recovered during

reprocessing, the remaining uncompensated cost of reprocessing is $150 per gram of fissile

plutonium. [Berkhout et al., 1992, p. 40] Thus, the "price" of the 30 grams of fissile plutonium in 1

kilogram of MOX fuel (3% fissile plutonium) is $4500/kg-MOX.

It should be noted that this "plutonium price" could be a substantial underestimate.

Reprocessing can cost up to $1800/kg-HM, for a plutonium price of $280 per gram of fissile

plutonium, or $8400/kg-MOX [Berkhout et al., 1992, p. 40]. However, to be conservative, this study

uses the $4500/kg-MOX plutonium price in both the low MOX price and high MOX price scenarios.

In fact, 3.7% eiuiched LEU fiiel is estimated to be cheaper than MOX, even if plutonium is

assumed to be a fi'ee good—that is, when reprocessing costs are assumed to be "sunk." This is true

assuming either low uranium prices ($1030/kg LEU vs. $1634/kg MOX) or high uranium prices

($1257/kg LEU vs. $1645/kg MOX).

Natural Uranium is assumed to cost $25/kg UjO, when MOX is compared to low price

LEU, and $35/kg UjO, when MOX prices are compared to high price LEU [see Appendix D].
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Appendix E (continued)

Uranium conversion is assumed to cost $6/kg-nattual uranium in all scenarios for both MOX and

LEU [see Appendix D].

Fuel Fabrication price estimates for MOX are subject to a wide range of uncertainty. A

conservative assumption, toward the low end of the range, is S1300/kg-MOX. [Frans Berkhout,

personal communication, March 3, 1993, based on Berkhout et al., 1992, Appendix B.] A contract

was reportedly concluded recently between Japan and Belgium for fabrication of 500 MT of MOX
ftiel at a price of about $1400/kg-MOX. [Francois Vermeulen, "Combustibles Atomiques Nippons:

Beiges et Francais Sont En Piste," La Libre Beleiaue. February 2, 1993] Fabrication costs could go

as high as $3000/kg-MOX, depending upon how fully capacity at fuel fabrication plants is utilized.

This study assumes S1300/ke-MOX fabrication costs in its low MOX price, and $2000/kg-MOX

fabrication costs in its high MOX price.

Security and Transportation is considerably more expensive for MOX than for LEU. This

study assumes additional expenses in this category of $300/kg-MOX. [Frans Berkhout, personal

communication, April 2, 1993]

Thus, the low MOX price is estimated as $6134/kg (assuming lower uranium price) to

$6145/kg (assuming higher uranium price). The high MOX price is estimated as $6834/kg (assuming

lower uranium price) to $6845/kg (assuming higher uranium price).

LEU FUEL PRICES

A price is assigned to the additional 120 MT of LEU that would be required annually if

Japan were not planning to recycle plutonium in LWRs (i.e., if 12 1,000 MWe LWRs were not to be

loaded with one-third core of MOX). As the 12 LWRs for the post-2000 recycle program have not

been selected, assumptions must be made about the LEU that would fuel these reactors.

Low LEU Price (SI030/kg) assumes a natural uranium price of $25/kg-UjO„ a uranium

conversion price of $6/kg-naturaI uranium, an enrichment of 3.7%, a tails assay of 0.2%, an

enrichment services price of $100/SWU, and a fuel fabrication cost of $200/kg-LEU (fabrication cost

estimate from OECD-NEA, Plutonium Fuel: An Assessment. 1989, Table 14, "Unit Costs Used in

Cost Calculations," p.58).

High LEU Price ($12S7/kg) assumes a natural uranium price of $35/kg-U,0„ a uranium

conversion price of $6/kg-natiu-al uranium, an enrichment of 3.7%, a tails assay of 0.2%, an

enrichment services price of $125/SWU, and a fuel fabrication cost of $200/kg-LEU.
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